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1.

Executive Summary

This Executive Summary provides a high level review of the results for the Mid-size Customer Needs
Assessment part of the evaluation of commercial and industrial (C&I) programs operated by the
Massachusetts Program Administrators (PA). In this section, we state the study objectives, summarize
the evaluation approach, and present key preliminary findings and recommendations.

1.1

Evaluation objectives

This research resulted from the Massachusetts Program Administrators, Energy Efficiency Advisory
Council (EEAC) Consultants, and Department of Energy Resources (DOER) interest in understanding the
extent to which current program offerings effectively serve the needs of Mid-size customers, and whether
new program offerings or variations of existing program offerings would better serve Mid-size customers.
The study was designed to address the following research objectives:


Determine how Massachusetts PAs currently address Mid-size customers;



Estimate program participation rates for the largest, smallest, and Mid-size customers;



Identify and describe the population of Mid-size customers across PAs;



Compare the experience of small, mid-size, and large program participants;



Perform gap-analysis/needs assessment for participants and non-participants; and



Recommend ways that the PAs could better serve these Mid-size customers.
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1.2

Overview of approach

This section provides a high level synopsis of DNV KEMA’s approach to the Mid-size Customer Needs
Assessment. Figure 1-1 presents an overview of the two-stage research approach. The principal research
steps were as follows:
Stage I – The primary objective of the Stage I research was to identify the PAs’ existing marketing
approaches for small, mid-size and large customers and to identify criteria used to segment customers by
size when implementing those marketing efforts. This research consisted of the following activities:
 Interviewed program staff and implementation contractors for C&I programs;
 Combined interview results with results from MA-C&I Customer Profile Project 1 to segment
customers for analysis;
Stage II – The primary objectives of the Stage II research were to identify unfulfilled needs of mid-size
customers and determine whether mid-size customers required customized services to address their needs.
This research consisted of the following activities:






Conducted data mining and exploratory data analysis of existing billing and tracking data, as well
as re-analyzed previous survey data;
Designed a sample frame for a survey of participants and non-participants using the Stage I
results;
Conducted a survey of participants and non-participants in the small, mid-size, and large
customer size segments;
Conducted in-depth interviews with specific customer sub-segments and market actors identified
in Stage I;
Based on the survey results, assessed existing customer needs and identified underserved
customer segments.

1

MA-LCIEC (C&I) Customer Profile Project. Massachusetts Program Administrators, EEAC. Prepared by
KEMA, Inc. January 7 , 2013. As part of this research DNV KEMA merged billing and tracking records across all
electric and gas PAs.
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Figure 1-1 Overview of two stage research approach
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1.3

Key findings

This section reports DNV KEMA’s findings for the mid-size customer needs assessment. We organize
the findings by five topics:
1. Approaches for marketing to customers within each account size segment;
2. Effectiveness of existing energy efficiency programs serving mid-size customers;
3. Estimating participation rates by account size segment;
4. Identification of possible mid-size customer needs - Exploratory data analysis;
5. Identification of possible mid-size customer needs - In-depth interviews; and
6. Evaluation of identified customer needs.

1.3.1

Approaches for marketing to customers within each size segment

The research team’s work focuses on customer segmentation based on electric account information
because this is currently how customers are identified and marketed in the Direct Install program. Our
research revealed that the Program Administrators (PAs) use differing approaches for marketing to
customers within each size segment.


NStar classifies all customers greater than 300KW as mid-size to large and assigns them to
account management teams based on industry and consumption levels. The account management
teams also included Project Expeditors, who were third party contractors that helped identify the
needs of the more diverse smaller accounts. NStar believes the project expeditors, plus the
industry specific account teams, provided sufficient resources to address the large and mid-size
customer needs.



National Grid assigns account representatives to all customers with greater than 750 KW demand.
They differentiate between customers with peak demand less than 750 KW, assigning account
representatives to only selects groups (‘sweet spots’) of customers who have demand between
300 and 750 KW. They loosely define these ‘sweet spots’ as customers in industries such as
injection modeling, where energy was a relatively high cost consideration, and had average load
factors of 80%-90%. Targeting of specific industries is required because the number of accounts
with demand between 300 and 500 KW was too great for internal staffing to provide account
management to all customers in this size segment. Furthermore, they suggest that
implementation contractors are not trained to the extent necessary to adequately serve the needs
of those customers in the targeted sweet spot industries. Participants who were not in an
identified ‘sweet spot’ were allocated to implementation contractors, who may not have had
adequate training to offer appropriate or comprehensive solutions.
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Unitil reports marketing to all large customers as a group, which they define as customers with
peak demand of 200 KW or more. Given the relatively small customer base, they report having
intimate knowledge of their customers, and work directly with them to develop solutions. PAs
with smaller territories indicated that they typically do not subdivide the 300 KW and up
customer group due to very limited numbers of customers in this range.



For the electric Direct Install programs and small business gas programs, the PAs rely primarily
on the Direct Install vendors and implementation contractors to market the programs and perform
outreach to accounts with demand less than 300 KW.

1.3.2

Effectiveness of existing energy efficiency programs serving mid-size
customer needs

DNV KEMA asked a series of questions to understand PA assessment of how well the mid-size customer
segment was being served by existing programs. Table 1-1 below summarizes these results.
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Table 1-2 Are existing energy efficiency programs effectively serving mid-size and other customer segments

Electric/Gas PA

PA Name

PA impression of
Customer whether existing
Size
energy efficiency
Discussed programs meet
customer needs?

National Grid

Medium

Somewhat

National Grid notes that the need of this segment are more challenging to address because customers require more
comprehensive solutions than smaller direct install customers. The solutions required by customers in this segment are often
as complex and diverse as large C&I, but the number of customers in the segment make it difficult for internal staff to address
the needs. They target select industries with high load factor (i.e. those in which energy is an important cost consideration) to
be sure they are marketing to firms in which the projects have a high enough ROI. Alternatively, the rely on implementation
contractors to market to these customers, however, they belive contractors are not as well trained in comprehensive solutions
as internal staff.

Nstar

All sizes

Yes

Nstar indicates that they see no gaps in program offerings for this customers. Their approach provides a team of account
representatives to each customer segment by industry and consumption group. Customers requiring additional resources can
use a project expeditor to help identify needs and design solutions.

Unitil

Small

Don’t know

Small

Yes

Small customers well served. The exception is very small customers (<12,000 kWh/year)

Medium

No

Mid-size customers often do not have the resources to take full advantage of the large C&I program. Customers could be
better served by opening up the direct install program to customers with <700 kW peak demand.

Large

Yes

Large, sophisticated customers with energy managers make good use of the large C&I program.

PAs with both
electric and gas

PAs with electric
only

Cape Light

Gas-Yes
Berkshire Gas

Medium
Electric-No

PAs with gas only

Explanation

Columbia Gas

New England Gas

Medium

Medium

Does not know whether the needs are being met. They have a small service territory.

Reported gap in the electric energy efficiency programs between 300kW and 700 kW, based on anecdotal evidence. >300 kW
customers currently do not qualify for the Direct Install program, but would like to have all commercial customers regardless of
size are treated the same way; the same incentive structure is applicable to all of them.

Yes

Medium and large sized customers are served in the same way and receive the same type of measures.

No

The are insufficient prescriptive gas measures for mid-sized customers in the small business Direct Install and Project Expiditor
programs as these are handled by the elctric PAs. The gas PAs are not receiving enough qualified custom gas leads through
the Direct Install or Project Exiditor programs. Some businesses do not participate in the custom program because of the cost
of an engineering study.
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1.3.3

Estimating participation rates by account size segment

DNV KEMA examined participation rates based on the following parameters:


Peak demand – We distinguished between customers that had peak demand less than 300 KW,
300 to 750 KW, and greater than 300 KW;



Account management – We identified customers who the PAs reported were and were not
assigned to account representatives; and



Multi-accounts – We counted the number of accounts tied to a customer name and identified
customers who had more than five accounts. These were called multi-account customers.

DNV KEMA used each of these metrics to develop the six size segmentation categories listed below. 2


Small, unmanaged, non-chain/non-franchise – These customers have peak demand of less than
300 KW. They do not have a PA provided account representative and have five or less accounts.



Small, managed or multi (chain/franchise) – These customers have peak demand less than 300
KW and either have a PA provided account representative and/or have more than five accounts,
National Grid’s rule of thumb for National Accounts.



Mid-size unmanaged, non-chain/non-franchise – These customers have peak demand between
300 and 750 KW. They do not have a PA provided account representative and have five or less
accounts.



Mid-size, managed or multi (chain/franchise)– These customers have peak demand between 300
and 750 KW and either have a PA provided account representative and/or have more than five
accounts, National Grid’s rule of thumb for National Accounts.



Large, unmanaged, non-chain/non-franchise – These customers have peak demand above 750
KW. They do not have a PA provided account representative and have five or less accounts.



Large, managed, multi (chain/franchise)– These customers have peak demand greater than 750
KW and either have a PA provided account representative and/or have more than five accounts,
National Grid’s rule of thumb for National Accounts.

1.3.4

Identification of possible mid-size customer needs - Exploratory data
analysis

DNV KEMA used existing billing, tracking, and survey data on the study population to assess whether
pockets of mid-size customers that have already participated in an energy efficiency program, and that
represent opportunities for additional, deeper savings, exist among PA customers. Our analysis contrasted

2

We present a revised segmentation in this report form that presented in the June 24, 2013 memo based on
information provided by the data mining exercise. See section 4.1.1.1 for a detailed description of the segmentation.
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the participation and realized potential savings rates of customers with different characteristics to
determine whether there are groups of customers with relatively low participation rates relative to
customers within the same size category, and across size categories. We calculated three different
participation rates and four potential savings ratios for this analysis:
1.) Account Participation Rate – Number of participants within a customer segment / the total
number of customers in that segment;
2.) Demand Participation Rate – Sum of peak demand for all participants in a segment / the sum of
peak demand for all customers in the segment;
3.) Energy Participation Rate – Sum of total yearly KWh usage for all participants in a segment / the
sum of total yearly KWh usage for all customers in the segment.
4.) Potential Gross Energy Savings Rate – This variable indicates the potential for energy savings as
a percentage of total energy usage within a category;3 4
5.) Percentage of Potential Gross Energy Savings Rate Realized – This variable reports the percent
of total potential energy savings rate accounted for in the program tracking data;
6.) Measure level KWh Savings ratio – This variable reports the percent of measure level potential
energy savings rate accounted for in the program tracking data;
7.) Unrealized Gross Energy Savings – This variable estimates how much additional energy savings
could be achieved if every participant within the category achieved the same KWh savings ratio
as the participant representing the median savings for the upper quartile of savers.

3

Due to data and scope limitations, savings potential was derived based on the measure level savings for
participants within the top quartile of overall savings ratio within an industry demand size and load factor segment.
If there were one or no participants within a segment that received a particular measure, we could not compute
potential savings for that measure and savings potential was set to zero. See Appendix D for derivation.
4
Limitations of the approach used to compute savings potential employed by DNV KEMA are detailed in 3.3.1.1.
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Figure 1-2 presents the participation and potential savings rates by customer size. The diagram shows
that the participation rates for large (>750 KW) customers are higher than both mid-size customers (300
KW to 750 KW) and small customers (<300 KW). The unmanaged large customer shows the highest
participation rates as well as the highest overall energy consumption, addressable savings, and realized
savings. This segment also shows the second largest gap between potential and realized savings, with
small, unmanaged non-franchised accounts having the largest gap between potential and realized potential
savings.

Figure 1-2 Participation and potential savings rates by size category*

*DNV KEMA was unable to match a number of accounts for NStar and National Grid to the managed account information
provided. Further analysis of these unmanaged customer segments is presented in 4.2.1.1.
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Examining participation and savings ratios by measure provides more visibility to assess whether existing
programs adequately meet the needs of mid-sized customers. Table 1-3 reports the number of
participating accounts in 2011, annual electric consumption, electric savings ratio, percent of addressable
savings realized, and participation rate.


Lighting – The data show that lighting measures are well penetrated with the second highest rate for
realized addressable savings in lighting.



HVAC – Mid-size customers show relatively high realized savings compared to potential; however,
the participation rate is closer to the small customers than large customers. This finding is consistent
with the overall theme that Mid-size customers are often serviced by contractors who do not have
expertise in mechanical solutions. Notably, the managed mid-size customers have a much lower
participation rate, but higher realized potential savings. As discussed below, this is due to few midsize managed HVAC participants among the top saver group. It may also be due to the more
comprehensive solutions developed for managed customers, which could have a lower adoption rate
due to other barriers. However, given potential savings estimates, this may also be the result of a
relatively low adoption rate for HVAC in 2011,



Refrigeration – Mid-size non-managed/non-franchised accounts also show lower achieved potential
savings than Mid-size managed and large accounts, but the same rate as large managed accounts, and
higher potential savings achieved than small accounts. This is because un-realized savings are
relatively low for mid-size accounts compared to large accounts, while the realized savings for midsize customers are actually smaller. The participation rate for managed mid-size customers is nearly
two times that of un-managed customers.
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Table 1-3 Realized potential savings, annual electric consumption per account, savings ratios, and
participation rates by size segment (2011 Billing and tracking Data)
Actual savings

Measure
Category

Size category
small
small managed/multi
mid-size
mid-size managed/mul
large
Lighting large managed/multi
small
small managed/multi
mid-size
mid-size managed/mul
large
large managed/multi
HVAC
small
small managed/multi
mid-size
mid-size managed/mul
Motors and large
large managed/multi
drives
small
small managed/multi
mid-size
mid-size managed/mul
large
Hot Water large managed/multi
small
small managed/multi
mid-size
mid-size managed/mul
large
Refrigeration large managed/multi

Number of
participating
Annual electric
accounts
usage (GWh)
4678
734
634
177
231
592
111
324
144
2,089
70
929
411
734
114
177
86
592
17
324
98
2,089
40
929
353
734
33
177
27
592
9
324
25
2,089
13
929
19
734
0
177
0
592
0
324
0
2,089
0
929
697
734
94
177
47
592
49
324
9
2,089
5
929

Realized
electric
savings
(GWh)
82
18
23
9
22
10
12.5
3.0
8.9
2.1
32.9
11.5
4.85
1.15
2.98
0.55
4.40
4.19
0.1
8.0
1.9
3.2
3.8
2.4
1.0

Potential savings

Electric
savings
Unrealized
Percent of Participation Rate
ratio
savings (GWh) total realized
(Participants)
21.7%
87%
114
41.8%
17.4%
82%
36
33.2%
4.7%
65%
39
36.7%
3.5%
72%
14
37.5%
2.0%
61%
63
26.0%
1.8%
54%
30
25.4%
8%
0.9%
105.81
10.6%
15%
2.3%
25.87
10.4%
24%
1.9%
35.96
19.8%
11%
1.1%
13.23
13.9%
42%
4.2%
173.94
15.9%
31%
2.2%
65.31
15.0%
0.5%
7%
46.55
9.4%
0.4%
4%
14.86
7.2%
0.6%
8%
9.24
24.4%
0.3%
6%
6.77
7.5%
0.2%
11%
40.74
9.8%
0.3%
10%
14.81
22.1%
0%
0.0%
19.22
0.5%
0%
0.0%
3.53
0.0%
0%
0.0%
N/A
0%
0.0%
N/A
0%
0.0%
N/A
0%
0.0%
N/A
13%
1.3%
44
15.5%
12%
0.7%
14.4
11.5%
13%
0.5%
12.5
20.5%
32%
1.0%
8.7
30.1%
4%
0.2%
5
32.1%
4%
0.1%
4
19.5%

Note: The relatively low measure level savings achieved by the top quartile of mid-size customers is largely responsible for the
relatively low overall potential savings for the group. See limitations of the potential savings approach in Section 3.3.1.1.
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DNV KEMA’s analysis explored pockets of customers by industry as well as customer size. Figure
1-3Error! Reference source not found. illustrates the unrealized potential savings and energy
participation rates 5 of each size category, while
Figure 1-4 below displays the percent of total savings potential remaining and energy participation rates
of each customer size category. The horizontal axis presents the energy participation rates of each
customer size category. The bubble size depicts the number of accounts that each segment represents. The
diagram shows that small unmanaged accounts represent the largest group of customers who realize only
25% of their potential savings, and have a relatively low energy participation rate. (Note: nonparticipants are not included in the potential savings rate.) Meanwhile, small managed or franchised
accounts represent a smaller number of accounts, but have an even higher percent of potential savings
unrealized than their unmanaged counter parts. The figure also shows that participation rates among large
accounts are the highest, but the amount of savings left on the table is also high relative to the top savers
in the two large account segments. Mid-size accounts have moderate participation and achieved potential
savings rates, but these numbers do not address the diversity of measures sold to customers within an
industry, demand, or load factor segment.
Figure 4-8 presents a similar analysis to that in Figure 4-6, but displays the average savings ratio in place
of the unrealized potential savings. From Figure 4-8, we see that small customers, either managed or
unmanaged, have the highest ratio of savings to energy use, at approximately 20-25%, while mid-size and
large unmanaged customers have the next highest ratio of savings to energy use, at approximately 10%.
Mid-size and large managed customers have the lowest savings ratios, at approximately 5%. The fact that
managed mid-size and large customers are saving less than their unmanaged counterparts could indicate
that some of the managed participants have transitioned from ‘easier’ projects that save larger amounts of
energy, to more custom/comprehensive projects to eke out additional energy savings. This supposition
could be confirmed through examination of multiple years of data for managed participants. The
significant portion of large accounts that are flagged as “unmanaged,” may be the result of the Evaluation
team’s inability to link accounts in the PA billing data to managed customers provided by the larger PAs.

5

This is the sum of annual energy usage for participants within a category divided by the sum of annual energy usage for the
population of that category.
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Figure 1-3 Unrealized savings potential by company size vs. participation rate
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Figure 1-4 Average savings ratio by company size vs. participation rate
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1.3.5

Identification of possible mid-size customer needs - In-depth interviews

The Stage II in-depth interviews with PAs, specialized project expeditors (PEX), who are energy services
engineers and consultants, and the group of small electric/large gas users revealed the following themes.
The analysis team further explored these themes using data provided by the C&I Customer Survey:


Mid-size customers require more complex solutions than small customers – The PAs and
contractors interviewed indicated that the needs of mid-size customers are more complex than small
businesses. As customers approach 300 KW in demand, their energy needs change substantially and
are more differentiated from customer to customer. PAs and contractors suggested that accounts
greater than 300 KW are better served by multi-measure comprehensive solutions which include more
complex mechanical assessments, rather than the prescriptive measures offered by the Direct Install
program. While the Direct Install program does offer custom measures, the complexity of solutions
for mid-size customers often requires more detailed engineering studies involving multiple measures.
PEX interviews indicate that most businesses can utilize the lighting measures offered by the direct
install program, but as the business increases in size, so does its need for more custom and
comprehensive solutions (i.e. mechanical electric and gas, as well as lighting and refrigeration ). Our
survey results are consistent with the PEX interview findings – as business size increases, so does the
variety of energy using systems. Incentives that cover multiple systems was the second most
commonly mentioned PA action to help mid-size firms overcome barriers to implementing efficiency.



The number and complexity of mid-size accounts require diversified marketing strategies –
There are a relatively limited number of large accounts, enabling the PAs to handle them through
direct sales and account management, while small customer needs are relatively commoditized and
can be handled through prescriptive programs. The diversity of mid-size businesses, coupled with the
need for more customized solutions restricts the effectiveness of the direct install program, and its
primarily lighting contractors, to meet the needs of the large number of mid-size firms. However, the
number of mid-size accounts is too great for direct PA account management, alone, to service
effectively.
Consequently, the larger PAs have turned to more diversified strategies to identify and address the
needs of these firms. The larger PAs employ PEX to augment internal energy efficiency sales
representatives, helping customers identify the appropriate solutions to meet their needs. The PEX
also assist in completing the necessary paperwork to qualify for incentives. Where these strategies
are successful in identifying the appropriate solutions, the PAs and PEX indicate that customer needs
are effectively served and the necessary measures are installed. Mid-size customers are less aware and
participated less often than large customers in the programs for which they are qualified. This issue
does not impact the smaller PAs much because they serve a more manageable number of mid-size
customers and are more able to be in direct contact with them.
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In addition, our analysis found that the larger PAs further segment mid-size customers by industry in
order to assign account and sales representatives, and PEX. This approach attempts to address the
heterogeneous nature of mid-size customers. However, our assessment of three individual market
segments (healthcare, lodging, and education) confirmed that there is enough variation among these
segments to justify different strategies for approaching each one, but we cannot suggest that such a
strategy should necessarily target specific business sizes.


Mid-size customers face higher cost constraints, requiring cost relief to free up cash – Many of
the interviews revealed that mid-size customers are very cost conscious. However, energy is not as
substantial a cost consideration as it is for large customers. Consequently, it is difficult to justify the
initial capital costs associated with new energy efficiency equipment. This is particularly true for
mid-size customers that do not have a high load factor.
The PEX and PA interviews revealed that mid-size businesses frequently require payback periods of
2 years or less for investment decisions to be considered. Furthermore, all four customers
interviewed reported financial barriers to investing in new energy efficiency technology. Downtime
for engineering studies or installation is often a cost constraint that these firms cannot afford, given
their tight margins and inability to shift production to another location. Consequently, immediate
equipment availability is the primary concern, particularly of high gas using customers. All four
customers interviewed also mentioned immediately available equipment as being a major factor in
their equipment purchase decisions. This suggests that a more market based approach to servicing
their needs would serve this segment well. Such an approach could allow customer to employ their
own contractors and vendors to deliver energy efficient solutions in a timely manner.



Mid-size businesses require cash flow relief to off-set the higher up-front costs of C&I programs
compared to the Direct Install program – While the needs of mid-size businesses are more
consistent with the large C&I programs, moving into the custom C&I programs means they get a
much lower rebate. The contractors and customers interviewed agreed that greater access to cash
during the initial investment phase is important to overcome cash flow issues. Reanalysis of the C&I
Process evaluation survey data found that mid-size customers have lower satisfaction with the rebate
levels than small or large customers. While higher incentives represent one avenue to off-setting
investment costs, the number and size of rebates required to service this segment are likely to create
obstacles to relying on increased rebates as a means of increasing cash flow. Other options may
include on-bill financing and low or zero interest loans. Innovative techniques for freeing up cash
during the investment phase will help off-set the initial capital and engineering costs, and help push
many mid-size businesses over the threshold to make the up-front investment in new energy
efficiency technology.



Mid-size customers require greater support to secure financing – Given other cost considerations,
mid-size customers do not have the resources to allocate personnel to research and apply for
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financing. Both the PEX and PA interviews indicated that mid-size customers also require greater
access to low cost financing, particularly 0% on-bill financing. While National Grid and NStar offer
on-bill financing, the interview results suggest that the amount covered needs to be expanded. The
survey results partially confirmed this finding. Rebates/incentives, incentives for multiple systems,
and technical advice were more commonly mentioned than access to financing as actions the PAs
could take to help mid-size customers overcome barriers to implementing efficiency. There was
some variation on this depending on specific industry. For example, access to financing was
somewhat more important to the Lodging segment than the average mid-size customer. Given the
financing options available and identified resource constraints of mid-size customers, these customers
likely require increased technical support in identifying and securing the available financing.


There are a limited number of contractors sufficiently trained in comprehensive solutions – The
PA and PEX interviews both suggest there are too few contractors sufficiently trained in
comprehensive (mechanical electric and gas, as well as lighting and refrigeration) solutions to meet
the needs of mid-size customers. These finding suggest a need for increased marketing and training
to energy services professionals already selling in the market; namely, to inform them of the benefits
of specifying energy efficient technologies and resources available when servicing mid-size
customers. This is more of an issue for the larger PAs who rely on third party support, but increased
access to trained contractors could benefit the smaller PAs as well.



Mid-size customers are less profitable for contractors to pursue – For mid-size customers the
potential energy savings associated with energy efficient technology is relatively limited compared to
the capital investment. However, project needs are often too complex for prescriptive measures,
requiring a custom engineering study to qualify for large C&I programs. Energy services providers
find it difficult to recover the up-front qualification costs and remain price competitive for these
projects. Meanwhile, interview findings report that many mid-size customers employ non-PEX, nonDI contractors’ who lack the technical knowledge to qualify projects for the C&I programs, further
limiting the adoption of energy efficient comprehensive solutions. Attracting more qualified firms to
address mid-size customer needs will require reducing the cost barriers to qualifying comprehensive
projects, enabling firms to remain price competitive. This is more of an issue for the larger PAs who
rely on third party support.



PEX need more/better qualified leads for mid-size customers - Because PEX frequently have to
partner with other firms to meet all of the needs of mid-size firms, it is important that they receive
qualified leads from the PAs, detailing the electric and gas measures to expect. The greater overhead
associated with the mid-size segment means that the PEX need greater confidence that leads will
develop into sales to make this segment worth pursuing. PEX also mentioned that more visible PA
endorsements such as recommendations or joint presentations with utility representatives would help
convert leads. This is more of an issue for the larger PAs who rely on third party support.
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1.3.6

Evaluation of identified customer needs

In this section, we summarize the survey and other research findings to assess the prevalence of customer
needs identified through the data mining and in-depth interview processes. Table 1-4 summarizes the
survey and in-depth interview research results that either support or refute the themes identified in Section
1.3.5 above. We also briefly summarize the implications of these findings for addressing the needs of
mid-sized customers.
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Table 1-4 Survey Findings and Implications

Themes
Relevant Findings
Implication
Mid-size customers require more complex solutions than small customers
Over 20% of mid-sized customers report the following systems as major energy costs and not yet efficient: air
conditioning, ventilation, refrigeration, motors/drives, and process heat.
Mid-size customers have more complex energy efficiency needs
Mid-sized customers are more likely than small to have control systems, central plant cooling, a greater variety of
than small customers. This requires greater effort to identify and
heating systems, more motors, vending, and industrial equipment.
service those needs than for small customers. There is a need to
One PEX Vendor reported: "Comprehensive solutions are absolutely needed and certainly helpful; typically requires
develop more cost effective delivery mechanisms for custom
that PEX vendor provide customer with cost saving for each measure (i.e., provide cost, incentive, net cost and
services to mid-sized customers that address their unique
payback)…once facility looks and this and reviews list of measures, tend to address low hanging fruit opportunities
requirements and opportunities.
and get on bill financing with positive cash flow."
Data mining results show the mid market has low penetration in non-lighting measure relative large customers.
These results are more pronounced in some industries than others.
The number and complexity of mid-size accounts require diversified marketing strategies
Mid-size customer are both numerous and diverse. Many of these
firms are large enough to require industry specific expertise to
address their needs. However, the number of firms is too great for
Less than one-quarter (19%) of mid-sized firms report awareness of the custom retrofit program and only 10% say
the PAs to address them all internally. Further, Direct Install
they participated.
contractors do not have adequate training to meet the diverse
measure needs. Many of these firms are large enough that some
level of PA contact is desirable. Consequently, the approach of
The similarity between mid-sized and large firms of specific activities at survey respondents’ buildings varies by
using PEX for smaller accounts, and where possible assigning
industry. For example, mid-sized and large lodging are almost entirely hotels, about one third (31%) of mid-sized
inside sales representatives appears to be an effective solution. In
healthcare are hospitals contrasted to 96% of large, and most (90%) mid-sized education are K-12 schools
addition, the market should be expanded beyond PEX throuhg a
contrasted to only 12% of the large.
marketing strategy that includes the actors already selling in the
market. Expanding the Direct Install program does to appear to be
an appropriate solution as most DI contractors are not trained in
mechanical systems and the PAs would lose an important point of
Survey response differences between mid-sized and large firms vary by industry.
contact with customers. The PAs should develo pa marketing
strategy that includes the actors already selling in the market.
Less than half (46%) of mid-sized firms are aware of the Mass Save program, and only 21% say they participate.
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Themes
Relevant Findings
Mid-size customers face higher cost constraints and lower operating margins than large customers
Lack of funds (17%), amount of energy saved does not justify expense (8%), and other priorities for capital
spending (6%) were the most commonly mentioned barriers to implementing identified efficiency projects among
mid-sized firms.
Equipment function/reliability (26%), quick return on investment (25%), and equipment effects on productivity
(12%) were the most important factors when making energy efficiency improvements among mid-sized firms.
Mid-sized businesses require incentive levels consistent with the Direct Install program
Lack of funds (17%), amount of energy saved does not justify expense (8%), and other priorities for capital
spending (6%) were the most commonly mentioned barriers to implementing identified efficiency projects among
mid-sized firms.
Equipment function/reliability (26%), quick return on investment (25%), and equipment effects on productivity
(12%) were the most important factors when making energy efficiency improvements among mid-sized firms.
Most mid-sized customers said rebates or incentives (75%) or multi-measure incentives (65%) would help
overcome barriers to implementing EE.
One PA reports when "They offered C&I programs to these customers, often feels like getting door slammed in your
face (these customers express that they “went through DI program, and got 70% in on bill financing, so unless have
something like that to offer not going to be feasible for us”)."
Mid-size customers require greater access to financing
Less than 5% of mid-sized customers cited lack of financing as barrier to implementing identified efficiency
projects.
Only 2% of mid-sized customers said access to financing was an important factor when making energy efficiency
improvements.
Low/no interest financing (33%) and access to financing (32%) were the least requested forms of help from PAs
for overcoming barriers to implementing EE.
Two PAs and two PEX contractors report that better financing, particularly on-bill financing would increase
participating among mid-size customers.
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Implication

Attracting more qualified firms to address mid-size customer needs
will require reducing the cost barriers to qualifying comprehensive
projects enabling firms to remain price competitive. The capital
costs and administrative requirements of the custom projects for
whom energy is a lesser cost consideration than large business.
PEX and non-PEX energy firms have difficulty recoving these
costs while remaining price competitive. While increased
incentives offer one option for reducing this cost barrier, the
number and complexity size of these projects likely to limit the
vibility of increased incentives to overcome the cost barriers.
Innovative approaches to increasing cash flow such as on-bill and
0% finaincing offer some alternatives for increasing the viability of
these projects.
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Themes
Relevant Findings
Mid-size customers have a less favorable culture for EE
Equipment function/reliability (26%), quick return on investment (25%), and equipment effects on productivity
(12%) were the most important factors when making energy efficiency improvements among mid-sized firms.
Few (13%) of mid-sized firms have an energy manager.
About half (51%) of mid-sized forms report having a plan to reduce energy consumption, compared to 65% of large
firms. Only 17% of mid-sized firms report having written guidelines for the selection of energy efficient equipment
compared to 33% of large firms.
One PA reported "A lot of times, customers on higher spectrum of Q3 are more savvy about energy efficiency, have
dedicated capital energy budgets, have energy managers. Customers on lower end of Q3 spectrum…tend not to be
focused on energy efficiency --- don’t have any budget dedicated energy budget, and don’t have energy manager
(condition of resources, both financial and human)."
There are a limited number of contractors sufficiently trained in comprehensive solutions
8/8 PEX contractors and
1/4 customers mentioned their non-lighting vendor gave the customer the rebate form to fill out on their own, and
they had difficulty finding a non-lighting vendor in the first place.
One PEX Contractor reports "PEX used to just be lighting and lot of majority guys still out there just know lighting
and if another measure involved will go to different people to help out – leads to lots of sub-type work and a lot of
things get missed because don’t make as much money if need to involved someone external to help on project (i.e., a
lot of people say they will bring in others, but choose not to and just stick with lighting)
One PEX Contractor report a major barrier to implementing more comprehensive solutions is "Knowledge and
capability of company to internally look at multiple measures or be able to handle the logistics of bringing in others to
look at multiple measures.
One PA reported there were not enough vendors sufficiently trained in comprehensive solutions a second reported
they were able to find sufficient qualified vendors, but this was a difficult process.
Mid-size customer are less profitable for contractors to pursue
One PA Reported "Interview respondent reports "Some projects are lost because the customer and their vendor
have already scoped out the work and budget and the work is moving forward….but the vendor won’t put custom
application together because not part of their scope. If the PA tries to involve PEX vendor in helping to fill out the
application, they have to keep in mind PEX vendor is not getting the job and that their bread and butter is selling
equipment and projects. There are not many PEX who will just do the paperwork unless able to engage them on
engineering services agreement where the project requires a custom analysis."

Implication
Lack of a dedicated energy manager in conjunction with the shear
number of mid-size firms necessitates use of contractors to work
with mid-size customers. Mid-size firms are just as likely as large
firms to have energy managers and view energy costs as
something that can be controlled (with the exception of mid-size
managed/franchise who are relatively pessimistic). However, midsize firms are less likely than large firms to have plans to reduce
energy use or written policies on the selection of energy-efficient
equipment. Marketing of energy efficiency solutions may be more
effective if messaging focuses on replacement of older, less
productive equipment and overall lost reductions than on energy

A primary finding of this research is the need increased number of
PEX contractors who are trained in mechanical solutions. The
PAs can aid in this process by constructing a database of known
contractors and the services they offer.

Due to the relatively low incentive of the large C&I programs
relative to the Direct Install program, and the importance to mid-size businesses of curtailing costs, contractors are in need of cost
relief for the required engineering studies and paperwork
requirements of custom projects. Greater incentives are an option
One Pa reported: "Cases of PEX going into businesses with comprehensive lens/perspective and PEX spends a lot of for offsetting capital costs, but simplifying the application process
money to determine what needs to be done and come to find out that business does not pursue projects, so PEX
may hold equal value. In addition, the PAs could provide more
don’t make profit"
qualified leads to contractors to ensure contractors are aware of
One PEX contractor reports: "After looking at the measures and the time it takes to get incentives, a lot of
the necessary partnering requirements to service each customer's
companies to not want to pursue because takes so long to implement."
needs effectively.
PEX need more/better qualified leads for mid-size customers.
Multiple PEX contractors reported more qualified leads with help them target customers and bring in the appropriate
sub-contractors to meet the customer's needs.
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1.4

Conclusions

This section integrates findings across all research activities mentioned above to draw conclusions about
whether the existing energy efficiency programs and services are optimally addressing the needs of midsized customers. This section ends with recommendations for PA and EEAC consideration.


Mid-size customers require more complex solutions than small customers and sufficient
financial incentives and limited paperwork requirements to make projects profitable for
customers and PEX and non-PEX energy services firms. Mid-size customers require solutions
that are more complex than those typically provided through the Direct Install program, but switching
over to the Large C&I program substantially drops the incentive level. Since mid-size customers
operate closer to the margin than large customers, costs and downtime associated with energy
efficiency projects are significant concerns. Higher incentives and simpler paperwork requirements
are necessary to attract more mid-size customers. Moreover, reducing overall project costs, either
through greater incentives, or reduced paperwork, would provide contractors with the return they
require to pursue more complex energy efficiency projects that cover multiple systems, such as those
required to meet the diverse measure needs of mid-size customers. Additional services to help midsize customers manage the up-front capital costs of energy efficiency projects, such as on-bill
financing, may help win projects that are on the margin. This conclusion is more relevant to larger
PAs, as smaller PAs are able serve their mid-size customers directly, but they could also benefit from
increased contractor support.



PAs need to continue to diversify marketing strategies – NStar and National Grid have both
adopted more diversified marketing strategies to specifically target mid-sized customers. Because the
number of mid-size accounts is too great for direct PA account management to service effectively, the
larger PAs employ PEX contractors to assist in marketing to those accounts that are not serviced by
account representatives. Each of the PAs also reports using internal sales representatives to engage
customers directly, provided the number of accounts is sufficiently small for internal staff to handle.
The analysis team found that further segmentation by industry is desirable, as needs differ greatly by
industry. Our analysis of three individual market segments (healthcare, lodging, and education)
confirmed that there is enough variation among these segments to justify different strategies for
approaching each industry.



Improved marketing support – There is a need for improved marketing efforts for mid-size
customers. From a marketing strategy perspective, mid-size customers lie between the commoditized
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widgets (small customers) for whom energy use consists primarily of lighting and moderate use of
refrigeration and air conditioning, and the highly specialized custom solutions required by large
business. Mid-size customers have elements of both widgets and the super-specialized; consequently,
the marketing approach should reflect these characteristics. The PAs should increase education,
training and marketing to PEX and non-PEX energy service providers to ensure firms have the
necessary specialized expertise required to identify and service unique customer needs. Use of
energy services firms will allow the PAs to maintain some customer contact, while not taxing limited
PA staff with overwhelming customer demands. However, these firms require more qualified leads,
identifying possible measures they will encounter to lower the initial paper work burden and allow
them to bring in the appropriate sub-contractors. This conclusion is more relevant to larger PAs, as
smaller PAs are able serve their mid-size customers directly, but they could also benefit from
increased contractor support. When marketing to mid-size customers, it is important to note that
energy savings is not a primary motivator to them, and that factors such as increased sales,
productivity gains, and costs reductions can make the difference.


There is a need for more contractors sufficiently trained in comprehensive solutions – Our
research indicates that there is an insufficient number of contractors trained in comprehensive or
custom solutions to service the needs of mid-size customers. This is particularly true for vendors who
handle the Direct Install program. Our research found that many mid-size businesses are well served
in lighting measures, which are typically handled through the Direct Install program; fewer customers
were found to have heating, refrigeration, or motor and drive measures installed. This supports the
claim by some of the PAs and the PEX contractors that there are insufficient contractors trained in
non-lighting measures to meet the needs of this segment. This conclusion is more relevant to larger
PAs, as smaller PAs are able serve their mid-size customers directly, but they could also benefit from
increased contractor support.



PEX need more/better qualified leads for mid-size customers - Because PEX frequently have to
partner with other firms to meet the needs of mid-size firms, it is important that they receive qualified
leads from the PAs, detailing the electric and gas measures to expect. The greater overhead
associated with the Mid-size segment means that the PEX need greater confidence that leads will
develop into sales to make this segment worth pursuing. PEX also mentioned that more visible PA
endorsements such as recommendations or joint presentations with utility representatives would help
convert leads. This conclusion is more relevant to larger PAs, as smaller PAs are able serve their
mid-size customers directly, but they could also benefit from increased contractor support.
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No standard definition of ‘mid-size’ customer – Through DNV KEMA interviews with PAs
and implementation contractors, we have concluded that there is no consensus as to how small, midsized and large customers should be identified within each of the PA service territories. Each PA
currently uses a unique methodology for making these distinctions. Some PAs only consider small
and large customers, since they have so few large customers, with some large customers falling
within the Direct Install program range.



Current customer data does not match PA account management claims – During our
interviews, the PAs indicated that most accounts with >750 KW peak demand and customers with
more than five locations should receive attention from an account representative. However, the
available customer data indicates that many large customers are not managed, and many customers
with lower peak demand, but who have more than five locations, are also not managed. The direct
install program does consistently serve customers with less than 300 KW in demand.



Current customer tracking systems could be improved for better marketing and
analysis – While the PAs and implementation contractors were somewhat satisfied with their
customer tracking systems for the purposes of program marketing, the interviewees suggested some
improvements. There is a desire to easily link all accounts and locations for a customer to a parent
name, which the data management systems cannot currently do. Also, both PAs and implementation
contractors believe that marketing could be more targeted, and more successful, if they were able to
more easily query information regarding customers within specific industries.

1.4.1

Recommendations

The Mid-size Customer Needs Assessment Team presents the following recommendations to the PAs for
consideration.


Increase recruitment and training of energy services firms able to provide comprehensive solutions –
Given the number of mid-size customers and reported scarcity of service providers sufficiently
trained in mechanical , as well as lighting measures, the PAs could better serve this market by
establishing a system for recruiting and training qualified vendors to service mid-size customers. PAs
should look ways to facilitate firms to partner to get the right skill sets, or to develop a broader
internal base of expertise. This recommendation is more relevant to larger PAs, as smaller PAs are
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able serve their mid-size customers directly, but they could also benefit from increased contractor
support.


Develop a statewide process for qualifying and coordinating energy services firms to provide
comprehensive solutions – There is a need for greater access to qualified contractors to service the
diverse needs of mid-size customers. The PAs can assist in meeting this need by facilitating the
development of a statewide database of contractors and their qualifications. While it may not be
possible to identify individual firms who can service all aspects of a client’s need, knowledge of and
access to qualified energy service providers may increase the likelihood that vendors will parent with
the appropriate firms. This recommendation is more relevant to larger PAs, as smaller PAs are able
serve their mid-size customers directly, but they could also benefit from increased contractor support.



Lower capital and administrative costs for mid-size customers and/or contractors to improve payback
and margin on energy efficiency investment- An overriding theme throughout the PA and PEX
interviews was that mid-size customers confront disproportionate cost barriers when assessing
whether to invest in new equipment. Due to their demand level and need for comprehensive
solutions, mid-size customers are limited to the Large C&I program, with much lower rebates than
the Direct Install program. When coupled with the expense of a custom study and the paper work
requirements to qualify for incentives, their relatively low energy use makes it difficult to justify
moving forward with projects. This creates a disincentive for energy service providers to attempt to
qualify projects as they take on greater risk in light of the lower probability of moving forward. To
offset this, the mid-size customers require increased access to cash during the capital investment
phase and planning phase of projects. While higher incentives may not be possible on many custom
projects, the PAs could establish programs that increase financing options and qualifying costs to
energy services firms.



Increase multi-measure (comprehensive) program offerings – The PAs should review their existing
comprehensive program offerings to ensure they offer incentives for multiple measures, or change the
program offerings to address untapped measures.



Continue to improve marketing strategies for mid-market – A number of the PAs have already
developed strategic marketing approaches to target mid-size customers. These efforts should include
use of PEX contractors to assist in identifying the appropriate solutions for customers. In addition,
these strategies should focus staff on strategic segments of customers with similar energy needs.
Segmenting by industry is one approach to creating a targeted marketing process. The PAs may
consider aligning their marketing approach by other factors as well, such as by government verses
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private sector accounts, load factor, or fuel type. The PAs should work toward providing more
qualified leads to contractors or sales representatives. The PAs could require contractors to
administer simplified system inventory and gas service provider surveys when scheduling visits.
Information collected by these surveys could be used to rate contractors on their thoroughness in
marketing programs. This is particularly true of duel fuel customers.


Improve processes for linking multiple accounts to customers and across fuel type. The PAs’ ability
to accurately and consistently classify customers depends upon their ability to track multiple account
customers. The PAs employ a range of tools to help them link customers; however, these tools did
not provide sufficient support to enable the research team to link account representatives to the
accounts they manage by account number. Moreover, we found large discrepancies between the
segments that the PAs felt they were managing and those for whom we were abler to match to
account representatives. Our in-depth interviews with gas PAs and customers who were marketed to
the Direct Install program based on their electric consumption, but were large from a gas perspective;
reveal that Direct Install contractors may not be effectively marketing gas measures. More qualified
leads may help ensure that contractors are addressing all of the energy needs of customers.



Support energy services firms by obtaining qualifying information – The PAs could require
contractors to administer simplified system inventory and gas service provider surveys when
scheduling visits. Information collected by these surveys could be used to rate contractors on their
thoroughness in marketing programs.



Standardize approaches to classifying and marketing to multi-account customers – Our research
found that multiple account customers were treated differently across PAs, and also within a PA
across customers. The lack of standardized approaches for treating multiple account customers limits
our ability to isolate segments of customers based on size and complicates the PA’s ability to
effectively market to those customers.



Link electric and gas customers – Because much of the identification and marketing to Direct Install
customers is handled through the electric PAs, the gas-only PAs lose some autonomy regarding how
their customers are marketed. Consequently, some large gas customers are not identified until after
they receive Direct Install prescriptive solutions from installation contractors. Improved tracking
systems across PAs would reduce the risk of this occurring. DNV KEMA found that the PAs’ ability
to link accounts across firms is constrained by legal privacy issues that must be addressed before this
will be possible.
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1.4.2

Limitations

The following identifies the limitations of the research presented in this report.


The ability to effectively link accounts to customers limits our ability to develop standardized
definitions of customer size. Moreover it restricted the analysis to electric customers, only, because
we cannot link the customer size that is established based on electric account information to gas
consumption. Through the Stage II survey, we asked customers to identify their gas utility and
inquire about their gas consumption in an effort to draw conclusions about the needs of large gas and
small electric customers.



These results are based on analysis of a single year (2011) of billing and tracking data, so the effects
of a customer participating over multiple years will not be reflected in the analysis.



This analysis focused only on electricity participants, so any discussion of HVAC measures will
encompass primarily air conditioning, and not heating. The focus on electric participants also limited
the number of hot water measures.



Our approach for estimating potential savings assumes that the savings by measure type achieved by
the top quartile of savers in a segment is a good proxy for saving potential. While allowing us to use
the available billing and tracking data to obtain estimates for savings potential saving, this assumption
will result in over or under stating savings potential if the measure level adoption rate for a
technology in 2011 was not indicative of the technical potential for the segment. For example, if the
top saving quartile of a segment received primarily lighting measure in a given year, then the savings
potential would be limited to the average lighting savings even if the segment could benefit from
HVAC or refrigeration measures. Alternatively, if the top saver group is fundamentally different than
the remainder of the segment with respect to capital resources, operational costs, or cash flow, the
technical potential of the top saver group may not accurately represent the remaining segment. These
limitations may produce inaccurate measures of the savings potential available in a given segment,
particularly for more refined sub-segments of customers and measures.



Savings potential was derived based on the measure level savings for participants within the top
quartile of overall savings within an industry demand size, and load factor segment by end use. In
this analysis we used more granular demand size categories than are used to present the data mining
and customer survey results. These segments were further separated by load factor to help create
more homogeneous groups of customers. However, this resulted in some segments having too few
participants within a measure type to compute median savings for the respective measure type.
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Specifically, if there were one or less participants within a segment that received a particular measure,
we could not compute potential savings from that measure, and measure level savings potential was
set to zero for that segment. This results in an overstatement of the number of segments with zero
potential measure level savings. One option for reducing this limitation is to collapse segments
either by demand size or load factor if the potential savings is found to be zero for a particular
measure category. However, this method may reduce homogeneity within segments. Alternatively,
additional research could be done to refine these estimates based on more informed assumptions
concerning the probable measures within each facility type.


Due to differences in PA sizes, customer base, and marketing approaches, applicability of conclusions
and recommendations may vary across PAs.
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2.

Introduction

This report provides results of the Massachusetts Mid-Size Customer Needs Assessment for commercial
and industrial (C&I) customers. This project is part of an overall market characterization effort of energy
efficiency programs in Massachusetts. The study was being conducted for the Energy Efficiency
Advisory Council Consultants (EEAC) and the Energy Efficiency Program Administrators (PAs) by the
independent consulting firm DNV KEMA. As described in the November 15, 2012 project work plan,
this research effort addressed the six research objectives presented below:


Determine how Massachusetts PAs currently address mid-size customers



Estimate program participation rates for the largest, smallest, and mid-size customers



Identify and describe the population of mid-size customers across PAs



Compare the experience of small, mid-size, and large program participants



Perform gap-analysis/needs assessment for participants and non-participants



Recommend ways that the PAs could better serve these mid-size customers

This study resulted from the interest of Massachusetts Program Administrators, Energy Efficiency
Advisory Council (EEAC) Consultants, and Department of Energy Resources (DOER) in understanding
the extent to which current energy efficiency program offerings effectively served the needs of mid-size
customers. The study sponsors were also interested in knowing whether mid-size customers or pockets of
customers were not optimally served by existing program offerings. The study sponsors inquired whether
variations to existing program offerings or additional services were needed to optimally serve those
groups of customers.
The June 24, 2013 memo described the results of the research team’s in-depth interviews with the PAs
and with implementation contractors.6 DNV-KEMA performed these interviews to gauge the effect of
marketing and account management on customer participation. Previous research (e.g., General Process
Evaluation of the Commercial and Industrial (C&I) Energy-Efficiency Programs) indicated that PAs that
employ account representatives use these individuals to actively market energy efficiency programs to
large C&I customers. While the assignment of account representatives was not solely based on customer
size, and assignment criteria vary among PAs, account representatives were believed to generally be
6

DNV-KEMA Preliminary Results - Commercial and Industrial Customer Segmentation Results for the mid-size
Customer Needs Assessment Study. June 24, 2013.
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assigned to large C&I customers. During the scoping phase of this mid-size customer needs assessment,
we determined that a number of smaller PAs did not have account representatives, but used criteria to
distinguish between larger key accounts and mid-size customers. On the other hand, smaller C&I
customers were targeted by the PAs and implementation contractors as potential participants for the
Direct Install programs. In between these two customer groups were the mid-size C&I customers. These
customers were believed to be too large to qualify for the Direct Install Programs but did not have a
dedicated account representative, and were not classified as key accounts. Our research (as presented in
the June 24 memo) investigated the actual criteria used by PAs to identify customers for the direct install
program, assign account representatives, and identify small, mid-size, and large customers.
While mid-size customers may account for a substantial share of annual demand and energy consumption,
existing Massachusetts C&I program designs, and the absence of dedicated account representatives, may
result in a gap in service to this segment. Filling this gap could provide deeper energy efficiency savings
to mid-size customers who are already participating in the PA’s C&I programs and new opportunities for
mid-size customers who are not. In this final report, DNV KEMA analyzes the rich data resources
provided by the C&I customer profile, C&I customer and process evaluation surveys, and a series of indepth interviews with key market actors to assess whether mid-size customers, or pockets of mid-size
customers could be more optimally served through more targeted program offerings.
The remainder of this report is structured as follows:


Section 3 Methodology: Describes the methodology used for this study. This includes an overview
of the entire study and a description of the Stage I and Stage II research.



Section 4 Results: Discusses the results of the Stage I customer segmentation and marketing
approach in-depth interview results and the Stage II customer needs assessment research results.



Section 5 Conclusion, recommendations, and limitations.



Appendices:
A. Industry Level Analysis
B. PA Interview Guide
C.
D.
E.
F.
G.

Implementation Contractor Interview Guide
Derivation of potential Savings Rate
Customer Survey
Customer Survey Sample Design
Project 10 Reanalysis Tables
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3.

Methodology

3.1

Overview of approach

This section describes the two-stage methodology for the full mid-size customer needs assessment.
Figure 3-1 presents an overview of the two-stage research approach. A more detailed description of each
task is provided after the diagram. Our approach is as follows:
Stage I – Market strategy and segmentation approach research
 Interviewed program staff and implementation contractors for C&I programs;
 Used interview results in combination with results from MA-C&I Customer Profile Project to
segment customers for analysis; 7
 Developed preliminary customer size segmentation based on information provided by PA and
implementation contractor interviews.
Stage II – Customer needs assessment research
 Data mining research
o Exploratory data analysis –We analyzed the MA-C&I Customer Profile Project database
to identify pockets of customers with relatively low achieved savings potential and
participation rates;
o Reanalyze the results of the MA C&I Process Evaluation – We re-examined survey
results from the MA C&I Process Evaluation that compared responses from large and
mid-size customers. This analysis focused on contrasting the previous findings in which
customer size was based on participants self-reporting whether they had an account
representative, to new size criteria defined through our research8;
 Designed a sample frame for a survey of participants and non-participants;

7

MA-LCIEC Customer Profile Project. Massachusetts Program Administrators, EEAC. Prepared by KEMA, Inc.
January 7 , 2013. This study provided the most comprehensive review of the Massachusetts PAs combined billing
and tracking data to date. As part of this research DNV KEMA merged billing and tracking records across all
electric and gas PAs. The resulting database provides the most robust source of account level data available to date.
8
Massachusetts Large Commercial & Industrial (C&I) Process Evaluation. Massachusetts Program Administrators,
EEAC. Prepared by KEMA, Inc. July 20, 2012. This study included an investigation of process evaluation results
for large and mid-size customers. It defined large customers as those with self-reported account representatives and
mid-size customers as those without self-reported account representatives.
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Conducted a survey of participants and non-participants in the small, mid-size, and large
segments of the Customer Size Survey;
Conducted in-depth interviews with specific sub-segments and market actors identified in Stage I;
Based on the survey results, assessed existing customer needs and identified customer segments
that may require targeted services to better meet their needs.

The goal of our Stage I interviews was to gather information necessary to segment the population of C&I
customers into small, mid-size, and large groups in the same way that the Massachusetts PAs segment
their customers. Additional interview objectives were to obtain marketing lists of customers targeted for
the Direct Install (small C&I) programs, obtain lists of customers who have account representatives, and
to identify approaches used to market to Mid-size customers. We discuss the interview guides used for
this task later in this report; the complete guides have been attached as appendices.9
In the Stage I research we identified C&I program staff and implementation contractors, designed
separate interview guides for program staff and implementation contractors, conducted the interviews,
established preliminary customer size segmentation, and estimated preliminary participation rates by
customer size/segment as a first step in assessing whether mid-size customers required more targeted
services. Through the Stage II research activities, the evaluation team mined the C&I customer database
to search for pockets of customers that may be optimally served through targeted services. We also reanalyzed the MA-C&I Process Evaluation data, coordinated research with the Existing Buildings study to
execute a comprehensive customer survey, and conducted in-depth interviews with key market actors.
Analysis of the data provided by these efforts, the Evaluation Team determined whether existing program
offerings meet the needs of mid-size customers, and made recommendations concerning possible ways of
improving services to the these customers.

9

See Appendix A for the PA interview guide and Appendix B for the implementation contractor interview guide.
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Figure 3-1 Overview of two stage research approach
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3.2

Stage I: Marketing strategy and segmentation research

This section provides a detailed description of the Stage I research activities. We discuss the contacts
used to conduct the PA and implementation contractor interviews, the in-depth interview guides, our
approach for analyzing the interview findings, integration of interview findings with the customer profile
database developed through the MA-C&I Customer Profile Project, estimation of participation rates by
customer size, and ongoing data mining activities.

3.2.1

Marketing strategy and segmentation in-depth interview sample frame

DNV KEMA coordinated with the PAs to identify the appropriate program staff and implementation
contractors for in-depth interviews. Table 3-1 summarizes the number of PA representatives and
implementation contractors we interviewed, and indicates whether the interview was conducted on-site or
via telephone.
Table 3-1 In-Depth Interviews conducted with PAs and implementation contractors
Program administrator/ implementation
contractor

3.2.2

Number of
individuals
interviewed

On-site
interview

Telephone
interview

BERKSHIRE GAS

1

x

CAPE LIGHT

3

x

COLUMBIA GAS

1

x

NEW ENGLAND GAS

1

x

NATIONAL GRID

5

x

NSTAR/WMECO

2

x

UNITIL

3

x

RISE Engineering

1

x

CET

1

x

National Resource Management

1

x

Northern Energy

1

x

Prism Energy Services

1

x

Marketing strategy in-depth interview guide design

DNV KEMA developed separate in-depth interviews (IDIs) for program staff and implementation
contractors. The primary objectives of program staff IDIs included:
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1. Identify criteria used to classify large customers with account representatives and small
businesses (Direct Install prospects).
2. Explore whether there are differing marketing needs for customers within the distribution of large
and small customers.
3. Identify approaches used to market to customers with differing needs, particularly those with and
without account representatives.
4. Obtain lists of customers with dedicated account representatives and lists of other PA staff that
may provide valuable insights to this study.
The Implementation Contractor IDI Guide was used to obtain information that met the following
objectives:
1. Identify criteria used to target businesses for the Direct Install (small business) and large C&I
programs.
2. Explore differing customer needs within the distribution of small and large customers relative to
program offerings
3. Identify approaches used to market to customers’ differing needs.
Each guide contained the following10, 11:

10
11



Call log: Information about the respondent, pre-populated by the interviewer prior to the call.



Introduction. Provides background information to the interviewees regarding the project.



Roles and background: Obtains additional background information concerning the respondent in
relation to energy efficiency programs.



Criteria used to target large and small customers: Identifies metrics and threshold levels of those
metrics used to establish criteria for segmenting customers by size.



Customer segmentation: Identifies sub-segments within the range of small and large customers;



Marketing and Customer Acquisition Strategies: Identifies approaches used to market energy
efficiency programs to the range of small, large and mid-size customers.

See Appendix B for the full program staff IDI guide
See Appendix C for the full implementation contractor IDI guide.
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3.2.3

Analysis of interview results

DNV KEMA summarized the information provided by each PA and implementation contractor by
interview topic. We first summarized the information from each interview, providing overview tables by
segmentation criteria. Then, we collapsed the descriptions of segmentation criteria into a uniform set of
criteria to apply across the population of C&I customers.

3.2.4

Preliminary customer size segmentation and participation rates

DNV KEMA classified the population of participant and non-participant electric accounts into small,
mid-size, and large customer size categories. The analysis was limited to electric customers and did not
consider gas consumption in the definition of customer size. The evaluation team concluded that it was
appropriate to base size definitions on electric consumption because this is the approach that is currently
used to identify customers for the Direct Install and large C&I programs. Further, the PAs cannot
currently link customers across electric and gas accounts, particularly in cases when the electric and gas
providers differ.
To maintain consistency with the PAs current marketing approach, customer size was defined customer at
the account level. However, because the PAs do market some customers according to the aggregate
demand across accounts, DNV KEMA did consider the number of accounts linked to the contact as a
variable of interest in the segmentation. Further, previous research indicated that account representatives
were assigned to large accounts, but information obtained from the PA interviews suggested that PAs
assigned account representatives to all customer size groups. Therefore, we identified accounts within
different demand categories that did and did not have a designated account representative. We also
considered the number of accounts linked to the same customer name as a segmentation characteristic.
DNV KEMA applied the criteria used to segment customers by size to the program billing and tracking
data provided by the PAs. The data consisted of 2011 tracking data for 7,550 electric accounts as well as
billing data for all commercial and industrial customers for years 2009, 2010, 2011. These data had been
compiled for the MA C&I Customer Profile project. The database contained 2010 billing data and 2011
tracking data for the matching customers based on the account/location number. The billing data
contained information such as: account number, PA, customer name, address, phone number, annual
KWh, monthly KWh usage, maximum KW demand, rate codes, and business types. The tracking data
contained additional information such as: program type, program track, end use, gross KWh savings,
summer KW savings, and winter KW savings. For the MA-C&I Customer Profile Project, we used 2010
billing data as a base to which 2011 savings were compared. However, 2011 billing data were not used
for this project because projects completed in 2011 would have impacted 2011 usage levels.
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DNV KEMA examined the distribution of participants and non-participants across a number of
alternative definitions to determine the most logically consistent definition across all PAs. The application
of some segmentation criteria varied across PAs, while others were relatively constant. Once we
segmented customers according to their appropriate size category, we estimated participation rates for
each overall size category. Our analysis to date explored whether there was a difference in the
participation rate of mid-size customers relative to small and large customers. A significantly lower
participation rate for mid-size customers would provide one piece of evidence that might indicate the
segment was not optimally served relative to small and large customers. Section 4 provides a detailed
description of the criteria examined for customer size segmentation and how those definitions impact
participation rates by segment.
While presented as part of the Stage II research activities, we used the data mining analysis to revise the
customer size segmentation reported in the June 24, 2013 memo. Therefore, we refer to the initial
segmentation presented in the June 24, 2013 memo as the preliminary segmentation, and the subsequent
segmentation resulting from the data mining exercise as the revised segmentation approach. We used the
preliminary segmentation approach to pre-stratify the Stage II customer survey, but we post stratify and
present our results in terms of the revised segmentation.
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3.3

Stage II research

This section summarizes the Stage II research activities. The purpose of this research was to leverage the
population information and program staff insights gathered by the Stage I activities to investigate whether
mid-sized customers or pockets of mid-size customers require additional program services to optimally
meet their needs. This research consisted of the data mining research, analysis of the C&I Customer
survey data, and in-depth interviews with Project Expeditor (PEX) contractors, PA Account and Sales
representatives who service mid-size accounts, and a select group of large gas and small electric
customers. We use this analysis to identify pockets of customers with specific needs that are not met by
current program offerings.

3.3.1

Data mining

The first step in the Stage II research activities was to mine the PA billing and tracking data and past
survey research to determine whether there are segments, or sub-segments of customers within the midsize customer group that are not optimally served. This section details our data mining approach, which
consisted of two general steps.
1. The first step was to conduct exploratory data analysis of the customer size groups using the MAC&I Customer Profile Project database. This analysis investigated the ratio of potential and
actual achieved savings as well as the participation rates of pockets of customer to identify groups
of mid-size customers for which additional program support could better serve their needs.
2. The second step was to reanalyze the MA C&I Process Evaluation survey data. This study
developed a comparison of participant survey responses based on whether or not the respondents
had reported having an account representative. We re-analyzed this MA C&I Process Evaluation
comparison after re-categorizing the survey respondents based on whether they actually had
account representatives according to the PA customer data.
3.3.1.1

Exploratory data analysis

The exploratory data analysis was used to assess whether pockets of mid-size customers that represent
opportunities for additional, deeper savings exist among PA customers that have already participated in
an energy efficiency program. The exploratory data analysis consisted of the following two steps:
 Constructing the mid-size Customer Needs Assessment customer analytics database
 Identifying pockets of under-penetrated customers.
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Constructing the mid-size Customer Needs Assessment customer analytics database
The first step in the exploratory data analysis was to construct the mid-size Customer Needs Assessment
customer analytics database from the MA-C&I Customer Profile Project database. DNV KEMA used
existing billing, tracking, and survey data on the study population to construct a customer analytics
database, which we used to identify pockets of mid-size customers that may require additional program
services to better meet their needs. This database re-defined continuous variables in the MA-C&I
Customer Profile Project database into categorical variables so they could be used to define customers
according to different levels of each variable. The following describes our treatment of different variables
for this analysis:


Customer contact information –We used this information to identify customers with multiple
sites. For the participants, we used customer phone numbers from the tracking data rather than the
billing information.



Measure level tracking data – We constructed 8 distinct categories of end uses as variables based
on the measure level data contained in the MA-C&I Customer Profile Project database. Each
measure was assigned to one of the eight end use categories mentioned in the Massachusetts
technical resource manual.



Accounts with multiple sites – We matched accounts by account name and PA to approximate the
number of accounts under a specific customer. We did not attempt to match customers across PA
service territories.



Managed accounts – National Grid provided managed accounts by account number. NStar and
Unitil provided managed accounts by customer name. Cape Light provided a list of key large
accounts by customer name.



National Accounts – National Grid provided the name of their account representative who
manages all National Accounts. For National Grid, we identified all accounts managed by that
individual as National Accounts. Based on the Stage I interview results, we considered all
accounts in which more than five accounts linked to the same customer as a National Account.
We did not investigate linked accounts beyond identifying the number of accounts that matched
by customer name, as this was outside the scope of the present research.

Table 3-2 shows the segmentation variables DNV KEMA used to investigate whether there are pockets
of mid-size customers that require targeted services to optimally meet their needs.
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Table 3-2 Segmentation variables for identifying pockets of underserved customers12
Category

Levels
Small
Medium
Demand Size
Large
Account Manager
Managed account indicator
No AM
Multi
Multiple site indicator
Not
Low
Medium
Load Factor Size
High
Very High
New Construction
Retrofit
Program Type

Definition[SMB1]
Peak demand <200 kW
200 kW <= Peak Demand <= 1099 kW
Peak demand >= 1100 kW
Has account manager
Does not have account manager
Num locations > 5
Num location <= 5
Load Factor <= 0.3
Load Factor >0.3 and <= 0.5
Load Factor > 0.5 and <= 0.75
Load Factor > 0.75

Direct Install
Lighting
HVAC
Refrigeration
End Use

Process

Defined using 2011 PA Tracking data

Motors_Drives
Comprehensive_Design
CHP
Others

Program Track

Weather Sensitivity

Prescriptive
Custom
None
Heating
Cooling
Both
EDUCATION

Winter, Summer and Shoulder periods have similar usage
More usage in winter
More usage in Summer
Both Summer and winter use more than shoulder period

FOODSALES
FOODSERVICE
HEALTHCARE
LODGING
Industry

MANUF/INDUS
OFFICE

Industry assigned based on NAICS or SIC codes provide by the PAs

OTHER
PUBLICASSEMBLY
RETAIL
UNCLASSIFIED
WAREHOUSE
G1
G2
Rate Code

G3

Classification based on visual inspection of detailed rate codes

TOU1

Participant

TOU2
Yes
No

Participated in EE program in 2011
Did not participate in 2011

12

. In addition to the seven size categories listed in Table 3-, we searched for differences within the mid-size
customer group, between participants with peak demand of 300-500 KW and participants with peak demand of 500750 KW.
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After examining a variety of sub-segmentation criteria based on the variables presented in Table 3-2
above, DNV KEMA restricted its exploration of the data to the following two sets of categories:13
1. Industry Classification – We based the industry classification used for this analysis on definitions
provided by the 2012 Commercial and Industrial Customer Profile.14 Table 3-3 below presents
the formal definitions of each industry as defined by their North American Industry
Classification System (NAICS) codes.
Table 3-3 Business Type Categories and Definitions
Business Type
Education

Groups Included

NAICS Codes *

Food Sales

Schools, Colleges, Educational
Services
Food and Beverage Stores

61*

Food Service

Restaurants, Cafes, Lounges

722*

Healthcare

Hospitals, Doctors, Clinics

62*

445*

Lodging

Hotels, Inns

721*

Manufacturing / Industrial
Office

Factories, Utilities, Waste
Management
Offices, Banks, Municipal Buildings

Public Assembly

Recreation, Arts, Religious Worship

11*, 21*, 22*, 23*, 31*, 32*, 33*,
562*
51*, 52*, 54*, 55*, 561*, 813*
(except 8131), 92*
71*, 8131

Retail

Stores, Gas Stations, Salons,
Wholesale
Storage

42*, 44* (except 445*), 45*, 53*,
811*, 812*
49*

Warehouse
Other

Multifamily, Transportation,
Agriculture
* indicates all values included with these first 2 or 3 digits

48*, 11*, 21*

2. Customer size categories – Based on revised customer size segmentation definitions identified in
Section 4.1.3.2 of this report. In addition to the seven size categories presented in the revised
segmentation, we searched for differences within the mid-size customer group, between
participants with peak demand of 300-500 KW and participants with peak demand of 500-750
KW.

13

Note: DNV KEMA attempted a wide range of data mining techniques including cluster analysis, logistic and
linear regression analysis, multi factor ANOVA analysis, and Chi-Squared tests of means. While not providing a
single statistical approach to isolating pockets of customers that were not optimally served, these analyses assisted
the evaluation team in refining the metrics and technique discussed in this report.
14
Customer Profile Project: Revised Final Report. Prepared for the Massachusetts Program Administrators, EEAC
DNV KEMA, Inc. June 20, 2013.
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Identifying pockets of customers with relatively low participation rates
Our analysis contrasted the participation and realized potential savings rates of customers with different
characteristics to determine whether there are groups of customers with relatively low participation rates
relative to customers within the same size category, and across size categories. DNV KEMA explored a
range of statistical and non-statistical metrics and techniques to search for pockets of customers within
each size category that may not be optimally served. Ultimately, we restricted the analysis to 7 variables
that provide evidence of customer behaviors and needs. The first 3 variables are defined as:
1. Account Participation Rate – This is the number of participants within a category of interest
divided by the population of that category.
2. Energy Participation Rate – This is the sum of annual energy usage for participants within a
category divided by the sum of annual energy usage for the population of that category.
3. Demand Participation Rate – This is the sum of peak demand for participants within a category
divided by the sum of peak demand for the population of that category.
Computation of the remaining 4 variables followed the process depicted in Figure 3-2 below.15 The
diagram shows that we used data from the population of C&I program participants to compute potential
energy savings. The first step in this process was to segment participants according to their industry,
demand size, and load factor characteristics. We then separated each segment into quartiles based on the
total annual energy savings. Third, we identified the median savings per KWh consumed by measure
type of the top quartile of savers within each segment. Next, because the scope of this study was limited
to the available billing and tracking data, we assumed that the median savings by measure type of the top
quartile represented the maximum potential savings for each segment, we computed the measure level
potential savings of each segment. Then, we adjusted the potential savings estimates to eliminate extreme
values caused by having only one or two participants who received a measure within the top saver group
of a segment. Finally, we divided the actual measure level and total savings reported in the tracking data
by the corresponding potential savings to compute the potential savings ratio. This process resulted in the
following 4 metrics used to identify pockets of customers that may require additional program offerings:

15

Appendix D presents the specific formulas used to compute the Potential Gross Energy Savings Rate, Percentage
of Potential Gross Energy Savings Rate Realized, Measure level kWh Savings ratio, and Unrealized Gross Energy
Savings
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4. Potential Gross Energy Savings Rate – This variable indicates the potential for energy savings as
a percentage of total energy usage within a category16;
5. Percentage of Potential Gross Energy Savings Rate Realized – This variable reports the percent
of total potential energy savings rate accounted for in the program tracking data for 2011;
6. Measure Level Potential Gross Energy Savings Rate – This variable reports the percent of
measure level potential energy savings rate accounted for in the program tracking data;
7. Unrealized Potential Gross Energy Savings – This variable estimates how much additional
energy savings would be achieved if every participant within the category achieved the same
KWh savings ratio as the participant representing the median savings for the upper quartile of
savers.

16

Savings potential was derived based on the measure level savings for participants within the top quartile of overall
savings ratio within an industry demand size and load factor segment. If there were one or no participants within a
segment that received a particular measure, we could not compute potential savings that measure and savings
potential was set to zero.
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Figure 3-2 Computation of potential gross savings rate
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To compare the effects of participant classification (by industry or size) on the savings ratio, participation
rates, or unrealized potential savings, the analysis team used Excel Pivot Tables to restrict the groups and
search for patterns, comparing the various categories. Within each industry, we looked for patterns in total
and by measure type groups of customers that differed according to their demand size and account
management status.
There were a number of limitations to the exploratory data analysis that must be taken into account when
interpreting the result. These include the following:


First, these results are based on analysis of a single year (2011) of billing and tracking data, so the
effects of a customer participating over multiple years will not be reflected in the analysis.



Second, this analysis focused only on electricity participants, so any discussion of HVAC measures
will encompass primarily air conditioning, and not heating. The focus on electric participants also
limited the number of hot water measures.



Third, our approach for estimating potential savings assumes that the savings by measure type
achieved by the top quartile of savers in a segment is a good proxy for saving potential. While
allowing us to use the available billing and tracking data to obtain estimates for savings potential
saving, this assumption will result in over or under stating savings potential if the measure level
adoption rate for a technology in 2011 was not indicative of the technical potential for the segment.
For example, if the top saving quartile of a segment received primarily lighting measure in a given
year, then the savings potential would be limited to the average lighting savings even if the segment
could benefit from HVAC or refrigeration measures. Alternatively, if the top saver group is
fundamentally different than the remainder of the segment with respect to capital resources,
operational costs, or cash flow, the technical potential of the top saver group may not accurately
represent the remaining segment. These limitations may produce inaccurate measures of the savings
potential available in a given segment, particularly for more refined sub-segments of customers and
measures.
Finally, savings potential was derived based on the measure level savings for participants within the
top quartile of overall savings within an industry demand size, and load factor segment by end use. In
this analysis we used more granular demand size categories than are used to present the data mining
and customer survey results. These segments were further separated by load factor to help create
more homogeneous groups of customers. However, this resulted in some segments having too few
participants within a measure type to compute median savings for the respective measure type.
Specifically, if there were one or less participants within a segment that received a particular measure,
we could not compute potential savings from that measure, and measure level savings potential was
set to zero for that segment. This results in an overstatement of the number of segments with zero
potential measure level savings. One option for reducing this limitation is to collapse segments
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either by demand size or load factor if the potential savings is found to be zero for a particular
measure category. However, this method may reduce homogeneity within segments. Alternatively,
additional research could be done to refine these estimates based on more informed assumptions
concerning the probable measures within each facility type.
3.3.1.2

Re-analysis of the MA C&I Process Evaluation results

As part of the MA C&I Process Evaluation report, DNV KEMA analyzed differences between “large”
and “mid-size” organizations who participated in the 2011 rebate programs. DNV KEMA categorized the
MA C&I Process Evaluation survey respondents based on self-reports of whether they had dedicated
account representatives with the program administrators. Part of the scope of the mid-size Customer
Needs Assessment was to revisit these analyses using definitions of large, mid-size, and small customers
developed via the Stage I in-depth interviews and data mining.

3.3.2

Overview of Primary Research Efforts

We used data obtained through the Customer Size survey to construct a customer needs assessment, gap
analysis, and estimate program participation rates. In addition, we implemented a series of in-depth
interviews with targeted PA sales and account representatives who oversee mid-size customers, Project
Expeditor (PEX) contractors, and a group of large gas customers who were marketed to the Direct Install
program based on their electric demand size. These research efforts provide a detailed understanding of
effective strategies used to target and recruit new mid-size participants and “pain points” of key industry
players.

3.3.3

C&I Customer Survey

The mid-size Customer Needs Assessment research developed the C&I customer survey in coordination
with the C&I Customer Profile, LED Market Effects Study, and the Commercial Real Estate Market
Characterization Study research teams to obtain information from program participants and nonparticipants regarding a range of topics that the C&I Evaluation Team will use to inform multiple research
projects. Information collected through this survey included building uses, owner/tenant relationship,
primary heating fuel, cooling systems, recent energy related improvements, and whether or not recent
renovations have been performed or changes to square footage have been made. It also included
components designed to collect information that informs the PAs of owner/tenant relationships and
general practices related to energy consumption.
The following is a list of the topic areas included in the survey:
1. Initial Screening Questions (e.g. verify contact, confirm building is a commercial facility)
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2. Respondent Characteristics (e.g. job title, number of facilities overseen, number of employees,
owner/tenant structure, etc.)
3. Building Characteristics and Operations (e.g. building type, customer use)
4. Customer Attitudes Toward Energy Use (e.g. recent improvements, purchasing and decision
making practices)
5. Building Equipment


Lighting



Energy Management Systems (EMS)



Heating and Cooling Systems



Hot Water Systems



On-site Generation



Other Equipment

6. Recruitment for On-site Assessments
A copy of the survey instrument is provided in Appendix E.
3.3.3.1

Customer survey sample frame

DNV KEMA utilized the customer database created for the Customer Profile Study to select the sample
for the C&I Customer Survey. This database was created using customer 2011 billing and tracking data
provided by each of the PAs, and included data for business types, demand sizes, addresses, and contact
information for most of the customers. The sample was stratified according to the building types and then
by demand size (KW) and designed to meet the needs of both the Existing Buildings Market
Characterization and the mid-size Customer Needs Assessment Study.
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Table 3-4 provides an overview of the sample design according to building type. Appendix F contains the
expanded sample showing the stratification by demand size. The sample design included twelve industry
categories, including other and unclassified, and six demand categories, for a total of seventy-two primary
strata. Sub-populations were stratified to reduce the overall variance of estimates of the measured
statistics at a given level of precision, to optimize costs at a given level of precision, and to ensure
adequate precision at the stratum level. The relative precision for each category was estimated to ensure
that the results would provide acceptable relative precisions at 90 percent confidence interval or better
given an error ratio of 1.0. For this study, acceptable relative precisions are approximately 20% or below.
Table 3-4 C&I Customer Survey Sample

3.3.1

Business Type

Accounts

Planned Sample
Size

Anticipated
Relative Precision

EDUCATION

3,861

123

15%

FOODSALES

2,716

103

20%

FOODSERVICE

11,314

110

20%

HEALTHCARE

5,440

135

13%

LODGING

1,106

84

15%

MANUF/INDUS

9,975

136

15%
17%

OFFICE

29,472

160

PUBLICASSEMBLY

3,856

78

20%

RETAIL

53,678

163

20%

WAREHOUSE

216

33

12%

OTHER

4,449

105

21%

UNCLASSIFIED

67,569

170

19%

Total

193,652

1,400

Analysis of survey results

DNV KEMA summarized the information provided by each PA and implementation contractor by
interview topic. We first summarized the information from each interview, providing overview tables by
segmentation criteria. Then, we collapsed the descriptions of segmentation criteria into a uniform set of
criteria to apply across the population of C&I customers. Survey results were weighted to reflect each
respondent’s annual energy consumption relative to the aggregate consumption for that respondent’s
particular stratum.
DNV KEMA completed surveys with program participants and non-participants (based on crossreferencing account numbers in the program tracking database). Overall, most (88%) of the survey
respondents were non-participants. However, the distribution of participants and non-participants was not
uniform across the various size categorizations used in most of the analyses of survey data. As respondent
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size increases, so does the likelihood of participating in one of the PA-sponsored efficiency programs.
Error! Reference source not found. shows the distribution of participant and non-participant survey
respondents.

Table 3-5 C&I Customer Survey Respondents
Category

n

Small
Small Managed/Franchise
Mid-size
Mid-size Managed/Franchise
Large
Large Managed/Franchise
Total

573
51
109
39
78
36
886

Not
Participant

Participant

90%
94%
83%*
90%
73%‡
78%
88%

10%
6%
17%
10%
27%
22%
12%

* Statistically significant difference (90% confidence level) between small and mid-sized
segments. Non-managed/non-franchise were compared to Non-managed/non-franchise, and
Managed/franchise were compared to Managed/franchise.
‡
Statistically significant difference (90% confidence level) between mid-sized and large
segments. Non-managed/non-franchise were compared to Non-managed/non-franchise, and
Managed/franchise were compared to Managed/franchise.

All survey results reported within the rest of this report include both the participants and non-participants
unless otherwise noted.

3.3.2

Stage II in-depth interviews

As part of the Stage II research, DNV KEMA conducted a series of in-depth interviews to further explore
key mid-size customer segments and their potential needs for targeted services.
3.3.2.1

In-depth interview sampling

During Stage I of this mid-size Customer Needs Assessment, DNV KEMA conducted Program Staff and
Implement in-depth interviews. From these initial interviews, DNV KEMA learned that the mid-size
customers receive assistance from a range of professionals including the following:
1. PA account managers who handle customers 300 to 750 KW. National Grid and NSTAR report using
account managers for some customers that are 300 to 750 KW. These individuals typically engage
customers with a variety of issues that relate to business processes as well as energy conservation.
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2. PA sales representatives. A number of PAs assign internal sales representatives to larger mid-size
customers (typically 500 to 750 KW) who do not have dedicated account representatives. These sales
representatives focus specifically on the customer’s needs for energy efficiency program support.
3. Project expeditors. Some PAs offer third party contractors to assist smaller mid-size customers
(roughly 300 to 500 KW) who do not have dedicated account representatives. These individuals help
firms, who do not have internal energy managers, identify the appropriate energy efficiency solutions
for their businesses.
4. Key customer segments – This group of respondents consists of program participants (customers)
marketed to the direct install program based on their electric consumption, but identified as large gas
customers based on their gas consumption.
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3.3.2.2

In-depth interview guide design

While the focus of Stage I was to define strategies for marketing and identifying customer segments, the
Stage II interviews were intended to focus specifically on issues that come up as account and sales
representatives, and PEX contractors attempt to address the specific customer needs of the segment, and
how programs could be augmented or adapted to meet these needs.
Account and sales representative guide:
This guide was designed to address the following questions:




To what extent can increased comprehensive solution offerings or expansion of the Direct Install
program meet the needs of mid-size customers?
Are there specific gaps in service to mid-size customers with different size and industry
characteristics?
What can be done to assist the PAs and contractors in filling those gaps in service?

Project expeditor interview guide
This guide was designed to address the following questions:




What service levels expeditors currently provide to mid-size customers?
Where and how could the PAs leverage expeditors to provide more service to mid-size
customers?
What additional support PAs could provide to expeditors to improve service offered to mid-size
customers?

Key customer interview guide
This guide was designed to address the following questions:






The extent to which the customer values energy efficiency.
Customer’s EE needs. Will the Direct Install program suffice, or do they need
custom/comprehensive solutions.
Customer awareness of EE programs.
Barriers to participation / structural issues the PAs need to consider.
Best channels for marketing to these customers.
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4.

Results

This section presents the results of DNV KEMA’s research activities in the following two sections.


Section 4.1: Presents results from the Stage I customer segmentation and marketing approach indepth interview research. This section focuses on the PA and implementation contractor in-depth
interview results used to develop preliminary customer size definitions and to identify the existing
approaches used to market to customers within each segment



Section 4.2: Based on the information provided by the Stage I research, we present results from the
Stage II mid-size customer needs assessment research activities. This sections provides detailed
findings from three general research initiatives:
a. The data mining research;
b. Account and sales representative, project expeditors, and key customers in-depth interviews
c. Customer survey research

4.1

Customer segmentation and marketing approach in-depth
interview results

In the sections that follow, we present the PA interview and then implementation contractor interview
results. This section is divided into the following sub-sections:
7. Section 4.1.1: Presents the results from in-depth interviews with the PAs to identify marketing
approaches and segmentation criteria used to identify and market to small, mid-size and large
customers;
8. Section 4.1.2: Presents the results from in-depth interviews with implementation contractors to
identify marketing approaches and segmentation criteria used to identify and market to small, midsize and large customers;
9. Section 4.1.3: Presents the preliminary and revised account size definitions and participation rates
based on the information provided by the in-depth interviews and the data mining research (presented
in the Stage II results).
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4.1.1

PA and implementation contractor interview results

The primary focus of the Stage I interviews was to define criteria used to categorize customers by size
and obtain insight into the possible gaps in service to mid-size customers relative to small or large
customers. We first discussed how individual account and customer characteristics factored into their
decision to designate an account or customer into a size segment, or assign an account representative.
Next, we examined these characteristics in aggregate, relative to how each PA segmented accounts or
customers. Finally, we reported on the PA’s impression of whether the existing energy efficiency
programs effectively serve the needs of different sized customers.
4.1.1.1

Segmentation criteria

The interviews revealed that the PAs employ differing approaches to classifying accounts and customers
based on a range of characteristics at both the account and customer level. In this section, we explore the
extent to which each PA identifies and markets to customers with multiple accounts, including chains and
franchises and national accounts. Next, we report on how each PA used account or customer level
demand (KW) and energy (KWh) in segmenting customers. Finally we look at other segmentation
criteria that include rate class and two special cases of multiple account customers: municipal accounts
and dual fuel customers. These segmentation criteria provide the basis for each PA marketing approach
by customer size segment discussed in Section 4.1.1.1.
4.1.1.1.1

Customers with multiple accounts

The PA interviews provided valuable insight into the treatment of chains and franchises in the definition
of customer size segments and the marketing of energy efficiency programs to customers. The first
consideration in the treatment of chains and franchises was to understand the extent to which the PAs
actively link accounts and their corresponding energy and demand to distinct customers. This enables us
to assess each PA’s ability to actually employ different marketing approaches to customers at different
levels of the organization. Once we identified the extent to which each of the PAs tied individual
accounts to customers, we asked about the specific marketing at the customer verses the account level.
Ability to link customers with multiple accounts
Table 4-1 reports our interview findings regarding the PAs ability to identify multiple accounts that tie to
the same customer in order to understand the degree to which PAs were able to implement size definitions
at the customer level. Firms in many industries such as retail marketing, the financial services, and
insurance industries employ specialized software known as Customer Relationship Management or
specialized customer linking software to help them manage customers. There are also third party data
vendors that specialize in database management that provide customer linking services for clients. We
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asked the PAs to discuss the tools they currently employ for tracking and linking accounts to individual
customers.
Four of seven PAs interviewed indicated they attempted to link multiple accounts under a single customer
for purposes of marketing energy efficiency programs whenever possible. However, the approaches used
to link customers varied widely across PAs. The two large PAs, National Grid and NStar, both reported
having fairly sophisticated CRM tools and Dun & Bradstreet data to link. These tools matched
customers according to factors such as the Parent DUNS numbers, customer names and other contact
information. However, they noted that this is not always feasible due to differences in the customer
contact information. DNV KEMA investigated. Even with these more sophisticated capabilities, DNV
KEMA learned that there was room for improvement in the larger PAs ability to track and report
customers as NStar was only able to provide the Evaluation Team a list of managed accounts by customer
name, and not account number. Furthermore, while National Grid did provide managed accounts by
account number, DNV KEMA was not able to match a number of these accounts to the available billing
and tracking data.
While the smaller PAs also attempt to link accounts to customers, they had a wider range of capabilities
for achieving this goal. Unitil used Microsoft Access to construct a database for linking accounts, but
they did not mention using third party data, such as Dun & Bradstreet to assist in the process. Cape Light
receives their data from NStar, so their capabilities match NStar’s prior to contacting customers. The
three gas PAs also vary considerably regarding the tools they use to track customers, with the small PAs
using less sophisticated tools and Columbia having greater capability.
Having a consistent approach for linking accounts and customers is essential for accurately identifying
customers that belong to key segments such as National Accounts or local chains & franchises. Our
analysis shows that the PAs have differing capabilities in this regard, which impacts their ability to
accurately classify customers by size at organizational levels that depend upon the aggregation of
individual accounts.
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Table 4-1 Segmentation criteria: Customers with multiple accounts (ability to link accounts to unique customers)
Electric/Gas PA

PA Name
National Grid

PAs with both electric
and gas

PAs with electric only

PAs with gas only

NSTAR

Interview Results
National Grid maintains a database at the customer level using Customer Relationship Management (CRM) software
to link customers together by name and other qualifying information. They also maintain Dunn & Bradstreet data that
contains parent – child relationships that can be used to describe customers.
NSTAR reported having extensive data management capabilities , but the respondents did not know the specifics
regarding approaches used to link customers together across locations. NSTAR also handles all customer information
and billing for CLC.

Unitil

Unitil uses an in-house tracking system based on Access. Electric and Gas account were not linked – they are in two
separate systems.

CLC

Uses information provided by NSTAR for marketing. For their direct install program, RISE Engineering maintains a
separate system to track customers.

Berkshire Gas

Berkshire Gas did not report on their tracking system.

Columbia Gas

Columbia Gas is able to track customers by usage and link multiple accounts together by name, but they cannot
segment or query by industry. Energy efficiency project data is maintained in an Excel spreadsheet.

New England Gas

Uses Excel to track customer information and current energy efficiency projects.
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Marketing approaches to customers with multiple accounts
DNV KEMA asked PAs how multiple account customers were treated in marketing energy efficiency
programs. For example, if the PAs typically classified electric accounts with demand of less than 300 KW
as small, thereby handled by the Direct Install program, the segmentation could change depending upon
whether they considered the aggregate demand across linked accounts or each account separately.
Customers with many smaller buildings could, therefore, be segmented as mid-size or large, even though
they are small at the individual account level.
Table 4-1 presents our findings concerning whether the PAs link multiple accounts and aggregate demand
when determining customer size. Of the PAs who indicated they link customer accounts, Unitil, NStar
and National Grid have specific marketing practices designed around the aggregate demand of the linked
accounts. However, the treatment of linked accounts appears to vary across these three PAs and within
the organizations as well. National Grid reported that marketing was typically done at the account level,
but they did attempt to identify National Accounts, which they treat as large customers. As a rule of
thumb, National Grid reports they consider customers with 6 or more accounts as national accounts and
assigned them a special account representative who handles all National Accounts. Smaller chains and
franchises may be classified at the account or customer level, depending upon their ability to identify a
centralized purchasing agent. NStar reported they frequently linked all accounts to customers then
aggregated the demand from each location before classifying the customer by size, but customers were
not always segmented according to their aggregate demand. These findings show that even within the
largest PAs, there either was not a standardized approach for treating multiple account customers, or the
data management capabilities were insufficient to implement such an approach. Meanwhile, two of the
five smaller PAs reported separate marketing approaches for chains and franchises than for single location
customers.
DNV KEMA believes that the PAs require more standardization regarding the treatment of multiple
account customers in order to establish a unique set of criteria for establishing uniform definitions for
customer size segments. Because linking accounts to customers was outside the scope of this project, our
analysis will employ only basic criteria for linking accounts to customers and establishing and
incorporating the linked account information into a standard definition of customer size.
Demand and energy
Demand was the most common criteria identified for segmenting customers by size and differentiating
marketing approaches. However, DNV KEMA found the PA’s marketing approaches varied with respect
to how customers with different demand characteristics were treated. Table 4-2 presents our interview
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findings regarding how the PAs use electric demand to establish customer size, while Table 4-3 presents
the results for how the PAs regard energy in establishing customer sizes.
Demand was most commonly used as the upper bound for the Direct Installation program, which most
PAs reported to be 300 KW and considered the defining characteristic of the small customer segment.
National Grid, NStar and Cape Light all use this threshold to define small customers. NStar indicated that
this threshold may vary from year to year due to weather sensitive loads, but generally speaking, 300 KW
was the dividing line between small and mid-size to large customers. Consequently, this was the same
definition used by Cape Light. National Grid also reports 300 KW was the cutoff for small customers.
Unitil indicated that they use the G3 rate code, which was set at 200 KW to distinguish between small,
mid-size and large customers; however, they do note that 300 KW was used by some at the company.
Unitil considers the G2 rate to be the distinguishing characteristic separating small and mid-size
customers.
National Grid reported that they typically assigned account representatives to all customers greater than
750 KW as well as identified National Accounts, which they defined as customers with more than 5
accounts linked to a customer. Within the 300 to 750 KW range, National Grid indicated that the number
of accounts and complexity of the customer needs requires that they limit their attention to customers with
high likelihood of participation, which they refer to as “sweet spots.” They noted that a number of
“sweet spots” included manufacturing facilities such as injection molding. These sweet spots are
typically assigned account representatives. Generally speaking, they searched for industries and customer
groups for which energy was an important cost consideration, with typical load factors ranging from 80%
to 90%. Conversely, smaller hotels were typically not easy to convert to participants because they do not
usually have many financial resources and energy simply is not that large of a cost consideration. Since
the June 24, 2013 memo was submitted, however, National grid reports re-defining their marketing aimed
at un-managed customers between 300 and 750 KW. Customers from 300 to 500 KW are assigned an
internal Sales representative who works directly with customers to help identify energy efficient
solutions. Customers that are 300 to 500 KW are assigned a PEX contractor.
Alternatively, NStar reported that all accounts greater than 300 KW were managed as mid-size to large
customers with marketing segmented by industry and annual consumption level. Accounts were assigned
to teams based on industry, then divided among account representatives based on annual KWh. Teams
also included Project Expeditors, who were third party contractors that helped identify the needs of the
more diverse smaller accounts. While smaller managed customers were likely to be handled by less
experienced team members, the use of the expeditor was believed to provide additional assistance where
necessary.
The gas PAs reported that Direct Install customers were identified by the electric PA, but they each had
their own consumption thresholds for customer sizing.
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Table 4-2 Segmentation factors: Peak demand (KW)
Electric/Gas PA

PA Name

National Grid

PAs with both electric
and gas

PAs with electric only

NSTAR

Interview Results
Uses peak demand as part of account segmentation
Limits Direct Install to customers with less than 300 kW peak demand
Mid-size customers generally 300-750 kW peak demand
 Large customers generally greater than 750 kW peak demand
Uses peak demand as part of account segmentation
For customers with multiple accounts, demand is aggregated across accounts
 Limits Direct Install to customers with less than 300 kW peak demand
 Mid-size customers generally 300-750 kW peak demand
 Large customers generally greater than 750 kW peak demand

Unitil

Uses peak demand as part of account segmentation, but the rate class (based on demand) is the primary driver
Large customer generally greater than 200 kW peak demand (120,000 kWh per month) Oppinions vary though some say 300 KW - these are G3 customers
 Medium customers are gouped with small - (G2 customers)
 Small customer generally less than 200 kW peak (120,000 kWh per month) - Outside G3

CLC

 Uses peak demand as part of account segmentation
 Limits Direct Install to customers with less than 300 kW peak demand
 Large customers generally greater than 300 kW peak demand

Berkshire Gas

 Uses peak demand as part of electric account marketing
 Limits Direct Install to customers with less than 300 kW peak demand
 Mid-size to large customers generally greater than 300 kW peak demand. No formal break between mid-size and
large

Columbia Gas

 Peak demand was not reported as an aspect of account tracking or marketing.

New England Gas

 Peak demand was not reported as an aspect of account tracking or marketing.

PAs with gas only
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Table 4-3 Segmentation factors: Energy usage (kWh or therm)
Electric/Gas PA

PA Name
National Grid

PAs with both electric
and gas

PAs with electric only

NSTAR

Interview Results
 Energy consumption was not reported as an aspect of account tracking or marketing.

 Customer consumption groups are broken into quartiles by average monthly kWh for tracking and marketing.

Unitil

 Small customers generally consume less than 850 kWh per month.
Large customers consume more than 850 kWh per month.

CLC

Energy consumption was not reported as an aspect of account tracking or marketing.

Berkshire Gas

 Energy consumption was not reported as an aspect of account tracking or marketing.

Columbia Gas
PAs with gas only

New England Gas

 Small customers generally consume less than 40,000 therms per year
 Mid-sized customers generally consume 40,000 to 250,000 therms per year
Large customers generally consume more than 250,000 therms per year

 Small customers generally consume less than 3,000 therms per year
 Mid-sized customers generally consume 3,000 to 20,000 therms per year
 Large customers generally consume more than 20,000 therms per year
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Table 4-4 summarizes findings for three additional segmentation criteria covered by the interviews. From
the table we see that Unitil and New England Gas use rate class to segment customers by size. For
electric customers, this translates directly into segmenting them by peak demand. For gas customers, rate
class corresponds to the annual consumption (therm). However, New England Gas noted that
segmentation for the marketing of energy efficiency programs was done by the electric PA and the gas
PA was simply invoiced by the implementation contractor for services received by their customers.
The two additional segmentation criteria covered in the table are the treatment of municipal accounts and
dual fuels, or electric and gas customers.


Municipal Accounts – Municipal accounts reflect a special case of a multiple account customer.
Several PAs indicated treating municipal accounts differently from private sector accounts. NStar
operated a separate “Municipal” program to handle cities and town offices as well as schools. This
program offers different incentive levels, and was managed by its own account management team.
National Grid and Unitil classified municipal accounts as large customers and assigned an account
representative. None of the gas-only PAs had such criteria. Because of the potential magnitude of
the combined load across all municipal facilities, DNV KEMA concluded that municipal accounts
should not be included in the mid-size market segment.



Gas and Electric Customers – The interviews revealed that businesses with a pronounced imbalance
between the electric and gas size classification of accounts represent an area of concern for the gas
PAs. Because direct install program participants were identified by the electric PAs and typically
handled by implementation contractors, the gas only PAs report that they found some customers were
marketed as Direct Install customers based on their electric demand (i.e. < 300 KW), but were, in fact
large gas users. Alternatively, customers could be large electric users, but small from the gas
perspective, but the Gas PAs were somewhat more concerned about the way small electric/large gas
customers were handled by the Direct Install vendor. Since they were not involved in the marketing
process, they had no way of knowing if all appropriate prescriptive measures were being installed by
the electric contractor, or if the building might be better suited to a custom project for gas. One gas
PA indicated initiating training for implementation contractors serving Direct Install program
customers to identify all areas where prescriptive gas measures could be used and to install those
measures. None of the PAs use special criteria to segment or target customers who were either small
electric/large gas users or large electric/small gas users.
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Table 4-4 Other Segmentation Factors: Rate class, municipal accounts, and duel fuel (electric and
gas) customers

Segmentation Factors
and Capabilities

Electric/Gas PA

PA Name

PAs with both electric
and gas

Unitil

PAs with gas only

New England Gas

Rate Class

National Grid
PAs with both electric
and gas

NSTAR

 Customers in G1 rate class tracked and marketed as small
 Customers in G1 rate class tracked and marketed as large
 Customers in G41 and G51 rate class tracked and marketed as small
 Customers in G42 and G52 rate class tracked and marketed as mid-size
 Customers in G43 and G53 rate class tracked and marketed as large
 Municipal accounts are assigned an account representative.
 Municipal accounts are assigned to a municipal account team.

Unitil

 There is a municipal representative responsible for outreach to all municipal buildings for energy audits and energy
efficiency projects. Unlike other accounts, municipal accounts are marketed through this representative, not on the
basis of rate class.

PAs with electric only

CLC

 No specific marketing criteria for municipal accounts. Does provide higher incentives to participating municipal
accounts.

PAs with both electric
and gas

National Grid

 CLC markets to accounts based on electric demand regardless of gas usage.

PAs with electric only

CLC

 CLC markets to accounts based on electric demand regardless of gas usage.

Municipal Accounts

Dual Fuel Accounts
PAs with gas only

4.1.1.2

Interview Results

Berkshire Gas

 Berkshire Gas currently markets to small electric accounts through the electric PA's Direct Install program. All small
electric accounts would go through this program regardless of gas consumption size.

Columbia Gas

 Columbia Gas currently markets to small electric accounts through the electric PA's Direct Install program. All small
electric accounts would go through this program regardless of gas consumption size.

New England Gas

 New England Gas currently markets to small electric accounts through the electric PA's Direct Install program. All
small electric accounts would go through this program regardless of gas consumption size.

Account Segmentation and Marketing

DNV KEMA utilized the program staff and program implementation contractor interview results to
establish criteria for separating customers into small, mid-size and large customer segments. During the
scoping phase of this project, the evaluation team proposed defining small customers as those targeted for
the Direct Installation (or small business) programs and defining large customers as those who have
dedicated account representatives. We suggested that mid-size customers would consist of customers that
were neither small nor large. Based on the information provided by the PA interviews, we were able to
refine these criteria to be consistent with the PAs current marketing practices. While the information
presented in Section 4.1.1.1 showed that the PAs use a variety of criteria and techniques for segmenting
customers by size, we were able to collapse these practices into the same general attributes in an effort to
develop a standardized size definition for our analysis.
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Table 4-5, Table 4-6, and Table 4-7 present our analysis of how each PA classifies customers into Small,
mid-size, and large segments based on the segmentation criteria discussed above. The tables show that
the most commonly used segmentation criteria for identifying Direct Installation customers is account
level demand. Specifically, the electric PAs identify customers as small if their peak demand is 300KW
or less. This distinction was made based on electric demand, and did not take into account the customer’s
gas consumption. However, NStar and Until did note that the cut-off of 300KW may be as low as
200KW due to rate class or year to year variations in temperature sensitive loads. Both NStar and
National Grid assign mid-size accounts to both internal sales representatives and PEX contractors,
although their specific marketing strategies for these accounts differ.
We found that criteria used to assign account representatives varies across PAs that employ such
individuals. The smaller PAs did not assign account representatives. Furthermore, the larger PAs also
had many accounts greater than 750 KW that could not be matched to account representatives. Therefore,
basing the definition of large customer on the presence of an account representative would not be
sufficient. Once again, we found that demand was the most consistent criteria for separating mid-size and
large customers, namely, 750 KW. However, this finding was not universal across all PAs.
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Chains and
Franchises

Municipal Accounts

Rate Class

x

Energy Usage

x

PA Account
Representation

National
Grid

Peak Demand

PA Name

Customer Level
Tracking

Electric/Gas PA

Track Accounts
to Unique
Customers

Factor Influencing Account Segmentation
Tracking Level

x

x

x

PAs with electric only

x

x

x

Unitil

x

x

x

CLC

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

-Any accounts that qualify for direct install
-Markets small programs to accounts in rate class G1
-Municipal accounts are assigned to a municipal account representative
-Accounts with <300 kW peak demand
-RISE Engineering markets to these customers. No specific business types targeted.

x

-Accounts with <300 kW peak demand qualify for the electric PA Direct Install programs.
-For gas programs, no specific segmentation or marketing. Incentives are the same for all customers.
-Receives leads from electric PAs and their designated Implementation Contractors; also works with
implementation contractors CET, Hesnor, EDM and RISE Engineering.

Columbia
Gas
New
England
Gas

-Accounts with <300 kW peak demand
-Small customers do not have a corporate parent, are not municipal accounts, and have five or fewer
accounts. Accounts with these attributes are treated as mid-sized or large, even if peak demand <300 kW
-Implementation contractors market to these customers.No specific business types targeted.

x

Berkshire
Gas

PAs with gas only

Customer Segmentation Criteria and Marketing

-Accounts with <300 kW peak demand
-Demand is aggregated accross accounts. Aggregate demand under a single customer accross accounts
<300 kW
-Small customers do not have a corporate parent, are not municipal accounts, and have five or fewer
accounts.
-Implementation contractors market to these customers. No specific business types targeted.

PAs twith both
Electric and Gas
NSTAR

Dual Fuel Accounts

Table 4-5 Segmentation and Marketing Criteria: Small accounts

x

x

x

x

x

x

-For gas energy efficiency programs, small customers consume less than 40,000 therms per year.
-Small customers are marketed to by RISE Engineering.

-For gas energy efficiency programs, small accounts consume less than 3,000 therms per year.
-Small accounts are in rate classes G41, G42, G51 or G52
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National
Grid

PAs twith both
Electric and Gas

PAs with electric only

PAs with gas only

NSTAR

x

x

x

Unitil

x

x

x

x

Municipal Accounts

Chains and
Franchises

PA Account
Representation

x

Rate Class

x

Energy Usage

Peak Demand

PA Name

Customer Level
Tracking

Electric/Gas PA

Track Accounts
to Unique
Customers

Factor Influencing Account Segmentation
Tracking Level

Dual Fuel Accounts

Table 4-6 Segmentation and Marketing Criteria: Large accounts

Customer Segmentation Criteria and Marketing

x

-Accounts with >750 kW peak demand
- All accounts assigned representatives

x

x

x

-Accounts with >750 kW peak demand
-Accounts assigned to an account group
-Customers with multiple accounts have demand aggregated. If demand is between >750 kW, the customer
is treated as large.
-NSTAR segments this demand category into quartiles based on energy consumption for marketing.
-Municipal accounts are assigned to an account group'

x

x

x

-Large gas accounts are in rate class G2
-Large electric accounts have >4 kW peak demand and consume more than 850 kWh per year
-Segmentation and marketing based on rate class, not demand or consumption.
-Municipal accounts are assigned to a municipal account representative

CLC

x

x

-Accounts with >300 kW peak demand
-CLC markets their programs through face to face contact with customers in their area.., as well as through
industry and trade associations. Apart from this, they have no marketing strategies specific to medium or
large programs.

Berkshire
Gas

x

x

-For gas programs, no specific segmentation or marketing. Incentives are the same for all customers.

Columbia
Gas
New
England
Gas

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

-Large gas accounts consume more than 250,000 therms per year
-Large gas accounts are managed by a PA account representative
-Large gas accounts are in rate classes G42, G43, G52 or G53
-Large gas accounts consume more than 20,000 therms per year
-Large gas accounts are managed by a PA account representative
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National
Grid

x

x

x

Municipal Accounts

Chains and
Franchises

Rate Class

x

PA Account
Representation

Energy Usage

Peak Demand

Customer Level
Tracking

PA Name

Track Accounts
to Unique
Customers

Electric/Gas PA

x

PAs with electric only

x

x

-Accounts with 300-750 kW peak demand
-Accounts assigned to an account group and given opportunity to use directed to project expiditers.
-Customers with multiple accounts have demand aggregated. If demand is between 300-750 kW, the
customer is treated as mid-size.
-NSTAR segments this demand category into quartiles based on energy consumption for marketing.
-Municipal accounts are assigned to an account group'

x

x

x

Unitil

Considers G2 customers to be mid-sized.

CLC

Does not classify accounts as mid-size.

Berkshire
Gas

PAs with gas only

x

Customer Segmentation Criteria and Marketing

-Accounts with 300-750 kW peak demand
-Accounts assigned representatives on an account by account basis based largely on industry and load
factor'
- Accounts 300 to 500KW assigned to a PEX contractor. Accounts 500 to 750 KW assigned an internal
sales reprentative.
-Customers with more than five accounts or a corporate parent are considered national accounts and
assigned an account representative
-Municipal accounts are assigned and account representative

PAs twith both
Electric and Gas

NSTAR

Dual Fuel Accounts

Table 4-7 Segmentation and Marketing Criteria: Mid-size accounts
Factor Influencing Account Segmentation
Tracking Level

x

x

-For gas programs, no specific segmentation or marketing. Incentives are the same for all customers.
-For gas energy efficiency programs, mid-sized customers consume less than 40,000 - 250,00 therms per
year.
- CET acts as a supplemental vendor for some mid-sized customers, Mid-sized customers are served by PA
account reps and CET.

Columbia
Gas

New
England
Gas

x

x

x

x

-Large gas accounts are in rate classes G42 or G52
-Large gas accounts consume more than 3,000 therms per year
-No specific marketing to mid-size customers
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The results presented in the preceding tables indicate the PAs use differing strategies for marketing to
customers within each size segment. The two largest PAs use diffing approaches for marketing to midsize customers. NStar classified all customers greater than 300KW as mid-size to large and assigned
them to account management teams based on industry and consumption levels. These teams also
included Project Expeditors, who were third party contractors that helped identify the needs of the more
diverse smaller accounts. NStar believed the project expeditor (PEX), plus the industry specific focus
provided sufficient resources to address the large and mid-size customers’ needs.
In contrast, National Grid did distinguish between customers from 300 KW to 750 KW and those greater
than 750 KW, as they assigned account representatives to all customers greater than 750 KW, but only a
select group of customers (sweet spots) if their demand is between 300 and 750 KW. Generally, speaking
they searched for industries and customer groups for which energy was an important cost consideration,
with typical load factors ranging from 80% to 90%. Participants who were not in an identified sweet spot
are now handled by their mid-size customer group. Because the number of accounts with demand
between 300 and 500 KW was too great for internal staff to handle, this group assigns these accounts to
PEX contractors. However, they suggested that typical DI implementation contractors were not trained
comprehensive solutions to serve as PEX contractors making it difficult to find contractors with the
necessary training to adequately service these needs of these customers.
For the electric Direct Install programs and small business gas programs, the PAs rely primarily on the
Direct Install vendors/implementation contractors to market the programs and perform outreach. The PAs
run advertisements, and information regarding the programs is available on each of their websites (as well
as MassSave), but targeted marketing efforts are delegated the vendors. One PA indicated that vendors
for the Direct Install program were not given any specific business size or type to which to market the
program. They are provided with a savings goal and allowed to reach that goal using their own strategy;
however, this was not mentioned or confirmed by other PAs.
Unitil reported that they market to all large customers as group. They define large customers as those
with 200 KW or more in demand. Given the relatively small customer base, they reported having
intimate knowledge of their customers, and work directly with them to develop solutions. PAs with
smaller territories indicated that they typically do not subdivide the 300 KW and up customer group. .
It is important to note that PAs appear to market some customers according to aggregate demand across
accounts, while marketing others at the individual account level, which obscures our ability to accurately
define customer size segments.
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4.1.1.3

Effectiveness of Existing Energy Efficiency Programs Serving mid-size Customer Needs

This section discusses results of PA interviews related to whether existing programs effectively serve the
needs of mid-size customers. DNV KEMA asked a series of questions to understand PA assessment of
how well the mid-size customer segment was being served by existing programs. Table 4-8 presents
these results. These preliminary findings will be explored in greater detail through the Stage II Customer
Size survey.
The table shows that the PAs had differing opinions regarding whether the existing energy efficiency
programs are serving the needs of their customers. NStar, for example, felt that their marketing approach
adequately serves the needs of all customers. However, National Grid indicated that there are simply too
many mid-size customers with needs that are not suitable for prescriptive measure programs, requiring
more comprehensive solutions. The relatively small number of internal staff to assist in implementation
and lack of training of contractors in comprehensive solutions creates a potential gap in servicing the
needs of the mid-size market. In general, the findings indicate that there was sufficient evidence to
suggest there may be pockets of mid-size customers whose needs might be better served from more
tailored program offerings, and further research was warranted.
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Table 4-8 Are existing energy efficiency programs effectively serving mid-size and other customer segments

Electric/Gas PA

PA Name

PA impression of
Customer whether existing
energy efficiency
Size
Discussed programs meet
customer needs?

National Grid

Medium

Somewhat

National Grid notes that the need of this segment are more challenging to address because customers require more
comprehensive solutions than smaller direct install customers. The solutions required by customers in this segment are often
as complex and diverse as large C&I, but the number of customers in the segment make it difficult for internal staff to address
the needs. They target select industries with high load factor (i.e. those in which energy is an important cost consideration)
to be sure they are marketing to firms in which the projects have a high enough ROI. Alternatively, the rely on implementation
contractors to market to these customers, however, they belive contractors are not as well trained in comprehensive solutions
as internal staff.

Nstar

All sizes

Yes

Nstar indicates that they see no gaps in program offerings for this customers. Their approach provides a team of account
representatives to each customer segment by industry and consumption group. Customers requiring additional resources can
use a project expeditor to help identify needs and design solutions.

Unitil

All sizes

Yes

Due to their small territory, they are able to work directly with their customers to address their needs.

Small

Yes

Small customers well served. The exception is very small customers (<12,000 kWh/year)

Medium

No

Mid-size customers often do not have the resources to take full advantage of the large C&I program. Customers could be
better served by opening up the direct install program to customers with <700 kW peak demand.

Large

Yes

Large, sophisticated customers with energy managers make good use of the large C&I program.

PAs with both
electric and gas

PAs with electric
only

Cape Light

Gas-Yes
Berkshire Gas

Medium
Electric-No

PAs with gas only

Explanation

Columbia Gas

New England Gas

Medium

Medium

Reported gap in the electric energy efficiency programs between 300kW and 700 kW, based on anecdotal evidence. >300 kW
customers currently do not qualify for the Direct Install program, but would like to have all commercial customers regardless
of size are treated the same way; the same incentive structure is applicable to all of them.

Yes

Medium and large sized customers are served in the same way and receive the same type of measures.

No

The are insufficient prescriptive gas measures for mid-sized customers in the small business Direct Install and Project
Expiditor programs as these are handled by the elctric PAs. The gas PAs are not receiving enough qualified custom gas leads
through the Direct Install or Project Exiditor programs. Some businesses do not participate in the custom program because of
the cost of an engineering study.
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4.1.2

Implementation contractor interview results

This section presents findings from the 5 in-depth interviews with implementation contractors. These
firms were selected based on recommendations by PAs. The PAs report that these firms represent a
subset of the contractors that implement the majority of energy efficiency programs in Massachusetts.
They work with all of the Massachusetts electric and gas PAs and serve a range of customer sizes from
small to mid-size. Table 4-9 presents the list of implementation contractors interviewed as well as
relevant segmentation criteria for targeted customers.

Table 4-9 In-Depth Interviews Conducted with Select Implementation Contractors
Implementation Contractor

Gas or Electric

Customer
Size

KW

kWh/month or
therm/year

Electric and Gas

Small

<300 KW

N/A

Electric and Gas

Large

>300 KW

N/A

Gas

All sizes

N/A

CET

Gas

mid-size

N/A

National Resource Management

Electric

Small

<300 KW

N/A
40,000 –
250,000
therm/year
N/A

Electric and Gas

Small

<300 KW

N/A

Electric and Gas

Large

>300 KW

N/A

Electric

Small

<300 KW

N/A

Electric

mid-size

>300 KW

N/A

RISE Engineering

Northern Energy
Prism Energy Services

4.1.3

Account size definitions

In this section we discuss two classification of customer size. The “Initial Account Size Segmentation” is
based on the Stage I in-depth interview findings. This classification was used to stratify the Stage II
customer survey sample and was presented in the June 24 memo. The “Revised Account Size
Segmentation” presents a slight modification to the initial account size segmentation we based on the
results from the data mining exercise. This segmentation was used for our analysis.
4.1.3.1

Initial account size categories

DNV KEMA used an iterative process to develop three sets of segmentation criteria to group accounts for
analysis. The goal was to as correctly as possible reflect the definitions of account size provided by the
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interviews, while allowing the data to demonstrate whether implementation of the identified criteria
resulted in segments that were logically consistent. It is important to recognize that any definitions of
customer segmentation will not be accurate for all PAs. Each PA uses criteria for customer segmentation
that is entirely different from every other PA, given differences in numbers and types of customers. Given
this, the research team’s segmentation effort best matches that of the largest electric Program
Administrators.
We began with a simple, load based definition of small, mid-size and large customers. Small accounts
were all those that qualified for Direct Install programs, or any account with <300 KW peak demand.
mid-size accounts were those with peak demand between 300 and 750 KW, and large accounts were those
with peak demand >750 KW, the level at which an account would generally be assigned an account
representative. This simple definition of account size did not fully capture the segmentation and
marketing efforts of the PAs as described in our in-depth interviews. Capturing this nuance required a
second set of criteria.
For the second set of criteria, small, mid-size, and large accounts generally remained defined by their
peak load, based on the same definitions of our first set of criteria. However, all managed accounts and all
accounts that were part of a chain or franchise with more than five locations were classified as large. This
decision was based on PA statements that accounts that are managed and accounts that are part of a chain
or franchise with more than five locations are treated as large for the purposes of marketing energy
efficiency programs. For this and the following size definition, accounts are only placed in the
‘chain/franchise’’ category if they are not managed. This definition increased the pool of potential large
customers to over 50,000, due to a large number of small accounts that are part of a chain or franchise
with more than five locations. This made it difficult to draw meaningful comparisons between the small,
mid-size, and large groups, leading to a final set of criteria.
The initial customer size definition considers large customers all of those with >750 KW peak demand, or
those with 300-750 KW peak demand who are either managed or have more than 5 locations. We based
the criteria for the number of locations on National Grid’s rule of thumb for identifying National
Accounts. Mid-size customers are those with 300-750 KW peak demand, and who are not managed and
have fewer than 6 locations. Small customers are all those with less than 300 KW peak demand. Managed
small customers and small customers with more than 5 locations remain in this group; however, these
subcategories are split out for comparison.
Based on the initial segmentation criteria, DNV KEMA examined participation rates for seven categories
of account:


Small, unmanaged, non-chain/non-franchise – These customers have peak demand of less than
300 KW, do not have a PA provided account representative, and have five or less accounts.



Small, unmanaged, chain/franchise – These customers have peak demand of less than 300 KW,
do not have a PA provided account representative, but have more than five accounts, National
Grid’s rule of thumb for National Accounts.
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Small, managed – These accounts have peak demand of less than 300 KW and are on a PA
managed account list. Customers in this category may have any number of accounts.



Mid-size– These customers have peak demand between 300 and 750 KW. They do not have a PA
provided account representative and have five or less accounts.



Large, unmanaged, non-chain/non-franchise – These customers have peak demand above 750
KW. They do not have a PA provided account representative and have five or less accounts.



Large, unmanaged, chain/franchise – These customers have peak demand greater than 300 KW.
They do not have a PA provided account representative, but have more than five accounts,
National Grid’s rule of thumb for National Accounts.



Large, managed – These customers have peak demand greater than 300 KW and are on a PA
managed account list. Customers in this category may have any number of accounts.

We calculated three different participation rates for this analysis:


Account Participation Rate – Number of participants within a customer segment / the total
number of customers in that segment;



Demand participation rate – Sum of peak demand for all participants in a segment / the sum of
peak demand for all customers in the segment;



Energy Participation Rate – Sum of total yearly kWh usage for all participants in a segment / the
sum of total yearly kWh usage for all customers in the segment.

Our goal in this analysis was to provide a preliminary view of the participation rates as within each size
segment in order to inform the customer survey sample design and data mining analysis. While
participation rates alone would not imply directly that the programs do not adequately serve customers,
they provide a first step in addressing this issue. Therefore, we examined the participation rates of
customers within each size segment to determine whether the participation rates of mid-size customers
differs from either small or large customers. We examined participation rates calculated in terms of the
number of participating accounts relative to the population of accounts in the respective size group, as
well as the participant peak demand (KW) and energy consumption (kWh) relative to the size segment
demand and energy consumption, respectively. This initial classification was used in the June 24 memo
and provided a framework for the subsequent data mining and survey research.
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Figure 4-1 Initial Account Level Participation Rate by Segment
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4.1.3.2

Revised Account Size Segmentation and Participation Rates

Through the data mining process, discussed in Section 3.3.1.1, we examined the composition and
participation rates of the initial customer size segmentation and found that there was a clear distinction
between accounts greater and less than 750 KW within the Large, managed and the Large, unmanaged,
chain/franchise groups. Consequently, we revise the initial segmentation to distinguish isolate accounts
that were 300 to 750 KW verses those that were greater than 750 KW within each of these segments. The
revised size segmentation consisted of the following six categories:


Small, unmanaged, non-chain/non-franchise – These customers have peak demand of less than
300 KW, do not have a PA provided account representative, and have five or less accounts.



Small, managed or chain/franchise – These customers have peak demand of less than 300 KW
that either have a PA provided account representative and/or have more than five accounts,
National Grid’s rule of thumb for National Accounts.



Mid-size unmanaged, non-chain/non-franchise – These customers have peak demand between
300 and 750 KW. They do not have a PA provided account representative and have five or less
accounts.



Mid-size, managed or chain/franchise – These customers have peak demand of between 300 and
750 KW that either have a PA provided account representative and/or have more than five
accounts, National Grid’s rule of thumb for National Accounts.



Large, unmanaged, non-chain/non-franchise – These customers have peak demand above 750
KW. They do not have a PA provided account representative and have five or less accounts.



Large, managed, chain/franchise – These customers have peak demand greater than 750 KW.
They either have a PA provided account representative and/or have more than five accounts,
National Grid’s rule of thumb for National Accounts.

Figure 4-2 below presents the three participation rates for the revised segments as well as the total annual
usage of each segment. Key findings from this revised segmentation include the following:
 Managed/non-franchised mid-size (300 KW – 750 KW) accounts show lower participation rates
than managed/franchised accounts. The mid-sized accounts also have roughly equal participant,
energy, and demand participation rates relative to mid-size managed/franchise accounts. This
indicates that there is greater participation among higher demand managed and franchised
accounts relative to the unmanaged/non-franchised accounts.
 Managed or franchise accounts with demand greater than 750 KW show substantially higher
participation rates than Managed or franchise accounts with demand between 300 KW and 750
KW. This implies that the PAs not only are successful at recruiting participants for a greater
share of the larger accounts, but they also successfully target high demand and consumption
customers within the large customer group.
 Mid-size customers have substantially higher participation rates than small customers, but DI
contractors also appear to focus on recruiting participants who account for a higher proportion of
consumption and demand
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Figure 4-2 Revised Account Level Participation Rate by Segment
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4.2

Mid-size customer needs assessment research findings

This section presents the results from the data mining, CATI survey, and in-depth interviews that were
used to examine the needs and level of program support provided to mid-size customers and various subsegments of mid-size customers relative to other customer size categories. In Section 4.2.1, we outline
important themes concerning mid-size customers that we identified through the in-depth interviews with
PAs, PEX contractors, and the group of small electric/large gas users, as well as the MA C&I Process
Evaluation results. In Section Error! Reference source not found., we present aggregate data mining
and survey results by customer size category that supports or refutes each theme. Finally, in section 4.3
we present industry level data mining and survey results by customer size category that supports or
refutes each theme.

4.2.1

Mid-size customer needs assessment themes

The in-depth interviews and data mining research revealed the following themes concerning the needs of
mid-size customers and the ability of existing program offerings to meet those needs:


Mid-size customers require more complex solutions than small customers – The PAs and
contractors interviewed indicated that the needs of mid-size customers are more complex than small
businesses. As customers approach 300 KW in demand, their energy needs change substantially and
are more differentiated from customer to customer. PAs and contractors suggested that accounts
greater than 300 KW are better served by multi-measure comprehensive solutions which include more
complex mechanical assessments, rather than the prescriptive measures offered by the Direct Install
program. While the Direct Install program does offer custom measures, the complexity of solutions
for mid-size customers often requires more detailed engineering studies involving multiple measures.
PEX interviews indicate that most businesses can utilize the lighting measures offered by the direct
install program, but as the business increases in size, so does its need for more custom and
comprehensive solutions (i.e. mechanical electric and gas, as well as lighting and refrigeration ). Our
survey results are consistent with the PEX interview findings – as business size increases, so does the
variety of energy using systems. Incentives that cover multiple systems was the second most
commonly mentioned PA action to help mid-size firms overcome barriers to implementing efficiency.



The number and complexity of mid-size accounts require diversified marketing strategies –
There are a relatively limited number of large accounts, enabling the PAs to handle them through
direct sales and account management, while small customer needs are relatively commoditized and
can be handled through prescriptive programs. The diversity of mid-size businesses, coupled with the
need for more customized solutions restricts the effectiveness of the direct install program, and its
primarily lighting contractors, to meet the needs of the large number of mid-size firms. However, the
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number of mid-size accounts is too great for direct PA account management, alone, to service
effectively.
Consequently, the larger PAs have turned to more diversified strategies to identify and address the
needs of these firms. The larger PAs employ PEX to augment internal energy efficiency sales
representatives, helping customers identify the appropriate solutions to meet their needs. The PEX
also assist in completing the necessary paperwork to qualify for incentives. Where these strategies
are successful in identifying the appropriate solutions, the PAs and PEX indicate that customer needs
are effectively served and the necessary measures are installed. Mid-size customers are less aware and
participated less often than large customers in the programs for which they are qualified. This issue
does not impact the smaller PAs much because they serve a more manageable number of mid-size
customers and are more able to be in direct contact with them.
In addition, our analysis found that the larger PAs further segment mid-size customers by industry in
order to assign account and sales representatives, and PEX. This approach attempts to address the
heterogeneous nature of mid-size customers. However, our assessment of three individual market
segments (healthcare, lodging, and education) confirmed that there is enough variation among these
segments to justify different strategies for approaching each one, but we cannot suggest that such a
strategy should necessarily target specific business sizes.


Mid-size customers face higher cost constraints, requiring cost relief to free up cash – Many of
the interviews revealed that mid-size customers are very cost conscious. However, energy is not as
substantial a cost consideration as it is for large customers. Consequently, it is difficult to justify the
initial capital costs associated with new energy efficiency equipment. This is particularly true for
mid-size customers that do not have a high load factor.
The PEX and PA interviews revealed that mid-size businesses frequently require payback periods of
2 years or less for investment decisions to be considered. Furthermore, all four customers
interviewed reported financial barriers to investing in new energy efficiency technology. Downtime
for engineering studies or installation is often a cost constraint that these firms cannot afford, given
their tight margins and inability to shift production to another location. Consequently, immediate
equipment availability is the primary concern, particularly of high gas using customers. All four
customers interviewed also mentioned immediately available equipment as being a major factor in
their equipment purchase decisions. This suggests that a more market based approach to servicing
their needs would serve this segment well. Such an approach could allow customer to employ their
own contractors and vendors to deliver energy efficient solutions in a timely manner.



Mid-size businesses require cash flow relief to off-set the higher up-front costs of C&I programs
compared to the Direct Install program – While the needs of mid-size businesses are more
consistent with the large C&I programs, moving into the custom C&I programs means they get a
much lower rebate. The contractors and customers interviewed agreed that greater access to cash
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during the initial investment phase is important to overcome cash flow issues. Reanalysis of the C&I
Process evaluation survey data found that mid-size customers have lower satisfaction with the rebate
levels than small or large customers. While higher incentives represent one avenue to off-setting
investment costs, the number and size of rebates required to service this segment are likely to create
obstacles to relying on increased rebates as a means of increasing cash flow. Other options may
include on-bill financing and low or zero interest loans. Innovative techniques for freeing up cash
during the investment phase will help off-set the initial capital and engineering costs, and help push
many mid-size businesses over the threshold to make the up-front investment in new energy
efficiency technology.


Mid-size customers require greater support to secure financing – Given other cost considerations,
mid-size customers do not have the resources to allocate personnel to research and apply for
financing. Both the PEX and PA interviews indicated that mid-size customers also require greater
access to low cost financing, particularly 0% on-bill financing. While National Grid and NStar offer
on-bill financing, the interview results suggest that the amount covered needs to be expanded. The
survey results partially confirmed this finding. Rebates/incentives, incentives for multiple systems,
and technical advice were more commonly mentioned than access to financing as actions the PAs
could take to help mid-size customers overcome barriers to implementing efficiency. There was
some variation on this depending on specific industry. For example, access to financing was
somewhat more important to the Lodging segment than the average mid-size customer. Given the
financing options available and identified resource constraints of mid-size customers, these customers
likely require increased technical support in identifying and securing the available financing.



There are a limited number of contractors sufficiently trained in comprehensive solutions – The
PA and PEX interviews both suggest there are too few contractors sufficiently trained in
comprehensive (mechanical electric and gas, as well as lighting and refrigeration) solutions to meet
the needs of mid-size customers. These finding suggest a need for increased marketing and training
to energy services professionals already selling in the market; namely, to inform them of the benefits
of specifying energy efficient technologies and resources available when servicing mid-size
customers. This is more of an issue for the larger PAs who rely on third party support, but increased
access to trained contractors could benefit the smaller PAs as well.



Mid-size customers are less profitable for contractors to pursue – For mid-size customers the
potential energy savings associated with energy efficient technology is relatively limited compared to
the capital investment. However, project needs are often too complex for prescriptive measures,
requiring a custom engineering study to qualify for large C&I programs. Energy services providers
find it difficult to recover the up-front qualification costs and remain price competitive for these
projects. Meanwhile, interview findings report that many mid-size customers employ non-PEX, nonDI contractors’ who lack the technical knowledge to qualify projects for the C&I programs, further
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limiting the adoption of energy efficient comprehensive solutions. Attracting more qualified firms to
address mid-size customer needs will require reducing the cost barriers to qualifying comprehensive
projects, enabling firms to remain price competitive. This is more of an issue for the larger PAs who
rely on third party support.


PEX need more/better qualified leads for mid-size customers - Because PEX frequently have to
partner with other firms to meet all of the needs of mid-size firms, it is important that they receive
qualified leads from the PAs, detailing the electric and gas measures to expect. The greater overhead
associated with the mid-size segment means that the PEX need greater confidence that leads will
develop into sales to make this segment worth pursuing. PEX also mentioned that more visible PA
endorsements such as recommendations or joint presentations with utility representatives would help
convert leads. This is more of an issue for the larger PAs who rely on third party support.

4.2.1.1

Overall participation and realized potential savings ratios by size category

This section examines research results at the customer size category level. We first review overall results
showing the participation and realized potential savings ratios of customers within each size category.
Next, we discuss measure level findings by customer size. Finally, we present some general themes that
emerged from the research efforts concerning barriers to addressing mid-size customers relative to other
size segments.
As a first step in examining whether mid-size customers are optimally served, the evaluation team
reviewed the amount of potential savings achieved within each of the 6 customer size segments as well as
the participation rates. Table 4-10 presents the number of accounts, annual electric consumption and
savings ratio, realized potential savings, and participation rates of each size segment. Overall there does
not appear to be a lack of penetration for the mid-size market relative to other size segments without
splitting out industries and measures. However, the participation rates are closer to the small business
accounts than the mid-size managed accounts or large accounts.

Table 4-10 Actual and potential savings and participation rates by size segment
Actual savings

Measure
Category

Overall

Size category
small
small managed/multi
mid-size
mid-size managed/mul
large
large managed/multi

Number of
participating
Annual electric
accounts
usage (GWh)
5357
734
774
177
353
592
155
324
236
2,089
129
929

Realized
electric
savings
(GWh)
108
24
38
15
62
27

Potential savings

Electric
savings
Unrealized
Percent of
ratio
savings (GWh) total realized
24%
329
24.62%
21%
95
20.18%
9%
97
28.07%
6%
43
25.91%
8%
283
17.93%
6%
114
19.06%
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Participation Rate

Participants
2%
2%
15%
19%
27%
25%

Demand
(kW)
Energy (kWh)
7%
7%
7%
8%
16%
16%
20%
21%
39%
39%
36%
29%
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Figure 4-3 presents the information from Table 4-10 graphically. In this diagram, the histogram (vertical
bars) shows the three participation rates presented in Figure 4-2 earlier, which expresses participation
according to the percent of each segment’s participating accounts, participant energy (kWh) consumption
relative to the overall segment energy consumption, and participant demand (KW) relative to the overall
segment demand. The three lines represent each segment’s total energy consumption, potential savings,
and achieved potential savings.
The diagram clearly shows that the participation rates for large (>750 KW) customers are higher than
both mid-size customers (300 KW to 750 KW) and small customers (<300 KW). The unmanaged large
customer shows the highest participation rates as well as the highest overall energy consumption, and
addressable and realized savings. This segment also shows the second largest gap between potential and
realized savings, with small, unmanaged non-franchised accounts having the largest gap between
potential and realized potential savings.
Figure 4-3 Participation and potential savings rates by size category
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For mid-size customers, comparison of the three participation rates suggests that the existing marketing
strategies are less successful at targeting the higher demand and consumption customers than both small
and large customers, as is depicted by the relatively slight difference in the three participation rates for
customers between 300 and 750 KW. However, viewing the potential savings results in aggregate
does not provide sufficient information to detect a gap in service because the potential savings by
measure is deflated if fewer accounts in the top quartile of savers received a particular measure
category. 17 18

17

Due to data and scope limitations, savings potential was derived based on the measure level savings for
participants within the top quartile of overall savings ratio within an industry demand size and load factor segment.
If there were one or no participants within a segment that received a particular measure, we could not compute
potential savings for that measure and savings potential was set to zero. See Appendix D for derivation.
18
Limitations of the approach used to compute savings potential employed by DNV KEMA are detailed in 3.3.1.1.
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In Figure 4-4, DNV KEMA further explored the distribution of unmanaged mid-size and large customers
by PA to determine whether differences in the PA billing data and approaches to assigning account
managers may be responsible for the relatively high participation rates for large un-managed customers.
The figure shows that NStar and National grid account for all of the unmanaged accounts that are greater
than 750 KW, with NStar having 50% more of these accounts than National Grid.19 DNV KEMA
believes that this is largely due to limitations in our ability to accurately assign account managers to the
PA billing data. For National Grid, there were a number of accounts numbers we were not able to match
to account manager list provided. Nstar provided a list of customer names and their corresponding
quartile. Per NStar’s direction, we assigned accounts manages flags to customer names that linked to
quartiles 1 and 2. While we were able to link most accounts to NStar’s list of customers by quartile,
many accounts were not flagged as managed using this approach.
Figure 4-4 Distribution of managed and unmanaged accounts by size and PA
250
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0
b. 300 to 750 KW b. 300 to 750 KW b. 300 to 750 KW b. 300 to 750 KW
CLC

NGRID

NSTAR

UNITIL

Managed

19

c. > 750 KW

c. > 750 KW

c. > 750 KW

c. > 750 KW

CLC

NGRID

NSTAR

UNITIL

Unmanaged

Note CLC does not have account managers, but did provide a list of key accounts.
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Next, we further examined the managed and unmanaged accounts by PA to determine whether using
NStar’s quartile approach would help isolate groups of unmanaged medium and large accounts. Figure
4-5 displays the breakdown of managed and unmanaged participant accounts by PA for participants with
greater than 300 kW demand. Managed and unmanaged participants were further broken down by energy
use quartile, based on NStar’s approach to large customer segmentation. From this figure, we can see that
the majority of mid-size and large accounts were from NStar and National Grid, but account management
appears to be spread through the quartiles.
This analysis demonstrates that the prevalence of unmanaged large and mid-size accounts are most likely
due to imprecise tracking of accounts to customer names.
Figure 4-5 Distribution of managed and unmanaged accounts by PA and energy usage quartile –
for participants with >300 kW demand

*Note: CLC does not have account managers, but provided list of large accounts which we flagged as key accounts
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Figure 4-6 below displays the percent of total savings potential remaining and energy participation rates
of each customer size category. The horizontal axis presents the energy participation rates of each
customer size category. The bubble size depicts the number of accounts that each segment represents. The
diagram shows that small unmanaged accounts represent the largest group of customers who realize only
25% of their potential savings, and have a relatively low energy participation rate. (Note: nonparticipates are not included in the potential savings rate.) Meanwhile, small managed or franchised
accounts represent a smaller number of accounts, but have an even higher percent of potential savings
unrealized than their unmanaged counter parts. The figure also shows that participation rates among large
accounts are the highest, but the amount of savings left on the table is also high relative to the top savers
in the two large account segments. Mid-size accounts have moderate participation and achieved potential
savings rates, but these numbers do not address the diversity of measures sold to customers within an
industry, demand, or load factor segment.
Figure 4-6 Percent of potential savings unrealized versus participation rate by customer size
segment

Percent of Total Potential Remaining

100%

Bubble Size =
Number of
Participants

Mid-size – low
participation rate but
relatively less
unrealized savings*
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10%

20%
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40%

50%

Energy Participation Rate
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small managed/multi
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mid‐size managed/multi
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large managed/multi

*Note: potential savings for mid-size customers is low because the high saver group did not receive most measures aside from
lighting.
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Figure 4-7 below presents a similar analysis to that in Figure 4-6 above, but displays the average savings
ratio in place of the unrealized potential savings. From Figure 4-8, we see that small customers, either
managed or unmanaged, have the highest ratio of savings to energy use, at approximately 20-25%, while
mid-size and large unmanaged customers have the next highest ratio of savings to energy use, at
approximately 10%. Mid-size and large managed customers have the lowest savings ratios, at
approximately 5%. The fact that managed mid-size and large customers are saving less than their
unmanaged counterparts could indicate that some of the managed participants have transitioned from
‘easier’ projects that save larger amounts of energy, to more custom/comprehensive projects to eke out
additional energy savings. This supposition could be confirmed through examination of multiple years of
data for managed participants.

Figure 4-7 Average savings ratio versus participation rate by customer size segment
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4.2.1.2

Measure level findings by size category

This section presents the measure level findings by customer size segment in aggregate. Table 4-11,
below, reports the number of participating accounts, annual electric consumption, electric savings ratio,
percent of addressable savings realized, and participation rate.


Lighting – The data show that lighting measures are well penetrated with the second highest rate
for realized addressable savings in lighting.



HVAC – Mid-size customers show relatively high realized savings compared to potential;
however, the participation rate is closer to the small customers than large business. This finding
is consistent with the overall theme that mid-size customers are often serviced by contractors who
do not have expertise in mechanical solutions. Interestingly, the managed mid-size customers
have a much lower participation rate, but higher realized potential savings. As discussed below,
this is due to few mid-size managed HVAC participants among the top quartile. This finding
provides evidence that there are financial and time barriers to mid-size customers undertaking
more comprehensive solutions; even when they are identified. Relying on increased reliance on
comprehensive solutions to serve the needs of mid-size customers alone, will likely result in
lower install rates for customers with cost and timing barriers. However, where successful, these
comprehensive projects will likely result in higher savings per install for the successful, more
comprehensive projects.



Refrigeration – Mid-size on-managed/non-franchised accounts also show lower achieved
potential than mid-size managed and large accounts, but the same rate as large managed accounts,
and higher potential achieved than small accounts. The participation rate for managed mid-size
customers is nearly 2x that of un-managed customers.

These findings are consistent with the overall theme that there are an insufficient number of contractors
providing comprehensive solutions to mid-size customers. Energy service providers typically focus on
lighting measures and have less experience in mechanical solutions. Additional research should
investigate scope of projects served by DI, PEX and non-PEX energy service providers.
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Table 4-11 Realized potential savings and participation rates by size segment
Actual savings

Measure
Category

Size category
small
small managed/multi
mid-size
mid-size managed/mul
large
Lighting large managed/multi
small
small managed/multi
mid-size
mid-size managed/mul
large
large managed/multi
HVAC
small
small managed/multi
mid-size
mid-size managed/mul
Motors and large
large managed/multi
drives
small
small managed/multi
mid-size
mid-size managed/mul
large
Hot Water large managed/multi
small
small managed/multi
mid-size
mid-size managed/mul
large
Refrigeration large managed/multi

Number of
participating
Annual electric
accounts
usage (GWh)
4678
734
634
177
231
592
111
324
144
2,089
70
929
411
734
114
177
86
592
17
324
98
2,089
40
929
353
734
33
177
27
592
9
324
25
2,089
13
929
19
734
0
177
0
592
0
324
0
2,089
0
929
697
734
94
177
47
592
49
324
9
2,089
5
929

Realized
electric
savings
(GWh)
82
18
23
9
22
10
12.5
3.0
8.9
2.1
32.9
11.5
4.85
1.15
2.98
0.55
4.40
4.19
0.1
8.0
1.9
3.2
3.8
2.4
1.0
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Potential savings

Electric
savings
Unrealized
Percent of Participation Rate
ratio
savings (GWh) total realized
(Participants)
21.7%
87%
114
41.8%
17.4%
82%
36
33.2%
4.7%
65%
39
36.7%
3.5%
72%
14
37.5%
2.0%
61%
63
26.0%
1.8%
54%
30
25.4%
8%
0.9%
105.81
10.6%
15%
2.3%
25.87
10.4%
24%
1.9%
35.96
19.8%
11%
1.1%
13.23
13.9%
42%
4.2%
173.94
15.9%
31%
2.2%
65.31
15.0%
0.5%
7%
46.55
9.4%
0.4%
4%
14.86
7.2%
0.6%
8%
9.24
24.4%
0.3%
6%
6.77
7.5%
0.2%
11%
40.74
9.8%
0.3%
10%
14.81
22.1%
0%
0.0%
19.22
0.5%
0%
0.0%
3.53
0.0%
0%
0.0%
N/A
0%
0.0%
N/A
0%
0.0%
N/A
0%
0.0%
N/A
13%
1.3%
44
15.5%
12%
0.7%
14.4
11.5%
13%
0.5%
12.5
20.5%
32%
1.0%
8.7
30.1%
4%
0.2%
5
32.1%
4%
0.1%
4
19.5%
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Figure 4-8 and Figure 4-9provide a deeper view of the measure level realized and unrealized potential
savings for each measure type. These figures show the average savings ratio and participation rates by
measure type for non-lighting and lighting measures, respectively. The bars represent the savings ratio
by measure type (i.e. average annual savings by measure / average annual consumption per account.
The dots indicate the measure level participation rates.
Figure 4-8 shows that mid-size customers have a much lower savings ratio from HVAC measures
compared to large customers, while the savings ratio for mid-size managed customers is even lower
than mid-size non-managed customers. Both mid-size groups have lower HVAC savings ratios than
small managed customers and both large customer groups. However, in terms of participation rate, the
situation is reversed. Mid-size customers have higher HVAC participation rates than large customers,
but lower than small customers. This may be due to greater participation by large customers in
previous years.
For refrigeration measures, mid-size customers show much lower savings ratios than large customers
and also lower ratios than small managed customers. Interestingly, mid-size managed customers have
lower refrigeration savings ratios than un-managed mid-size customers. For motors and drive
measures, mid-size customers have the highest savings ratio but relatively low participation rates.
Figure 4-9 shows that mid-size customers have much greater penetration in lighting measures than in
non-lighting. For mid-size managed customers, the savings ratios for lighting measures are 2½ the
HVAC savings ratios of HVAC measures and more than 5 times the savings ratios for motors& drives
and refrigeration. Further, the participation rates in lighting measures are 70 to 80% for mid-size
unmanaged and managed customers, while for non-lighting measures they are only between 5 and 30%.
This is consistent with the overall theme that there are insufficient contractors providing comprehensive
solutions to mid-size customers.
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Figure 4-8 Average savings ratio and participation rates by measure and customer size segment
(non-lighting measures)

Figure 4-9 Average savings ratio and participation rates by measure and customer size segment
(lighting measure only)
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Table 4-12 below presents survey results combining two questions from the C&I Customer Survey. The
first asked whether the various measure categories reported in the table represented a major energy using
system. The second asked whether those measures were energy efficient. The percentages reported in the
table reflect the difference between responses to these two questions, which is the percent of the size
group kWh associated with respondents who report the technology is a major source of energy
consumption but is not energy efficient. The highlighted cells reflect measures for which more than 20%
of the size group kWh comes from customers who report that the respective technology is a major source
of energy consumption and those systems are not yet efficient.
The table shows that mid-size customers report that a variety of measures represent major energy
consuming equipment, but are not currently energy efficient. The results for the mid-size customers are
more similar to small customers than large customers, as both mid-size and small customers report need
for energy efficient air conditioning, ventilation, refrigeration, and motors and drives. As was revealed
through our in-depth interviews, the larger PAs use PEX contractors to market to smaller mid-size (300
KW – 500 KW) customers. Our interview findings also suggested that many PEX contractors have not
historically provided comprehensive solutions, and most of them primarily focus on lighting. All eight of
the PEX vendors interviewed reported that most mid-size businesses can utilize the lighting measures
offered by the direct install program, but as the business size increases, so does its need for more custom
and comprehensive solutions. Table 4-12 shows that the needs of the mid-size customers go beyond
lighting. This again supports the theme that mid-size customers require more comprehensive solutions,
but implementing these solutions do present a different set of barriers discussed earlier.
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Table 4-12 Percent of survey respondent kWh: Technology is a major energy using system that is
currently not energy efficient (Participants and non-participants)
Measure Category
Lighting
Air conditioning
Space heating
Ventilation
Hot water
Refrigeration
Motors and drives
Process heat
Air compression
n=

Small (<300 KW)
Mid-Size (300 - 750 KW)
Large (> 750 KW)
NonManaged
Non-managed / Managed or Non-managed / Managed
managed /
or franchise non-franchise
franchise
non-franchise or franchise
non-franchise
30%
23%
14%
4%
7%
15%
41%
39%
26%
42%
16%
21%
27%
38%
19%
40%
20%
20%
23%
27%
25%
10%
16%
10%
21%
29%
18%
16%
14%
8%
28%
29%
22%
28%
13%
18%
21%
7%
28%
10%
17%
11%
14%
2%
24%
9%
10%
15%
9%
9%
4%
5%
12%
10%
573
51
109
39
78
36

Total
19%
32%
25%
20%
18%
23%
18%
13%
9%
886

All values are statistically significantly greater than 0 at a 90% confidence level except for the following: small-managed process
heat, mid-managed lighting, mid-managed air compression. Measure categories in red > 20%.

Table 4-13 highlights the percentage of mid-size customers who report substantial energy consumption
derived from non-energy gas measures such as space heating, process heat, ventilation, and to some
extent, motors and drives and air conditioning. These findings are consistent with our in-depth interview
results in which 3 of the 4 large gas/small electric customers had significant unmet gas efficiency needs.
The surveys asked more detailed questions about the specific sub-types of equipment customers had in
their buildings. As shown in Table 4-13, mid-size customers’ needs were more complex than those of
small customers. Mid-size firms have similar lighting mixes, but are more likely to have control systems,
central plant cooling, a greater variety of heating systems, more motors, vending, and industrial
equipment than small firms. This supports the need for more complex solutions for mid-size customers.
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Table 4-13 Percent of survey respondent kWh: Specific Energy Using Systems within Building
(Participants and non-participants)

Categor
y

Lighting

Controls

Cooling

Heating

System

Linear Fluorescent
CFL
Halogen
Incandescent
LED
HID
Occupancy Sensors
EMS
Daylighting
Central chilled water plant
Split system AC
Packaged AC
Ind. wall/window AC units
Central boiler
Central furnace
Split system heat pump
District steam/hot water
Motors/pumps

Other

Small
(<300 KW)
Nonmanage Manage
d / nond/
franchis franchis
e
e
39%
43%
13%
10%
5%
9%
4%
0%
7%
3%
3%
1%
23%
33%
7%
14%
8%
8%
12%
12%
4%
9%
3%
1%
6%
9%
19%
30%
8%
4%
4%
0%

Mid-size
(300-750 KW)
Nonmanage Manage
d / nond/
franchis franchis
e
e
43%
55%
14%
10%
9% *
2%
6%
2%
5%
3%
3%
2%
47% *
32%
31% *
20% *
22% *
20%
14%
35% *
8% *
2%
6%
1%
2% *
2%
25%
39%
16% *
9%
8% *
0%

Large
(>750 KW)
Nonmanage Manage
d / nond/
franchis franchis
e
e
43%
58% ‡
24% ‡
3%
10%
0%
1%
0%
7%
2%
2%
0%
53%
36%
‡
46%
20%
22%
23%
23% ‡
23%
3%
5%
1%
0%
2%
2%
30%
15% ‡
18%
20%
‡
1%
2%

1%

14%

5% *

2% *

7%

8%

28%

40%

74% *

64% *

80%
‡

81%
88% ‡

Vending machines

17%

22%

56% *

49% *

Industrial process equip

15%

10%

43% *

19%

44%

58% ‡

Comm. gas cooking equip

36%

41%

32%

41%

40%

25%

Comm, elect cooking equip

31%

43%

25%

39%

34%

23%

Pool

5%

6%

11% *

3%

8%

3%

Spa

1%

5%

9% *

0%

6%

1%

Refrigeration

4%

8%

9% *

6%

4%

6%

68%

* Statistically significant difference (90% confidence level) between small and mid-sized segments. Non-managed/non-franchise
were compared to Non-managed/non-franchise, and Managed/franchise were compared to Managed/franchise.
‡
Statistically significant difference (90% confidence level) between mid-sized and large segments. Non-managed/non-franchise
were compared to Non-managed/non-franchise, and Managed/franchise were compared to Managed/franchise.
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4.2.1.3

General constraints/barriers for mid-size customers

Cost constraints, or more specifically, the argument that energy savings are not enough to justify spending
limited capital improvement budgets on efficiency projects, appear to be a major barrier preventing midsize customers from installing energy efficiency.
When asked “what had prevented them from installing identified energy efficiency opportunities,” the
majority of mid-size firms said they did not have funds available for the investment (Table 4-14). Their
second most common answer was that energy savings did not justify the costs. For the most part, the
answers provided by small and mid-sized firms were similar. Mid-size firms were less likely than large
firms to specifically mention other priorities for capital spending. However, mid-size firms’ answers to
the next question suggest that other priorities are still a factor preventing efficiency upgrades.
When asked “what was the most important factor when deciding to make energy efficiency
improvements”, the differences in the percent of survey responses across small, mid-sized, and large
firms were uncommon. However, the relative importance of the answers within the size categories
differed slightly. Equipment function/reliability was the most common answer among mid-size firms
(Table 4-15). Quick return on investment was the second most common answer, and equipment effects on
productivity were also relatively common responses. The mid-size firms were more concerned about
productivity than the large firms. Quick return on investment was the answer choice most closely related
to prioritizing efficiency, and while this was still relatively important for mid-size firms, it was not the
most frequently mentioned criteria as it was for small or large firms. Taken together, these results suggest
that energy efficiency is not the top reason mid-size firms decide to install energy efficient equipment.
This supports the overall themes that mid-size customers face tighter cost and operational constraints
than large C&I customers. This makes it difficult to incorporate the necessary engineering study in the
project cost, justify the up-front capital cost, and suggests that greater cash flow relief is required to
offset capital costs.
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Table 4-14 Barriers to Implementing Identified Efficiency Projects by Size
(Participants and non-participants)
Small (<300 KW)
Nonmanaged /
Managed
non/
franchise
franchise
(n=573)
(n=51)
No funds available for
investment
Amount of energy cost
savings did not justify
added investment costs
Other priorities for
capital spending
Don’t have the
time/personnel to deal
with paper work and
other administrative
demands
Other

Mid-size (300-750 KW)
Nonmanaged /
Managed
non/
franchise
franchise
(n=109)
(n=39)

Large (>750 KW)
Nonmanaged Managed
/ non/
franchise franchise
(n=78)
(n=36)

14%

20%

17%

40% *

32% ‡

32%

2%

2%

8% *

2%

3%

0%

7%

5%

6%

5%

42% ‡

28% ‡

3%

5%

3%

2%

6%

3%

2%

3%

8% *

5%

2% ‡

0%

Other included the following barriers, selected by fewer than 5% of each size category: constructability, energy savings too
uncertain, could not obtain financing, waiting for current equipment to fail, technology integration issues, and they do not pay for
the electric or gas bill.
* Statistically significant difference (90% confidence level) between small and mid-sized segments. Non-managed/non-franchise
were compared to Non-managed/non-franchise, and Managed/franchise were compared to Managed/franchise.
‡
Statistically significant difference (90% confidence level) between mid-sized and large segments. Non-managed/non-franchise
were compared to Non-managed/non-franchise, and Managed/franchise were compared to Managed/franchise.
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Table 4-15 Most Important Factor for EE Projects by Size (Participants and non-participants)

Most important
factor when
deciding to make
energy efficiency
improvements
Equipment
function/reliability

Small (<300 KW)
Nonmanaged /
nonManaged /
franchise
franchise
(n=573)
(n=51)

Mid-size(300-750 KW)
Nonmanaged /
nonManaged /
franchise
franchise
(n=109)
(n=39)

Large (>750 KW)
Nonmanaged /
Managed
non/
franchise
franchise
(n=78)
(n=36)

21%

22%

26%

36%

25%

26%

31%

39%

25%

24%

33%

43% ‡

Equipment effects
on productivity

7%

12%

12% *

23%

6%

8% ‡

Access to rebates

8%

7%

10%

2%

21% ‡

4%

Space taken up by
equipment

2%

0%

2%

2%

2%

0%

11%

1%

2% *

1%

6%

0%

Marketing or
advertising
potential

2%

0%

1%

0%

0%

0%

Third party
contractor/engineer
recommendations

2%

4%

0%

2%

0%

1%

Other

8%

10%

9%

7%

6%

6%

Quick return on
investment

Access to lowinterest loans or
other financing

* Statistically significant difference (90% confidence level) between small and mid-sized segments. Non-managed/non-franchise
were compared to Non-managed/non-franchise, and Managed/franchise were compared to Managed/franchise.
‡
Statistically significant difference (90% confidence level) between mid-sized and large segments. Non-managed/non-franchise
were compared to Non-managed/non-franchise, and Managed/franchise were compared to Managed/franchise.
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One way the PAs could help mid-size firms overcome barriers related to cash flow and up-front costs is to
find ways to lower the cost of investing in energy efficient equipment. When asked what the PAs could
do to help their organization overcome the barriers to implementing energy efficiency projects, most midsize firms mentioned rebates or cash incentives, incentives covering multiple systems, or on-bill financing
(Table 4-16). Technical advice was also commonly mentioned. Low interest financing, or access to
financing in general, were less commonly mentioned.

Table 4-16 PA Help by Size (Participants and non-participants)

What PA could do to help overcome
barriers to EE
Rebates or cash incentive
Incentives covering more than one system
Technical advice
On bill financing
Low/no interest financing
Access to financing

Small (<300 KW)
NonManaged
managed
/
/ nonfranchise
franchise
(n=51)
(n=573)
51%
56%
51%
50%
42%
39%
33%

Mid-size(300-750
KW)
NonManaged
managed
/
/ nonfranchise
franchise
(n=39)
(n=109)
70%
84%

57%
60%
49%
31%
28%

All values are statistically significantly greater than 0 at a 90% confidence level.
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65%
64%
51%
33%
32%

76%
31%
32%
20%
19%

Large (>750 KW)
NonManaged
managed
/
/ nonfranchise
franchise
(n=36)
(n=78)
61%
83%
58%
58%
36%
30%
21%

72%
77%
33%
29%
18%
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4.2.1.4

Energy Efficiency Culture in Mid-size

Table 4-17 shows the results for several energy efficiency policy related survey questions. Overall, proefficiency policies tend to correlate with size. Mid-size firms are just as likely as large firms to have
energy managers and view energy costs as something that can be controlled (with the exception of midsize managed/franchise who are relatively pessimistic). However, mid-size firms are less likely than large
firms to have plans to reduce energy use or written policies on the selection of energy-efficient
equipment. The low incidence of energy managers suggests that finding the correct decision maker within
a mid-size firm could be challenging. The relatively lower incidence of concrete pro-efficiency policies
may mean that it is harder to convince mid-size firms than large firms to adopt efficiency, even after
locating the correct decision maker. This finding supports the theme that mid-size customers have less
favorable energy efficiency cultures than large and small C&I.

Table 4-17 EE Related Policies by Size (Participants and non-participants)

Has energy manager
Has plan to reduce
energy consumption
Has written policy for
the selection of energyefficient equipment
Views energy costs as
something that can be
controlled
Organization or the
tenants in the building
make an effort to
control energy costs
through general
operational practices

Small (<300 KW)
Nonmanaged /
nonManaged /
franchise
franchise
(n=573)
(n=51)
15%
7%

Mid-size(300-750 KW)
Nonmanaged
/ nonManaged /
franchise franchise
(n=109)
(n=39)
13%
5%

Large (>750 KW)
Nonmanaged
/ nonManaged /
franchise
franchise
(n=78)
(n=36)
12%
2%

34%

47%

51% *

55%

65% ‡

65%

6%

19%

17% *

24%

33% ‡

18%

78%

92%

81%

62% *

85%

85% ‡

88%

89%

88%

95%

98% ‡

78% ‡

* Statistically significant difference (90% confidence level) between small and mid-sized segments. Non-managed/non-franchise
were compared to Non-managed/non-franchise, and Managed/franchise were compared to Managed/franchise.
‡
Statistically significant difference (90% confidence level) between mid-sized and large segments. Non-managed/non-franchise
were compared to Non-managed/non-franchise, and Managed/franchise were compared to Managed/franchise.
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4.2.1.5

Assessment of current program support in addressing needs

The survey results concerning the mid-size customers’ awareness and participation in specific energy
efficiency programs suggests that the marketing of current programs has not been effective in targeting
the mid-size segment, mostly because of low awareness. Low awareness might reflect that the PAs need
different marketing approaches for the Mid-size segment than for the large segment.
The following figures show the self-reported awareness and participation of the Mass Save and Custom
retrofit program and participation in an energy efficiency building audit, by size category. Mid-size firms
are less aware than large firms of the energy efficiency programs for which they qualify, including Mass
Save (Figure 4-10) and the custom retrofit program (Figure 4-11). Mid-size customers were also less
likely to report having had an efficiency-related audit of their facility than large firms (Figure 4-12).
These figures show that awareness and participation in energy efficiency programs among the mid-size
customers were more similar to those of small customers than large customers. This was the case despite
the fact that the mid-size customers were eligible for the same programs as the large customers.
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Figure 4-10 Self-reported Awareness and Participation in Mass Save by Size
(Participants and non-participants)

* Statistically significant difference (90% confidence level) between small and mid-sized segments. Non-managed/non-franchise
were compared to Non-managed/non-franchise, and Managed/franchise were compared to Managed/franchise.
‡
Statistically significant difference (90% confidence level) between mid-sized and large segments. Non-managed/non-franchise
were compared to Non-managed/non-franchise, and Managed/franchise were compared to Managed/franchise.
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Figure 4-11 Awareness and Participation in Custom Program (Participants and non-participants)

* Statistically significant difference (90% confidence level) between small and mid-sized segments. Non-managed/non-franchise
were compared to Non-managed/non-franchise, and Managed/franchise were compared to Managed/franchise.
‡
Statistically significant difference (90% confidence level) between mid-sized and large segments. Non-managed/non-franchise
were compared to Non-managed/non-franchise, and Managed/franchise were compared to Managed/franchise.
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Figure 4-12 Site Audits (Participants and non-participants)

* Statistically significant difference (90% confidence level) between small and mid-sized segments. Non-managed/non-franchise
were compared to Non-managed/non-franchise, and Managed/franchise were compared to Managed/franchise.
‡
Statistically significant difference (90% confidence level) between mid-sized and large segments. Non-managed/non-franchise
were compared to Non-managed/non-franchise, and Managed/franchise were compared to Managed/franchise.
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4.3

Industry specific results

In this section, we explore industry level differences in the research results at the customer size category
level to determine whether there is evidence to suggest a need for developing vertical program approaches
for them rather than worrying so much about size. We focus the industry level analysis on the three
sectors: Healthcare, Lodging, and Education. While detailed analysis of these three industries can be
found in Appendix A, Table 4-18 summarizes our industry specific research findings.
The industry specific results do illustrate that customer needs differ amoung industries as do the needs by
size segment, but these differences do not consistently result from industry specific demands. For
example, mid-size healthcare facilities include a mix of nursing homes and rehabilitation and treatment
centers rather than hospitals. Consequently, the needs of these facilities differs from large healthcare
facilites, but the survey results show that mid-size healthcare facilities do not appear to differ greatly from
the needs of mid-size customers overall. The data mining and survey results re-inforce the need for
greater penetration of non-lighitng measures to mid-size facilties wihtin each industry, but those
differences do not appear to warrant industry specific solutions.
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Table 4-18 Summary of industry specific findings
Research Topic
Industry
Finding
Participation achieved savings potential

Healthcare

Lodging
Measure level needs

Healthcare

Lodging
Education

Source

Mid-size non-managed/non-franchised hospitals show much lower participation rates than
large customers and the highest unrealized potential savings rate relative other size classes.
Mid-size facilities may represent opportunities for increased savings not only from deeper
penetration within existing participants.
Data mining
Mid-size non-managed/non-franchised lodging facilities have the second highest demand
and energy participation rate, and third highest account participation rate. However, these
facilities have the second lowest percent of potential energy achieved.
Data mining
Mid-size healthcare customers appear to have a more complex measure mix than the small
healthcare organizations. Mid-size healthcare facilities show greater needs in lighting,
Survey results
ventilation, and motors/drives, and fewer needs in process heat and air compression,
compared to mid-size customers overall (across all sectors).
Mid-sized lodging customers are less likely than small (or large) lodging customers to report
major energy using systems that are not yet energy efficient. However, the mixture of
Survey results
specific systems prevalent within mid-size lodging buildings is more complex than small
lodging.
Unlike the overall mid-size segment, the mid-size education segment appears to have
similar energy efficiency needs as the small education segment.
The mid-size multi-site facilities and large groups are where the diversity of efficiency
needs starts to increase. Colleges have the most diverse efficiency needs and that middle
Survey results
and high schools have relatively less diverse efficiency needs.
Considering the individual energy using systems within the education sector, the mid-size
group also appears similar to the small customers, with relatively little diversity in existing
system types.

Approaches to marketing

Lodging

Effectively reaching mid-size healthcare customers will probably require a different
approach than the PAs are currently using to interact with large hospitals. Most are not
actually hospitals, but assisted living facilities, nursing homes, and alcohol or drug
rehabilitation centers.
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Summary of industry specific findings (Continued)
Research Topic
Industry
Finding
Source
Barriers to implementing energy efficient measures
As was the case for mid-size customers overall, a way the PAs could help the mid-size
healthcare customers overcome barriers to energy efficiency is to find ways to lower the
cost of investing in energy efficiency. The pattern of responses to what the PAs could do
to help the mid-size healthcare customers was very similar to the answers provided by the
Survey results
mid-size customers overall.
Healthcare
Mid-size healthcare customers’ energy efficiency policies are also similar to the policies of
the mid-size customers, overall. Mid-size healthcare are unlikely to have energy managers
or written policies about the purchase of energy using equipment, and the majority reported
they have a plan to reduce energy consumption.

Lodging

Education

Mid-size customers in the lodging industry have even more barriers to implementing energy
efficiency than the mid-size customers overall specifically the administrative burden
involved in energy efficient projects and lack of available funds and having other priorities.
Mid-size lodging were more likely than the overall mid-size to report quick return on
investment as the most important factor when considering energy efficiency projects,
followed by equipment reliability.
Mid-size lodging appears to have slightly more pro-efficiency energy-related policies than
the overall mid-size group.
The analysis of responses for awareness and participation in energy efficiency programs
indicates that there might actually be more opportunities to enroll large hotels than the midsize group.
While the overall mid-size group rated equipment quality and reliability as the most
important factor, it was the third most important factor for mid-size education, lagging
behind financial considerations.
Mid-sized education is was less more likely than the overall education sector to have
energy mangers, but they were more likely small or large to have concrete plans to
reduce energy use, or to make an effort to control energy costs through operational
practices and written policies on the selection of energy efficient equipment.
Awareness of the available energy efficiency programs may also be a barrier for the midsize education segment, supporting the need for greater marketing to mid-size
customers .
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5.

Conclusions

This section integrates findings across all research activities mentioned above to draw conclusions about
whether the existing energy efficiency programs and services are optimally addressing the needs of midsized customers. This section ends with recommendations for PA and EEAC consideration.
This section integrates findings across all research activities mentioned above to draw conclusions about
whether the existing energy efficiency programs and services are optimally addressing the needs of midsized customers. This section ends with recommendations for PA and EEAC consideration.


Mid-size customers require more complex solutions than small customers and sufficient
financial incentives and limited paperwork requirements to make projects profitable for
customers and PEX and non-PEX energy services firms. Mid-size customers require solutions
that are more complex than those typically provided through the Direct Install program, but switching
over to the Large C&I program substantially drops the incentive level. Since mid-size customers
operate closer to the margin than large customers, costs and downtime associated with energy
efficiency projects are significant concerns. Higher incentives and simpler paperwork requirements
are necessary to attract more mid-size customers. Moreover, reducing overall project costs, either
through greater incentives, or reduced paperwork, would provide contractors with the return they
require to pursue more complex energy efficiency projects that cover multiple systems, such as those
required to meet the diverse measure needs of mid-size customers. Additional services to help midsize customers manage the up-front capital costs of energy efficiency projects, such as on-bill
financing, may help win projects that are on the margin. This conclusion is more relevant to larger
PAs, as smaller PAs are able serve their mid-size customers directly, but they could also benefit from
increased contractor support.



PAs need to continue to diversify marketing strategies – NStar and National Grid have both
adopted more diversified marketing strategies to specifically target mid-sized customers. Because the
number of mid-size accounts is too great for direct PA account management to service effectively, the
larger PAs employ PEX contractors to assist in marketing to those accounts that are not serviced by
account representatives. Each of the PAs also reports using internal sales representatives to engage
customers directly, provided the number of accounts is sufficiently small for internal staff to handle.
The analysis team found that further segmentation by industry is desirable, as needs differ greatly by
industry. Our analysis of three individual market segments (healthcare, lodging, and education)
confirmed that there is enough variation among these segments to justify different strategies for
approaching each industry.



Improved marketing support – There is a need for improved marketing efforts for mid-size
customers. From a marketing strategy perspective, mid-size customers lie between the commoditized
widgets (small customers) for whom energy use consists primarily of lighting and moderate use of
refrigeration and air conditioning, and the highly specialized custom solutions required by large
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business. Mid-size customers have elements of both widgets and the super-specialized; consequently,
the marketing approach should reflect these characteristics. The PAs should increase education,
training and marketing to PEX and non-PEX energy service providers to ensure firms have the
necessary specialized expertise required to identify and service unique customer needs. Use of
energy services firms will allow the PAs to maintain some customer contact, while not taxing limited
PA staff with overwhelming customer demands. However, these firms require more qualified leads,
identifying possible measures they will encounter to lower the initial paper work burden and allow
them to bring in the appropriate sub-contractors. This conclusion is more relevant to larger PAs, as
smaller PAs are able serve their mid-size customers directly, but they could also benefit from
increased contractor support. When marketing to mid-size customers, it is important to note that
energy savings is not a primary motivator to them, and that factors such as increased sales,
productivity gains, and costs reductions can make the difference.


There is a need for more contractors sufficiently trained in comprehensive solutions – Our
research indicates that there is an insufficient number of contractors trained in comprehensive or
custom solutions to service the needs of mid-size customers. This is particularly true for vendors who
handle the Direct Install program. Our research found that many mid-size businesses are well served
in lighting measures, which are typically handled through the Direct Install program; fewer customers
were found to have heating, refrigeration, or motor and drive measures installed. This supports the
claim by some of the PAs and the PEX contractors that there are insufficient contractors trained in
non-lighting measures to meet the needs of this segment. This conclusion is more relevant to larger
PAs, as smaller PAs are able serve their mid-size customers directly, but they could also benefit from
increased contractor support.



PEX need more/better qualified leads for mid-size customers - Because PEX frequently have to
partner with other firms to meet the needs of mid-size firms, it is important that they receive qualified
leads from the PAs, detailing the electric and gas measures to expect. The greater overhead
associated with the Mid-size segment means that the PEX need greater confidence that leads will
develop into sales to make this segment worth pursuing. PEX also mentioned that more visible PA
endorsements such as recommendations or joint presentations with utility representatives would help
convert leads. This conclusion is more relevant to larger PAs, as smaller PAs are able serve their
mid-size customers directly, but they could also benefit from increased contractor support.
No standard definition of ‘mid-size’ customer – Through DNV KEMA interviews with PAs
and implementation contractors, we have concluded that there is no consensus as to how small, midsized and large customers should be identified within each of the PA service territories. Each PA
currently uses a unique methodology for making these distinctions. Some PAs only consider small
and large customers, since they have so few large customers, with some large customers falling
within the Direct Install program range.





Current customer data does not match PA account management claims – During our
interviews, the PAs indicated that most accounts with >750 KW peak demand and customers with
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more than five locations should receive attention from an account representative. However, the
available customer data indicates that many large customers are not managed, and many customers
with lower peak demand, but who have more than five locations, are also not managed. The direct
install program does consistently serve customers with less than 300 KW in demand.



Current customer tracking systems could be improved for better marketing and
analysis – While the PAs and implementation contractors were somewhat satisfied with their
customer tracking systems for the purposes of program marketing, the interviewees suggested some
improvements. There is a desire to easily link all accounts and locations for a customer to a parent
name, which the data management systems cannot currently do. Also, both PAs and implementation
contractors believe that marketing could be more targeted, and more successful, if they were able to
more easily query information regarding customers within specific industries.

5.1

Recommendations

The Mid-size Customer Needs Assessment Team presents the following recommendations to the PAs for
consideration.


Increase recruitment and training of energy services firms able to provide comprehensive solutions –
Given the number of mid-size customers and reported scarcity of service providers sufficiently
trained in mechanical , as well as lighting measures, the PAs could better serve this market by
establishing a system for recruiting and training qualified vendors to service mid-size customers. PAs
should look ways to facilitate firms to partner to get the right skill sets, or to develop a broader
internal base of expertise. This recommendation is more relevant to larger PAs, as smaller PAs are
able serve their mid-size customers directly, but they could also benefit from increased contractor
support.



Develop a statewide process for qualifying and coordinating energy services firms to provide
comprehensive solutions – There is a need for greater access to qualified contractors to service the
diverse needs of mid-size customers. The PAs can assist in meeting this need by facilitating the
development of a statewide database of contractors and their qualifications. While it may not be
possible to identify individual firms who can service all aspects of a client’s need, knowledge of and
access to qualified energy service providers may increase the likelihood that vendors will parent with
the appropriate firms. This recommendation is more relevant to larger PAs, as smaller PAs are able
serve their mid-size customers directly, but they could also benefit from increased contractor support.



Lower capital and administrative costs for mid-size customers and/or contractors to improve payback
and margin on energy efficiency investment- An overriding theme throughout the PA and PEX
interviews was that mid-size customers confront disproportionate cost barriers when assessing
whether to invest in new equipment. Due to their demand level and need for comprehensive
solutions, mid-size customers are limited to the Large C&I program, with much lower rebates than
the Direct Install program. When coupled with the expense of a custom study and the paper work
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requirements to qualify for incentives, their relatively low energy use makes it difficult to justify
moving forward with projects. This creates a disincentive for energy service providers to attempt to
qualify projects as they take on greater risk in light of the lower probability of moving forward. To
offset this, the mid-size customers require increased access to cash during the capital investment
phase and planning phase of projects. While higher incentives may not be possible on many custom
projects, the PAs could establish programs that increase financing options and qualifying costs to
energy services firms.


Increase multi-measure (comprehensive) program offerings – The PAs should review their existing
comprehensive program offerings to ensure they offer incentives for multiple measures, or change the
program offerings to address untapped measures.



Continue to improve marketing strategies for mid-market – A number of the PAs have already
developed strategic marketing approaches to target mid-size customers. These efforts should include
use of PEX contractors to assist in identifying the appropriate solutions for customers. In addition,
these strategies should focus staff on strategic segments of customers with similar energy needs.
Segmenting by industry is one approach to creating a targeted marketing process. The PAs may
consider aligning their marketing approach by other factors as well, such as by government verses
private sector accounts, load factor, or fuel type. The PAs should work toward providing more
qualified leads to contractors or sales representatives. The PAs could require contractors to
administer simplified system inventory and gas service provider surveys when scheduling visits.
Information collected by these surveys could be used to rate contractors on their thoroughness in
marketing programs. This is particularly true of duel fuel customers.



Improve processes for linking multiple accounts to customers and across fuel type. The PAs’ ability
to accurately and consistently classify customers depends upon their ability to track multiple account
customers. The PAs employ a range of tools to help them link customers; however, these tools did
not provide sufficient support to enable the research team to link account representatives to the
accounts they manage by account number. Moreover, we found large discrepancies between the
segments that the PAs felt they were managing and those for whom we were abler to match to
account representatives. Our in-depth interviews with gas PAs and customers who were marketed to
the Direct Install program based on their electric consumption, but were large from a gas perspective;
reveal that Direct Install contractors may not be effectively marketing gas measures. More qualified
leads may help ensure that contractors are addressing all of the energy needs of customers.



Support energy services firms by obtaining qualifying information – The PAs could require
contractors to administer simplified system inventory and gas service provider surveys when
scheduling visits. Information collected by these surveys could be used to rate contractors on their
thoroughness in marketing programs.



Standardize approaches to classifying and marketing to multi-account customers – Our research
found that multiple account customers were treated differently across PAs, and also within a PA
across customers. The lack of standardized approaches for treating multiple account customers limits
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our ability to isolate segments of customers based on size and complicates the PA’s ability to
effectively market to those customers.


Link electric and gas customers – Because much of the identification and marketing to Direct Install
customers is handled through the electric PAs, the gas-only PAs lose some autonomy regarding how
their customers are marketed. Consequently, some large gas customers are not identified until after
they receive Direct Install prescriptive solutions from installation contractors. Improved tracking
systems across PAs would reduce the risk of this occurring. DNV KEMA found that the PAs’ ability
to link accounts across firms is constrained by legal privacy issues that must be addressed before this
will be possible.

5.2

Limitations

The following identifies the limitations of the research presented in this report.


The ability to effectively link accounts to customers limits our ability to develop standardized
definitions of customer size. Moreover it restricted the analysis to electric customers, only, because
we cannot link the customer size that is established based on electric account information to gas
consumption. Through the Stage II survey, we asked customers to identify their gas utility and
inquire about their gas consumption in an effort to draw conclusions about the needs of large gas and
small electric customers.



These results are based on analysis of a single year (2011) of billing and tracking data, so the effects
of a customer participating over multiple years will not be reflected in the analysis.



This analysis focused only on electricity participants, so any discussion of HVAC measures will
encompass primarily air conditioning, and not heating. The focus on electric participants also limited
the number of hot water measures.



Our approach for estimating potential savings assumes that the savings by measure type achieved by
the top quartile of savers in a segment is a good proxy for saving potential. While allowing us to use
the available billing and tracking data to obtain estimates for savings potential saving, this assumption
will result in over or under stating savings potential if the measure level adoption rate for a
technology in 2011 was not indicative of the technical potential for the segment. For example, if the
top saving quartile of a segment received primarily lighting measure in a given year, then the savings
potential would be limited to the average lighting savings even if the segment could benefit from
HVAC or refrigeration measures. Alternatively, if the top saver group is fundamentally different than
the remainder of the segment with respect to capital resources, operational costs, or cash flow, the
technical potential of the top saver group may not accurately represent the remaining segment. These
limitations may produce inaccurate measures of the savings potential available in a given segment,
particularly for more refined sub-segments of customers and measures.



Finally, savings potential was derived based on the measure level savings for participants within the
top quartile of overall savings within an industry demand size, and load factor segment by end use. In
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this analysis we used more granular demand size categories than are used to present the data mining
and customer survey results. These segments were further separated by load factor to help create
more homogeneous groups of customers. However, this resulted in some segments having too few
participants within a measure type to compute median savings for the respective measure type.
Specifically, if there were one or less participants within a segment that received a particular measure,
we could not compute potential savings from that measure, and measure level savings potential was
set to zero for that segment. This results in an overstatement of the number of segments with zero
potential measure level savings. One option for reducing this limitation is to collapse segments
either by demand size or load factor if the potential savings is found to be zero for a particular
measure category. However, this method may reduce homogeneity within segments. Alternatively,
additional research could be done to refine these estimates based on more informed assumptions
concerning the probable measures within each facility type.


Due to differences in PA sizes, customer base, and marketing approaches, applicability of conclusions
and recommendations may vary across PAs.
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A.

Industry Level Analysis

In this section, we explore industry level differences in the research results at the customer size category
level. Figure A- 1, below, shows the unrealized potential savings and energy participation rates by
industry classificaiton, while Figure A- 2 also provides industry level detail, comparing the average
savings ratio to energy participation rate by industry classification. We focus the industry level analysis
in this Appendix on three of the seven sectors identified in Figure A- 1 and Figure A- 2: Hospitals,
Lodging and Education. We selected the hospital and lodging industries because these sectors were
identified during the project scoping phase as areas of interest to DOER. We selected Education because
the data mining results revealed some interesting measure level findings. However, the analysis presented
in this section can be reproduced for the remaining 4 industries depicted in Figure A- 1, but we limited
our analysis to just three.
As seen below, all three industries show moderate unrealized savings potential relative to the other
industries. For the Lodging industry as a whole, the roughly 75% unrealized potential savings rate among
participants is coupled with the lowest energy participation rate. This implies there is not only much
unrealized savings among participants, but also many non-participants, which is likely due to the limited
opportunity for savings derived from the existing participants. Hospitals and Education, however, have a
relatively high participation rate, with a comparable unrealized potential savings rate to lodging. The
analysis that follows explores how mid-size customers perform within each of these industries relative to
other size segments.
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Figure A- 1 Unrealized savings potential by company size vs. participation rate by industry

Figure A- 2 Average savings ratio by company size vs. participation rate by industry
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1.1.1

Healthcare

Overall participation and realized potential savings ratios by size category
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Table A- 1 presents the number of accounts, annual electric consumption and savings ratio, realized
potential savings, and participation rates of each size segment within the Hospital industry. Overall the
mid-size hospitals (both unmanaged/non-franchised and managed/franchised accounts) show much lower
participation rates than large customers. Further, the unrealized potential savings rate for mid-size
unmanaged/non-franchised accounts is the highest relative to all other size classes.
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Table A- 1 Actual and potential savings and participation rates by size segment: Hospitals
Actual savings

Measure
Category

Overall

Size category
small
small managed/multi
mid‐size
mid‐size managed/mul
large
large managed/multi

Number of
accounts
127
6
11
3
20
12

Annual
electric
usage
(GWh)
33
0.9
20
6.6
204
110

Potential savings

Realized
electric
Unrealized
savings
Electric
savings
Percent of
(GWh)
savings ratio
(GWh)
total realized
4.6
22%
11
29%
0.4
40%
0.31
58%
0.6
4%
0.48
54%
0.1
2%
0.20
29%
8.6
16%
36
19%
4.2
17%
0.00
28%

Participation Rate

Participants
1%
0%
9%
10%
32%
27%

Demand (kW)
7%
2%
9%
11%
50%
36%

Energy
(kWh)
7%
1%
10%
10%
44%
31%

Note, there was one mid-size, one large, and zero small managed/franchise survey respondents. Due to
these small counts, we left them out of the analyses in this section that pertain to survey results. Instead,
we present simplified tables of the small, mid-size, and large non-manged/non-franchise accounts.
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Effectively reaching mid-size healthcare customers will probably require a different approach than the
PAs are currently using to interact with large hospitals. Most (57%) mid-size customers reported that they
were assisted living or nursing home facilities. About one third (31%) were hospitals and the rest (12%)
reported being alcohol or drug rehabilitation centers. In contrast, large customers were almost exclusively
hospitals (Table A- 2). Nursing homes likely have different profiles of energy using equipment and
administrative and accounting procedures.
Table A- 2 Survey respondents by detailed building type: Hospitals

Building Type
Hospital
Assisted living/nursing home

Small
Mid-size Large
12%
31%
96%
48%
57%
0%

Medical/dental office
Clinic/outpatient care
Alcohol/drug rehabilitation
Veterinary
Other

9%
9%
7%

0%
0%
12%

0%
4%
0%

5%
8%

0%
0%

0%
0%

Note: There was one respondent in mid-size Managed/franchise and another 1 in large
Managed/franchise. We left those two respondents out of the analysis.
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Figure A- 3Error! Reference source not found. illustrates the findings presented in Table A- 2
graphically, which demonstrates the lack of realized potential savings and low participation rates among
mid-size hospitals. In contrast, large unmanaged hospitals show substantial realized savings potential as
well as high energy and demand participation rates. This clearly indicates that large hospitals are well
targeted, while mid-size facilities represent potential sources for unrealized savings potential.
Figure A- 3 Participation and potential savings rates by size category: Healthcare
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Figure A- 4 shows the percent of savings potential that is left unrealized by participants within each size
segment and the energy participation rate. Figure A- 5 shows the average savings ratio to energy
participation rate by customer size for the healthcare industry group. From Figure A- 4, we see that the
number of small unmanaged participants (size of the bubble) far exceeds the other size segments, while
participation rate is still the lowest reported. Among these facilities, there is also substantial unrealized
savings potential, comparable (as a percent of the size groups annual kWh) to large managed facilities.
However, large hospitals also have much higher energy consumption than small facilities. The diagram
shows that mid-size facilities may represent opportunities for increased savings not only from deeper
penetration within existing participants, but also from increased recruiting of new participants.
Figure A- 4 Unrealized savings potential by company size vs. participation rate: Healthcare
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Figure A- 5 Average savings ratio by company size vs. participation rate: Healthcare
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1.1.1.1

Measure level savings: Healthcare

This section presents the measure findings by customer size segment for the hospital sector. Table A- 3
below reports the number of participating accounts, annual electric consumption, electric savings ratio,
percent of addressable savings realized, and participation rate for the healthcare sector. The table shows
that potential savings for mid-size healthcare is limited to lighting measures. This is because participants
within the top quartile of savers did not receive measures other than lighting in 2011. Accounts in both
the large and small size categories have measure level savings derived from HVAC and motors and drive
measures, but mid-size customers do not. These represent an opportunity for expanded program offerings
to the mid-market.
Table A- 3 Realized potential savings and participation rates by size segment: Healthcare

Measure
Category

Lighting

HVAC

Motors and
drives

Hot Water

Refrigeration

DNV KEMA

Size category
small
small managed/multi
mid‐size
mid‐size managed/mul
large
large managed/multi
small
small managed/multi
mid‐size
mid‐size managed/mul
large
large managed/multi
small
small managed/multi
mid‐size
mid‐size managed/mul
large
large managed/multi
small
small managed/multi
mid‐size
mid‐size managed/mul
large
large managed/multi
small
small managed/multi
mid‐size
mid‐size managed/mul
large
large managed/multi

Number of
participating
accounts
115
5
10
2
12
6
20
2
1
0
10
5
2
1
0
1
1
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
7
0
0
0
0
0

Annual
electric
usage
(GWh)
33
1
20
7
204
110
33
1
20
7
204
110
33
1
20
7
204
110
33
1
20
7
204
110
33
1
20
7
204
110

Actual savings
Potential savings
Realized
electric
Unrealized
savings
Electric
savings
Percent of
(GWh)
savings ratio
(GWh)
total realized
20.0%
3.17
3.04
51.0%
28.6%
0.25
0.02
92.7%
3.5%
0.56
0.48
53.6%
1.6%
0.08
0.20
27.4%
3.2%
4.13
5.95
41.0%
2.3%
1.41
5.49
20.5%
1.4
2.4%
8.18
15.1%
0.2
3.9%
0.29
37.0%
0.0
0.0%
N/A
0.0%
N/A
4.4
7.8%
30.11
12.7%
2.7
6.9%
5.28
34.2%
0.0%
0.02
0.09
15.3%
0.1%
0.01
0.00
86.0%
0.0%
N/A
0.1%
0.01
100.0%
0.0%
0.04
100.0%
0.0%
0.02
100.0%
0.0%
N/A
0.0%
N/A
N/A
0.0%
0.0%
N/A
0.0%
N/A
0.0%
N/A
0.0
0.0%
0.05
18.3%
0.0%
N/A
0.0%
N/A
0.0%
N/A
0.0%
N/A
0.0%
N/A

A-10

Participation
Rate
(Participants)
91%
83%
91%
67%
60%
50%
15%
33%
9%
0%
50%
42%
2%
17%
0%
33%
5%
8%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
6%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
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Figure A- 7 and Figure A- 8 clearly illustrate that mid-size healthcare facilities receive fewer measures
than the large and small accounts. Small customers show some realized and considerable unrealized
savings potential from HVAC measures. This suggests that direct install contractors are able to market
HVAC measures to the upper quartile of savers, but less to the lower three quartiles. However, for midsize customers, there were not sufficient HVAC participants in the upper quartile to compute measure
level savings for any non-lighting measures. For large customers, there is both substantial potential
savings and realized potential savings derived from HVAC measures.
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Figure A- 8 show the average savings ratio and participation rates for non-lighting and lighting
measures, respectively. Figure A- 6 clearly shows there were very few non-lighintg measures adopted
by mid-size healthcare facilities in 2011.

Figure A- 7 Average savings ratio and participation rates by measure and customer size segment
(non-lighting measures): Healthcare
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Figure A- 8 Unrealized potential savings and realized savings by measure and customer size
segment (lighting measure only): Healthcare
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Table A- 4 below shows the major energy efficiency needs by system for the healthcare sector only. Midsize firms in the healthcare sector have a similar needs profile as the overall mid-size customers reported
earlier. There are a few exceptions: mid-size healthcare has greater needs in lighting, ventilation, and
motors/drives, and fewer needs in process heat and air compression, compared to mid-size customers
overall (across all sectors).

Table A- 4 Major energy efficiency needs - Healthcare

Major EE System Not Efficient
Lighting
Air conditioning
Space heating
Ventilation
Hot water
Refrigeration
Motors and drives
Process heat
Air compression
n

Small
17% *
41% *
53% *
48% *
28% *
30% *
11% *
11% *
13% *
44

Mid-size
23% *
24% *
19%
53% *
34% *
20%
70% *
0%
0%
10

Large
0%
27%
27%
12%
0%
22%
22%
0%
22%
6

Total
9% *
36% *
38% *
33% *
14% *
23% *
23% *
4%
15% *
62

* Statistically significantly greater than 0 at a 90% confidence level.

Similar to what we found for the overall mid-size customers, when looking at specific energy using
system details, the mid-size healthcare customers appear to have a more complex measure mix than the
small healthcare organizations. Mid-size healthcare organizations have similar lighting mixes, but are
more likely to have control systems, central plant cooling, packaged air conditioning, a greater variety of
heating systems, more gas cooking, motors, pools, spas, and industrial equipment than the small
healthcare organizations This supports the theme that mid-size customers require more comprehensive
solutions.
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Table A- 5 Percent of survey respondent kWh (Healthcare): Specific Energy Using Systems within
Building

Category

Lighting

Controls

Cooling

Heating

Other

Small
(<300
KW)
39%
8%
2%
0%
2%

Mid-size
(300-750
KW)
36%
26%
5%
0%
0%

Large
(>750
KW)
63%
15%
0%
0%
0%

5%

0%

15%

EMS

11%

55% *

63%

Occupancy Sensors

52%

36%

63%

Daylighting
Central plant
Packaged AC
Split system AC
Individual wall/window AC units

37%

36%

25%

6%
4%
9%

40% *
16%
0%

37%
0%
0%

34%

0% *

0%

Central boiler
District steam/hot water
Central furnace
Split system heat pump

50%
0%
6%

40%
16% *
7%

63%
0%
0%

7%

0%

0%

Commercial gas cooking equip
Motors/pumps
Commercial elect cooking equip
Vending machines
Spa
Pool
Industrial process equip
Refrigeration

30%
31%
24%
59%
0%
2%
4%

78% *
67% *
54% *
45%
43% *
31% *
25% *

85%
85%
50%
100% ‡
29%
29%
29%

3%

22% *

3%

System
Linear fluorescent
CFL
Incandescent
Halogen
HID
LED

* Statistically significant difference (90% confidence level) between small and mid-sized segments.
‡
Statistically significant difference (90% confidence level) between mid-sized and large segments.
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1.1.1.2

General themes for addressing mid-size customers: Healthcare

As we found for the mid-size customers, overall, cost constraints, or more specifically that energy savings
are not enough to justify spending limited capital improvement budgets on efficiency, appears to be a
major barrier preventing mid-size healthcare customers from installing energy efficiency. Mid-size
healthcare have a similar pattern of barriers to implementing energy efficiency (Table A- 6) and important
factors when considering energy efficient improvements (Table A- 7) as the mid-size customers overall.
Table A- 6 Barriers to Implementing Efficiency - Healthcare
Barrier
No funds available for investment
Other priorities for capital spending
Amount of energy cost savings did not justify added investment costs
Could not obtain financing for investment
Other

Small
39%
9%
2%
2%
3%

Midsize
20%
12%
10%
8%
0%

Large
53%
25%
15%
0%
15%

No differences between small and mid-size or mid-size and large were statistically significant at a 90% confidence level.

Table A- 7 Most important factor when considering EE equipment - Healthcare

Equipment Characteristics
Equipment service and reliability
Quick payback on the investment
Equipment effects on productivity
Access to Rebates on purchases of efficient equipment
Other

Small
13%
14%
17%
5%
37%

Midsize
24%
19%
12%
8%
0%*

Large
25%
59%
0%
12%
3%

* Statistically significant difference (90% confidence level) between small and mid-sized segments.
None of the differences between medium and large were statistically significant at a 90% confidence level.
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As was the case for mid-size customers overall, a way the PAs could help the mid-size healthcare
customers overcome barriers to energy efficiency is to find ways to lower the cost of investing in energy
efficiency. The pattern of responses to what the PAs could do to help the mid-size healthcare customers
was very similar to the answers provided by the mid-size customers overall.
Table A- 8 What PAs could do to help overcome EE barriers (Healthcare)

PA Activity
Rebates or cash incentives
Technical advice
Incentives for projects that cover more than one energy using system
Access to financing
On bill financing
Reduce financing interest rates

Small
68%
59%
65%
23%
57%
27%

Midsize
71%
64%
64%
50%
49%
28%

Large
85%
85%
85%
16%
63%
16%

All differences statistically greater than 0 at a 90% confidence level except the following: Large access to financing, Large
reduce financing interest rates.
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Mid-size healthcare customers’ energy efficiency policies are also similar to the policies of the mid-size
customers, overall. Mid-size healthcare are unlikely to have energy managers or written policies about
the purchase of energy using equipment, and the majority reported they have a plan to reduce energy
consumption. This supports the theme that mid-size customers have a less favorable EE culture.
Table A- 9 EE policies (Healthcare)
Energy-related Policy

Small
14%
61%

Mid-size
8%

Large
22%

52%

78%

Has written policy for the selection of energy-efficient equipment

11%

28%

40%

Views energy costs as something that can be controlled

86%

90%

88%

Has energy manager
Has plan in place designed to reduce its energy consumption

Makes an effort to control energy costs through general operational
practices such as adjusting room temperatures when not occupied or
91%
93%
97%
shutting computers and lights off at night
No differences between small and mid-size or mid-size and large were statistically significant at a 90% confidence level.
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1.1.2

Lodging

1.1.2.1

Overall participation and realized potential savings ratios by size category

Table A- 10 presents the number of accounts, annual electric consumption and savings ratio, realized
potential savings, and participation rates of each size segment within the Lodging industry. The table
shows that mid-size non-managed/non-franchised lodging facilities have the second highest demand and
energy participation rate, and third highest account participation rate. However, these facilities have the
second lowest percent of potential energy achieved. This may imply that contractors and PAs have
targeted this industry, but have not achieved comparable depth of savings across participants.

Table A- 10 Actual and potential savings and participation rates by size segment: Lodging

Measure
Category

Overall

Size Category
small
small managed/multi
mid‐size
mid‐size managed/mul
large
large managed/multi

Number of
Accounts
57
8.0
14
1.0
12
2.0

Total Annual
Usage
(GWh)
21
2.2
31
1.4
58
7.2

Total
Total
Total
Unrealized Percent of Average
Realized
Potential
Total
Energy
Savings
Savings
Potential
Savings
(GWh)
(GWh)
Achieved
Ratio
1.6
3.1
33.7%
14%
0.2
0.4
38.4%
21%
1.4
3.0
31.1%
6%
0.3
0.0
90.4%
18%
2.8
2.7
50.8%
6%
0.0
0.6
4.2%
0%

Demand
Energy
Participation Participation Participation
Rate Overall
Rate (kW) Rate (kWh)
2%
12%
12%
1%
7%
6%
19%
22%
25%
9%
7%
11%
52%
17%
59%
25%
36%
15%

The survey results showed very slight variation in building types across size segments within the lodging
industry. Hotels constituted 100% of the large and medium respondents responding to the survey and
91% small lodging facilities. The remaining small segment respondents consisted of bed-and-breakfasts
(8%) or refused to answer the question (2%).
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Figure A- 9 shows that mid-size unmanaged/non-franchised accounts have the second highest energy
consumption, but relatively low realized potential savings. The graph also shows that the energy
participation rate for un-managed, non-franchised mid-size customers is higher than the demand
participation rate. This suggests that firms are more likely to seek out program support or be targeted by
contractors if they have higher overall load (rather than peak load). Such facilities may be higher end
mid-size hotels that offer greater guest services that require continuous energy use such as dining areas,
central heating and cooling, business centers, function rooms, and entertainment opportunities.

Figure A- 9 Unrealized savings potential by company size vs. participation rate: Lodging
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Figure A- 10 shows the unrealized savings potential and energy participation rate by customer size for the
lodging industry group and illustrates that there are a substantial number of unmanaged mid-size
participants, but these firms have unrealized savings comparable to both of the small customer size
segments. Figure A- 11 shows the average savings ratio to energy participation rate by customer size for
this group. Large managed/franchised accounts clearly show the highest percent of unrealized savings;
however, this may be due to considerable variance in services provided by large hotels. The striking
difference between the relatively low unrealized savings of mid-size managed/franchised accounts and the
relatively high unrealized savings of mid-size non-managed/non-franchised accounts suggest that more
direct contact with the latter group from PA sales representatives or PEX contractors may provide
additional savings opportunities, by assisting firms in identifying opportunities for savings and also
helping them to overcome financial and administrative barriers discussed in Section 4.3.2.3.

Figure A- 10 Unrealized savings potential by company size vs. participation rate: Lodging
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Figure A- 11 Average savings ratio by company size vs. participation rate: Lodging
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1.1.2.2

Measure level savings: Lodging

Table A- 11 below shows that most savings form the lodging industry comes from lighting measures,
with relatively little additional savings coming from HVAC, motors and drives, and refrigeration
measures.
Table A- 11 Realized potential savings and participation rates by size segment: Lodging

Measure
Category

Size category

small
small managed/multi
mid‐size
mid‐size managed/mul
large
Lighting large managed/multi
small
small managed/multi
mid‐size
mid‐size managed/mul
large
large managed/multi
HVAC
small
small managed/multi
mid‐size
mid‐size managed/mul
Motors and large
large managed/multi
drives
small
small managed/multi
mid‐size
mid‐size managed/mul
large
Hot Water large managed/multi
small
small managed/multi
mid‐size
mid‐size managed/mul
large
Refrigeration large managed/multi

DNV KEMA

Number of
participating
accounts
44
8
13
1
9
0
11
0
1
1
6
1
5
1
0
0
1
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
8
1
1
1
1
0

Annual
electric
usage
(GWh)
21
2
31
1
58
7
21
2
31
1
58
7
21
2
31
1
58
7
21
2
31
1
58
7
21
2
31
1
58
7
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Actual savings
Potential savings
Realized
electric
Electric Unrealized Percent Participation
savings
savings
savings
of total
Rate
(GWh)
ratio
(GWh)
realized (Participants)
11.6%
77%
1
2
42.4%
20.6%
100%
0
0
76.2%
5.9%
93%
1
3
33.4%
9.8%
100%
0
0
83.6%
3.5%
75%
2
3
42.9%
0.0%
0%
0
0.0%
19%
0.3
1.4%
1.21
21.4%
0%
0.0%
0.27
0.0%
7%
0.0
0.1%
0.40
11.2%
100%
0.1
8.4%
100.0%
50%
0.7
1.4%
100.0%
50%
0.0
0.3%
0.33
3.4%
0.3%
9%
0.03
0.27
10.6%
0.8%
13%
0.01
0.03
17.8%
0.0%
0%
N/A
0.0%
0%
N/A
0.0%
8%
0.03
100.0%
0.1%
50%
0.01
100.0%
0%
0.0%
N/A
0%
0.0%
N/A
0%
0.0%
N/A
0%
0.0%
N/A
0%
0.0%
N/A
0%
0.0%
N/A
14%
0.0
0.2%
0.0
75.2%
13%
0.0
0.0%
0.0
38.1%
7%
0.0
0.0%
0.0
21.9%
100%
0.0
0.1%
100.0%
8%
0.0
0.0%
100.0%
0%
0.0%
N/A
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Figure A- 12Figure A- 12 and Figure A- 13 further illustrate the need for additional measures for midsize customers. For most measures categories, the potential savings is zero because none of the
participants in the high saver group received program support. However, the graphs show that there is
disparity between the high savers among mid-size participants and the lower quartiles of saver, the
latter group are not realizing HVAC and lighting measures at the same rate as the high savers.
Figure A- 12 Unrealized potential savings and realized savings by measure and customer size
segment (non-lighting measures): Lodging
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Figure A- 13 Unrealized potential savings and realized savings by measure and customer size
segment (lighting measure only): Lodging

When looking at the mid-sized lodging customers, our findings have mixed implications for the theme
that mid-sized facilities require more comprehensive measures than small facilities. Mid-sized lodging
customers are less likely than small (or large) lodging customers to report major energy using systems
that are not yet energy efficient. However, the mixture of specific systems prevalent within mid-size
lodging buildings is more complex than small lodging.
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Table A- 12 shows that compared to small and large, the mid-size lodging group appears to have fewer
unmet efficiency needs compared to small or large lodging. The only major need reported by mid-size
hotels is ventilation. In contrast, both the small and large group report substantial needs in almost all of
the systems. Comparing the specific energy using systems reported by mid-size lodging shows that they
generally have a simpler set of energy using equipment than either small or large lodging customers. This
refutes the theme that mid-size lodging facilities require more comprehensive measures than small
customers.
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Table A- 12 Major Energy Using Systems Not EE (Lodging)

Energy using system
Lighting
Air conditioning
Space heating
Ventilation
Hot water
Refrigeration
Motors and drives
Process heat
Air compression
n

Small
(<300
KW)
11%
31% *
23% *
13% *
33% *
22% *
30% *
7%
5%

Mid-size
(300-750
KW)
19%
0%
19%
53% *
19%
19%
0%
0%
0%

Large
(>750
KW)
0%
100% *
77% *
23%
23%
23%
23%
0%
23%

Total
8% *
37% *
46% *
24% *
23% *
34% *
16% *
4%
7%

22

5

2

33

* Statistically significantly greater than 0 at a 90% confidence level.

Despite the dearth of systems that are not yet efficient within the mid-sized lodging sector, the mid-sized
lodging sector does appear to have more complex mixtures of specific energy-using systems than small
lodging. Mid-sized lodging was more likely than small lodging to have control systems, central boilers,
commercial gas cooking equipment, and vending machines. This support the theme that mid-size lodging
facilities require more comprehensive measures than small customers.
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Table A- 13 Individual Energy Using Systems (Lodging)

Category

Lighting

System
CFL

Small
(<300
KW)
57%

Mid-size
(300-750
KW)
40%

Halogen

13%

33%

0%

Linear fluorescent

58%

19%

23%

Incandescent

31%

19%

0%

LED

31%

19%

0%

HID

2%

0%

0%

18%

73% *

0% ‡

6%

53% *

0%

Occupancy Sensors
Controls

Cooling

Daylighting
EMS
Central plant

19%

33%

0%

10%

33%

0%

Packaged AC

9%

0%

0%

Split system AC

7%

0%

0%

Individual wall/window AC units

17%

0%

0%

Central boiler

12%

53% *

0%

Central furnace
Heating

Other

Large
(>750 KW)
23%

4%

20%

23%

Split system heat pump

10%

0%

0%

District steam/hot water

0%

0%

0%

Commercial gas cooking equip

34%

92% *

100%

Motors/pumps

53%

80%

23%

Pool

38%

47%

100%

Commercial elect cooking equip

37%

47%

23%

Vending machines

75%

19% *

100% ‡

Industrial process equip

4%

19%

23%

Refrigeration

25%

0%

23%

Spa

27%

0%

23%

* Statistically significant difference (90% confidence level) between small and mid-sized segments.
‡
Statistically significant difference (90% confidence level) between mid-sized and large segments.
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1.1.2.3

General themes for addressing mid-size customers: Lodging

Mid-size customers in the lodging industry have even more barriers to implementing energy
efficiency than the mid-size customers overall. For the mid-size lodging customers, the
administrative burden involved in energy efficient projects was the most common barrier. However,
lack of available funds and having other priorities were still somewhat common barriers for this
group, and were cited as barriers by just as many in this group as in the mid-size customers overall.
Thus, the PAs will likely have to reduce the administrative burden involved in program participation
and do something to lower the costs of installing efficient equipment. This supports the theme that
mid-size customers have greater cost constraints than small customers.

Table A- 14 Barriers to Implementing EE (Lodging)

Barrier
Don't have the time/personnel to deal with paperwork or
administrative burden
No funds available for investment
Other priorities for capital spending
Amount of energy costs did not justify added investment costs
Waiting for current equipment to fail

Small
(<300
KW)
10%
19%
2%
1%
1%

Midsize
(300750
KW)
33%
27%
8%
0%
0%

Large
(>750
KW)
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%

No differences between small and mid-size or mid-size and large were statistically significant at a 90% confidence level.
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The equipment characteristics that mid-size customers find important also supports the need for the
PAs to take steps to lower the cost of efficient equipment and find ways to emphasize when efficient
models are higher quality than standard efficiency models. Mid-size lodging were more likely than
the overall mid-size to report quick return on investment as the most important factor when
considering energy efficiency projects, followed by equipment reliability. These findings support
the theme that mid-size customers have greater cost constraints and less favorable energy efficiency
cultures than small and large customers. They also are more sensitive to revenue loss associated
with downtime than small customers.
Table A- 15 Most important factor when considering EE projects (Lodging)
Most important factor when deciding to make
energy efficiency improvements

Small
(<300
KW)

Mid-size
(300-750
KW)

Large
(>750
KW)

Quick return on investment

16%

47%

0%

Equipment service and reliability

26%

33%

100%

Access to low interest loans or financing

14%

0%

0%

Physical footprint of equipment

11%

0%

0%

6%

0%

0%

19%

19%

0%

Third party contractor/engineer recommendations
Other

Other included the following answers provided by fewer than 5% of each category: access to rebates, equipment
effects on productivity, and marketing/advertising potential.
No differences between small and mid-size or mid-size and large were statistically significant at a 90% confidence
level.

Mid-size lodging report about the same mix of actions the PAs could do to help them overcome their
barriers as the overall mid-size categories. The key exceptions are that mid-size lodging customers
do not appear to be interested in financing unless it is on-bill financing.
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Table A- 16 What PAs could do to help overcome barriers (Lodging)
Small
(<300
KW)
63% *

Mid-size
(300-750
KW)
67% *

56% *

59% *

51% *

59% *

Provide technical advice

67% *

39% *

0%

Reduce financing interest rates

51% *

0%

0%

Provide access to financing

50% *

0%

0%

PA Help
Provide rebates or cash incentives
Provide on bill financing which lets you pay for improvements
through the savings you achieve on your energy bill
Provide incentives for projects that cover more than one
energy using system

Large
(>750
KW)
0%
0%
0%

* Statistically significantly greater than 0 at a 90% confidence level.

Mid-size lodging appears to have slightly more pro-efficiency energy-related policies than the
overall mid-size group. This might make it easier for PAs to motivate this segment to participate in
efficiency programs if the PAs can lessen the previously mentioned barriers. Mid-size lodging
customers are not very likely to have an energy manager or a written policy about the selection of
energy efficient equipment. However, they are highly likely to have a plan in place to reduce energy
consumption and perform operational activities to reduce energy use. This supports the theme that
mid-size customers have less favorable cultures toward energy efficiency than large customers.

Table A- 17 Energy Efficiency Policies (Lodging)

EE Policy
Has energy manager
Has plan in place designed to reduce its energy
consumption
Has written policy for the selection of energy-efficient
equipment
Views energy costs as something that can be controlled
Makes an effort to control energy costs through general
operational practices such as adjusting room temperatures
when not occupied or shutting computers and lights off at
night

Small
(<300
KW)
27%

Mid-size
(300-750
KW)
19%

Large
(>750 KW)
77%

42%

81%

100%

28%

0%

77% ‡

90%

92%

23% ‡

85%

100%

100%

No differences between small and mid-sized were not statistically significant at a 90% confidence level.
‡
Statistically significant difference (90% confidence level) between mid-sized and large segments.
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1.1.2.4

Assessment of current program support in addressing needs of lodging

The analysis of responses for awareness and participation in energy efficiency programs indicates
that there might actually be more opportunities to enroll large hotels than the mid-size group. There
are a few possible explanations for this finding. First, there were only two respondents in the large
lodging group, and generalizations from such a small sample should be made with caution.
However, it could be valid, and large hotels might participate less than medium or small.
Considering the previous findings that show high needs for most energy using systems, large hotel
customers may be an area where there are existing opportunities to accomplish energy efficiency.
Mid-size lodging participates in Mass Save at a similar rate as small. All of the large customers are
aware of Mass Save, but none of them participate (note, this could be somewhat skewed by the low
number of completes.) Mid-size customers are more aware and participate more often in the custom
program and were more likely to report having audits than the large lodging customers. Very few
Lodging respondents reported awareness or participation in the direct install program or Bright
Opportunities.
This suggests that mid-size customers do not require better marketing efforts from the PA.
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Figure A- 14 Mass Save Participation (Lodging)

* Statistically significant difference (90% confidence level) between small and mid-sized segments.
‡
Statistically significant difference (90% confidence level) between mid-sized and large segments.
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Figure A- 15 Custom Participation (Lodging)

* Statistically significant difference (90% confidence level) between small and mid-sized segments.
‡
Statistically significant difference (90% confidence level) between mid-sized and large segments.
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Figure A- 16 Audit Participation (Lodging)

‡

Statistically significant difference (90% confidence level) between mid-sized and large segments.
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Figure A- 17 Direct Install Participation (Lodging)

No differences statistically significant at the 90% confidence level.
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Figure A- 18 Bright Opportunities Participation (Lodging)

* Statistically significant difference (90% confidence level) between small and mid-sized segments.
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1.1.3

Education

1.1.3.1

Overall participation and realized potential savings ratios by size category: Education

Table A- 18 presents the number of accounts, annual electric consumption and savings ratio, realized
potential savings, and participation rates of each size segment within the Education industry. The table
shows that Mid-size education facilities have much higher participation rates than small accounts, but
considerably lower than large accounts. This is true for both managed/franchised and unmanaged/nonfranchised accounts. However, the non-managed/non-franchised participants show slightly lower realized
potential savings and greater total unrealized savings potential than all other size categories.
Table A- 18 Actual and potential savings and participation rates by size segment: Education
Actual savings

Measure
Category

Overall

DNV KEMA

Size category
small
small managed/multi
mid‐size
mid‐size managed/mul
large
large managed/multi

Number of
accounts
276
100
65
23
29
22

Annual
electric
usage (GWh)
62
25.5
83
32.9
193
109

Realized
electric
savings
(GWh)
9.7
4.5
6.7
2.7
6.2
6.3

A-38

Potential savings

Participation Rate

Electric
Unrealized
savings
savings
Percent of
ratio
(GWh)
total realized Participants
21%
36
21%
2%
27%
15.30
23%
4%
12%
29.49
18%
27%
10%
9.85
22%
21%
8%
21
23%
34%
7%
0.00
26%
34%

Demand
Energy
(kW)
(kWh)
11%
10%
13%
12%
27%
26%
20%
18%
43%
37%
36%
29%

December 22, 2013

Figure A- 19 illustrates the substantial gap between realized and total potential savings for mid-size
unmanaged/non-franchised accounts. This group has the second highest total energy consumption, but
the consumption of these firms is considerably lower than the unmanaged/non-franchised large accounts.

Figure A- 19 Unrealized savings potential by company size vs. participation rate: Education
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Figure A- 20 demonstrates the average savings ratio and energy participation rates for each size category
within the Education industry. Figure A- 21 shows that there are a substantial number of unmanaged
mid-size participants, and that these firms show greater unrealized savings than both of the small
customer size segments. The unrealized savings rates of the small and large non-managed/non-franchised
and mid-size managed/franchised accounts are comparable.
Comparing Figure A-19 to Figure A-20, those size categories with a higher percentage of total potential
remaining tend to have lower average savings ratios; however, the two values are not directly related,
each providing unique information about education customers. The average savings ratio by customer size
demonstrates that larger customers tend to save less energy as a percentage of overall energy use than
mid-size customers, who in turn save less energy as a percentage of overall energy use compared to small
customers. This does not necessarily indicate targets for improving savings ratios within specific groups,
as a 5% average savings ratio among the largest participants is potentially more meaningful in terms of
energy savings when compared to a 30% average savings ratio among small customers. Further, the
relationship between customer size and average savings ratio makes intuitive sense, as larger customers
may require attention to a greater quantity of, larger, or more complex systems to achieve a large
percentage of savings when compared to small customers. In this instance, unrealized total potential
savings (Figure A-20) is a better identifier of customer pockets where the PAs could achieve greater
savings.
The difference between the relatively low unrealized savings of the large managed/franchise accounts and
remaining size segments is likely due to the considerable institutional barriers faced by smaller
municipalities. Education, particularly in the mid-size segment, faces a fairly unique set of challenges
revolving around the fact that municipalities are more likely involved than in other industries. Challenges
brought on by municipal governance of schools involve bond issues for capital acquisition, extremely
tight cash flows, budget approval processes, and multiple bid requirements. K-12 schools, which make up
the majority of the mid-size segment, also have limited summer operating hours, reducing the energy
savings for air conditioning and related measures.
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Figure A- 20 Unrealized savings potential by company size vs. participation rate: Education
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Figure A- 20 Unrealized savings potential by company size vs. participation rate: Education
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Survey respondents provided more detailed information about the major use of their buildings. These
answers help to reveal what types of customers and buildings are represented by the six size categories
used by DNV KEMA. Most mid-size education customers are middle schools or high schools. An
implication of this finding is that mid-size education customers will involve working with the budgeting
and bidding processes common to municipalities. In contrast, most of the mid-size managed/franchise and
large education customers are colleges or technical schools, where issues related to municipalities should
be less common. This supports the theme that mid-size customers require better marketing.
Table A- 19 Detailed School Type

Detailed School Type

Daycare / preschool
Elementary school
Middle/high/continuation school
College or technical school
Other
n

DNV KEMA

Small (<300 KW)
NonManaged /
managed franchise
/ nonfranchise
7%
0%

Mid-size (300-750 KW)
NonManaged /
managed franchise
/ nonfranchise
0%
0%

Large (>750 KW)
NonManaged /
managed franchise
/ nonfranchise
0%
0%

13%
34%
16%
31%

16%
0%
84%
0%

0%
90%
0%
10%

0%
43%
48%
9%

0%
12%
88%
0%

0%
41%
0%
59%

30

5

14

7

8

8
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1.1.3.2

Measure level savings: Education

This section presents the measure level findings by customer size segment for the education sector. Table
A- 190, below, shows that the industry has relatively high participation rates for lighting measures across
all size categories; however, mid-size non-managed/non-franchised accounts show a much lower realized
potential savings ratio for lighting than the other segments. Small managed/franchised and large nonmanaged/non-franchised education accounts report the highest realized potential savings ratios for
lighting, while small non-managed/non-franchised accounts are a close third in terms of realized potential
savings. Mid-size non-managed/non-franchised accounts show relatively high realized potential savings
and participation rates in HVAC, motors and drives and refrigeration measures compared to other
segments, but for all segments, much savings potential remains unrealized.

Table A- 190 Realized potential savings and participation rates by size segment: Education

Measure
Category

Lighting

HVAC

Motors and
drives

Hot Water

Refrigeration

DNV KEMA

Size category
small
small managed/multi
mid‐size
mid‐size managed/mul
large
large managed/multi
small
small managed/multi
mid‐size
mid‐size managed/mul
large
large managed/multi
small
small managed/multi
mid‐size
mid‐size managed/mul
large
large managed/multi
small
small managed/multi
mid‐size
mid‐size managed/mul
large
large managed/multi
small
small managed/multi
mid‐size
mid‐size managed/mul
large
large managed/multi

Annual
Number of
electric
participating
accounts usage (GWh)
276
62
100
25
65
83
23
33
29
193
22
109
276
62
100
25
65
83
23
33
29
193
22
109
276
62
100
25
65
83
23
33
29
193
22
109
276
62
100
25
65
83
23
33
29
193
22
109
276
62
100
25
65
83
23
33
29
193
22
109
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Actual savings
Potential savings
Realized
Unrealized
Electric
electric
Participation
savings
Percent of
savings
savings
Rate
(GWh)
total realized (Participants)
ratio
(GWh)
18.2%
81%
7
10
40.6%
21.4%
81%
4
4
45.1%
5.1%
58%
3
12
19.6%
5.7%
78%
2
4
32.7%
2.6%
62%
2
5
32.8%
3.1%
77%
3
3
45.4%
16%
1.8
2.1%
13.78
11.5%
15%
0.4
1.6%
6.27
6.2%
35%
2.8
3.6%
14.24
16.2%
13%
0.5
1.9%
5.09
8.8%
41%
3.3
3.0%
13.59
19.8%
36%
2.6
2.3%
11.71
18.2%
0.6%
8%
0.65
10.68
5.7%
1.1%
4%
0.46
4.03
10.2%
0.9%
14%
0.72
2.46
22.7%
2.0%
13%
0.42
0.76
35.4%
0.3%
14%
0.25
1.69
12.8%
0.5%
18%
0.78
0.87
47.1%
0%
0.0%
N/A
0%
0.0%
N/A
0%
0.0%
N/A
0%
0.0%
N/A
0%
0.0%
N/A
0%
0.0%
N/A
8%
0.2
0.3%
1.7
10.7%
9%
0.1
0.1%
0.6
7.5%
15%
0.2
0.4%
0.5
29.3%
13%
0.0
0.0%
0.2
5.1%
3%
0.2
0.3%
1
17.2%
9%
0.0
0.1%
2
2.6%
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Figure A- 212 and Figure A- 223 illustrate the diverse measure mix employed by educational facilities
of each size category, but the graphs also show that many program participants do not achieve nearly
the level of savings as the high saver groups within each demand and load factor group. The
information presented in the next section discusses some of the institutional constraints faced by
education facilities, PAs and contractors as they attempt to tap into this unrealized potential savings.
Figure A- 21 Unrealized potential savings and realized savings by measure and customer size
segment (non-lighting measures): Education
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Figure A- 223 Unrealized potential savings and realized savings by measure and customer size
segment (lighting measure only): Education
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Unlike the overall mid-size segment, the mid-size education segment appears to have similar energy
efficiency needs as the small education segment. The mid-size managed / franchise group and large
groups are where the diversity of efficiency needs starts to increase. Based on the detailed building types
within these groups, this suggests that colleges have the most diverse efficiency needs and that middle
and high schools have relatively less diverse efficiency needs. This supports the theme that mid-size
education customers require improved marketing, but provide mixed information regarding the need for
comprehensive measures. Managed/franchised customers report a need for more energy efficient
measures, but non-manage/non-franchised firms do not.
Table A- 20 Technology is a major energy using system that is currently not energy efficient

System
Lighting
Air conditioning
Space heating
Ventilation
Hot water
Refrigeration
Motors and drives
Process heat
Air compression
N

Small (<300 KW)
Nonmanaged Managed
/ non/
franchise franchise
8%
0%
30% *
16%
7%
12%
25% *
12%
15% *
38% *
14% *
16%
17% *
0%
10% *
27%
0%
0%
30
5

Mid-size (300-750
KW)
Nonmanaged Managed
/ non/
franchise franchise
7%
13%
12%
32% *
8%
32% *
37% *
28%
10%
28%
19% *
28%
7%
48% *
23% *
28%
10%
19%
14
7

Large (>750 KW)
Nonmanaged /
Managed
non/
franchise
franchise
55% *
0%
0%
0%
0%
38% *
52% *
0%
52% *
38% *
52% *
36% *
52% *
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
8
8

Total
12% *
13% *
19% *
22% *
29% *
29% *
17% *
10% *
3%
72

* Statistically significantly greater than 0 at a 90% confidence level.

Considering the individual energy using systems within the education sector, the mid-size group also
appears similar to the small customers, with relatively little diversity in existing system types. The midsize managed/franchise and large education customers are where the diversity starts to increase. Again,
this most likely indicates that colleges are where custom and comprehensive programs are most needed.
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Table A- 21 Individual Systems (Education)
Small (<300 KW)
Mid-size (300-750 KW)
Large (>750 KW)
NonNonNonCategory
System
managed
Managed / managed
Managed / managed
Managed /
/ nonfranchise
/ nonfranchise
/nonfranchise
franchise
franchise
franchise
Linear fluorescent
35%
58%
59%
61%
61%
48%
LED
11%
0%
22%
19%
9%
4%
Halogen
0%
0%
9% *
13%
0%
0%
Lighting
HID
0%
0%
8%
13%
4%
0%
Incandescent
10%
0%
8%
0%
0%
0%
CFL
19%
0%
8%
19%
31%
9%
Occupancy Sensors
45%
46%
72% *
61%
45%
60%
Controls
EMS
28%
25%
64% *
52%
45%
60%
Daylighting
21%
25%
30%
43%
35%
53%
Central plant
14%
0%
25%
42% *
34%
51%
Packaged AC
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
Cooling
Split system AC
10%
0%
0%
0%
0%
9%
Individual wall/window AC
10%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
Central boiler
47%
58%
56%
32%
41%
21%
District steam/hot water
3%
0%
8%
20%
0%
40%
Heating
Central furnace
2%
0%
0%
9%
0%
0%
Split system heat pump
9%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
Motors/pumps
50%
52%
77% *
90%
98%
60%
Vending machines
44%
89%
62%
82%
46%
99%
Industrial process equip
29%
0%
51%
28%
4% ‡
40%
Commercial elect cooking
42%
36%
41%
63%
14%
91%
Other
Commercial gas cooking
41%
46%
40%
72%
10%
91%
Refrigeration
4%
0%
14%
19%
5%
0%
Pool
3%
0%
10%
29%
5%
9%
Spa
0%
16%
10% *
0%
0%
4%
* Statistically significant difference (90% confidence level) between small and mid-sized segments. Non-managed/non-franchise were compared to Non-managed/nonfranchise, and Managed/franchise were compared to Managed/franchise.
‡
Statistically significant difference (90% confidence level) between mid-sized and large segments. Non-managed/non-franchise were compared to Non-managed/nonfranchise, and Managed/franchise were compared to Managed/franchise.
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1.1.3.3

General themes for addressing mid-size customers: Education

Non-managed/non-franchise mid-size education appears to have different barriers than the
managed/franchise mid-size group. Again, this difference is most likely due to the split between K-12
schools in the non-managed group and colleges in the managed group. The non-managed group cited
availability of funds as the only major barrier to implementing efficiency projects. The managed/franchise
group also cited lack of funds as a barrier, but their pattern looks much like the overall mid-size group,
which suggests that this group may get more value out of investing in places other than energy efficiency.

Table A- 22 Barriers to Implementing Efficiency

Barrier
No funds available for
investment
Amount of energy cost
savings did not justify
added investment costs
Energy savings were too
uncertain
Other priorities for capital
spending
Constructability
Waiting for current
equipment to fail
Other

Small (<300 KW)
Nonmanaged / Managed
non/
franchise franchise

Mid-size (300-750 KW)
Nonmanaged
/ nonManaged /
franchise
franchise

Large (>750 KW)
Nonmanaged /
Managed
non/
franchise
franchise

25%

49%

28%

52%

13%

44%

0%

0%

0%

20% §

0%

0%

0%

0%

0%

13%

0%

0%

2%

24%

6%

0%

52% ‡

44% ‡

2%

16%

0%

0%

0%

0%

0%

0%

8%

0%

0%

0%

0%

0%

0%

0%

9%

0%

Other included the following responses provided by fewer than 5% of each size category: could not obtain financing for
investment, do not pay electricity or gas bill for address, lack time/personnel to deal with paperwork and administrative demands,
and technology integration issues.
‡
Statistically significant difference (90% confidence level) between mid-sized and large segments. Non-managed/non-franchise
were compared to Non-managed/non-franchise, and Managed/franchise were compared to Managed/franchise.
§
Statistically significant difference (90% confidence level) between Mid-sized Non-managed/non-franchise and Mid-sized
Managed/franchise.

The factors that the mid-size education sector consider most important when making decisions about
energy efficient projects suggest that they are more concerned about financial issues than the overall midsize group. While the overall mid-size group rated equipment quality and reliability as the most important
factor, it was the third most important factor for mid-size education, lagging behind financial
considerations. Additionally, access to financing was relatively more important to the mid-size education
sector than the overall mid-size sector.
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Table A- 23 Most important factor when considering EE improvements

Factor
Quick return on the
investment
Access to rebates on
purchases of efficient
equipment
Equipment service and
reliability
Access to low-interest loans
or other financing
Other

Small (<300 KW)
Nonmanaged
/ nonManaged /
franchise franchise

Mid-size (300-750
KW)
NonNonmanged / managed
non/ nonfranchise franchise

Large (>750 KW)
NonManaged managed
/
/ nonfranchise franchise

48%

46%

27%

52%

80% ‡

82%

12%

16%

26%

0%

9%

5%

16%

12%

14%

9%

4%

8%

1%

0%

12%

9%

4%

0%

20%

0%

12%

30%

2%

5%

Other included the following responses: equipment effects on productivity, third party contractor/engineer recommendations,
physical footprint of equipment, marketing or advertising potential, and unspecified other answers
‡
Statistically significant difference (90% confidence level) between mid-sized and large segments. Non-managed/non-franchise
were compared to Non-managed/non-franchise, and Managed/franchise were compared to Managed/franchise.

Mid-size education needs any help the PAs can give them when it comes to energy efficiency. Financial
help is obviously a need for this group, but they also rated technical advice as a very important step the
PAs could take to help them. This supports the themes that mid-size customers require greater incentives,
more financing, and vendors who can provide complex solutions.
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Table A- 24 PA Help (Education)

What PA could do to
help overcome barrier
Rebates or cash
incentives
Incentives for projects
that cover more than one
energy using system
Technical advice
On bill financing
Reduce financing interest
rates
Provide access to
financing

Small (<300 KW)
Nonmanaged Managed
/ non/
franchise franchise

Mid-size (300-750
KW)
NonNonmanaged manged /
/ nonnonfranchise franchise

Large (>750 KW)
NonManaged managed
/
/ nonfranchise franchise

73%

74%

92%

90%

67%

96%

74%
79%
65%

74%
74%
74%

83%
82%
79%

72%
90%
100%

67%
67%
16%

96%
88%
91%

39%

46%

57%

90%

13%

85%

39%

24%

28%

81%

13%

38%

All differences statistically greater than 0 at 90% confidence level except the following: Small managed/franchise provide
access to financing, large managed/franchise on bill financing, large managed/franchise reduce financing interest rates, large
managed/franchise provide access to financing.

The policy findings for the mid-size education sector are somewhat contradictory. Mid-sized education is
was less more likely than small or large to have concrete plans to reduce energy use, but less likely to
make an effort to control energy costs through operational practices. This pattern suggests that the midsized education customers may be receptive to training on operational practices to reduce energy use.
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Table A- 25 EE policies (Education)

EE Policy

Has Energy Manager
Has plan in place
designed to reduce its
energy consumption
Has written policy for
the selection of
energy-efficient
equipment
Views energy costs as
something that can be
controlled
Makes an effort to
control energy costs
through general
operational practices

Small (<300 KW)
Nonmanaged
/ nonManaged /
franchise franchise
17%
25%

Mid-size (300-750 KW)
NonNonmanaged managed /
/ nonnonfranchise franchise
8%
0%

Large (>750 KW)
NonManaged managed /
/
nonfranchise franchise
8%
0%

46%

62%

77% *

100% *

91%

100%

14%

25%

24%

39%

0%

47%

90%

100%

92%

61%

94%

100% ‡

93%

84%

60% *

100%

100% ‡

57% ‡

* Statistically significant difference (90% confidence level) between small and mid-sized segments. Non-managed/non-franchise
were compared to Non-managed/non-franchise, and Managed/franchise were compared to Managed/franchise.
‡
Statistically significant difference (90% confidence level) between mid-sized and large segments. Non-managed/non-franchise
were compared to Non-managed/non-franchise, and Managed/franchise were compared to Managed/franchise.
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1.1.3.4

Overall assessment of current program support in addressing needs: Education

Awareness of the available energy efficiency programs may also be a barrier for the mid-size education
segment, supporting the need for greater marketing to mid-size customers. However, those schools within
this sector that are aware of programs are more likely to participate than the overall mid-size firms that
are aware of the available programs. Awareness of Mass Save and the custom program were lower among
the mid-size education respondents than the large education respondents. However, the majority of
respondents who said they were aware of a program also said they participated in it. Thus, it appears that
lack of awareness is the key barrier to participation among this sector, rather than program offerings that
are a mismatch for this sector’s needs.
Figure A- 23 Awareness and participation in Mass Save

* Statistically significant difference (90% confidence level) between small and mid-sized segments. Non-managed/non-franchise
were compared to Non-managed/non-franchise, and Managed/franchise were compared to Managed/franchise.
‡
Statistically significant difference (90% confidence level) between mid-sized and large segments. Non-managed/non-franchise
were compared to Non-managed/non-franchise, and Managed/franchise were compared to Managed/franchise.
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Figure A- 24 Awareness and participation in Custom

‡

Statistically significant difference (90% confidence level) between mid-sized and large segments. Non-managed/non-franchise
were compared to Non-managed/non-franchise, and Managed/franchise were compared to Managed/franchise.
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B.

PA Interview Guide

MA LCIEC –MID-SIZED CUSTOMER NEEDS ASSESSMENT
IN-DEPTH INTERVIEW GUIDE FOR PROGRAM MANAGERS AND OTHER PROGRAM STAFF
OF MASSACHUSETTS DIRECT INSTALL AND LARGE C&I PROGRAMS
Program Manager/Staff In-Depth Interview Guide
Introduction
PRIMARY PROJECT GOAL:
Determine whether there is a need for targeted energy efficiency programs to meet the needs of mid-sized
C&I customers in Massachusetts.
PRIMARY INTERVIEW OBJECTIVES:
Identify criteria used to identify large (customers with account reps) and small businesses (direct install
prospects).
Explore whether there are differing marketing needs for customers within the distribution of large and
small customers.
Identify approaches used to market to customers’ differing needs, particularly those with and without
account reps.
Obtain list of customers with dedicated account representatives and other PA staff that may provide
valuable insights into this study.
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LEAD-IN:
Hello, my name is [NAME]. I work for DNV KEMA, an energy consulting firm. We have been hired by
the Massachusetts Energy Efficiency Program Administrators to conduct research on energy efficiency
programs serving commercial and industrial customers.
Today, we would like to talk with you about your experience implementing programs for your customers.
This conversation will cover:
Your responsibilities concerning C&I energy efficiency programs in Massachusetts.
Criteria used to segment Massachusetts C&I customers by size, identifying customers targeted for the
small business (direct install) and large C&I programs.
Understanding the effectiveness of existing energy efficiency programs at meeting the needs of customers
and encouraging them to take action.
Understanding approaches used to market energy efficiency programs to the diverse needs of C&I firms.
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RB. Roles and Background
I would like to start by asking you a few questions about your position at <COMPANY>. This is to put
the rest of your answers in context.
RB1. What is your job title at <COMPANY>? How long have you been in this role?
RB2. How many years of experience do you have with energy efficiency program
implementation/management?
RB3. What are your primary job responsibilities?
[IF NOT INDICATED IN PRIMARY JOB RESPONSIBILITIES IN RB3 ASK RB4]
RB4. Which commercial and industrial programs do you work on in Massachusetts?
RB4a. [PROBE] Are you involved in the Direct Install and/or large C&I programs?
RB4b. [PROBE] What programs do you work on most frequently?
RB4c. [PROBE] Which equipment or measure types are you most familiar with?
RB5. What types of customers do you work with in Massachusetts?
[IF NOT INDICATED IN RB3 or RB5, ASK RB5a-RB5e
RB5a. [PROBE] Are you involved with small and/or large C&I commercial accounts?
RB5b. [PROBE] Where in Massachusetts are your customers located? [Try to get metro areas, north, east,
south, west, or counties]
RB5c. [PROBE] Which programs and equipment types are you most familiar with? (Direct Install, Cool
Choice, etc.)
RB5d. [PROBE] Which industries and building types are you most familiar with? [IF NOT
MENTIONED: Do you work with customers in any of the following industries: commercial real estate,
hotels, and small hospitals?]
RB5e. [PROBE] How would you characterize the ownership structure of the firms with whom you are
most familiar? Are they single or multi-site facilities, chains/franchises, sole proprietorships, public or
privately held firms?
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RB6. With which types of market actors do you work? Implementation contractors, project expeditors,
energy service providers, building owners, developers, (CEOs, CFOs), property/ facilities managers,
architects, engineers, others?
RB7. What is your relation to other PA staff that assist with C&I programs? Specifically, do you work
with account reps, energy efficiency consultants, others?
RB8. [IF WE DO NOT HAVE IT ALREADY] Can you provide a list of managed accounts?
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MP. Marketing Process
[PLEASE READ] For this section, I would like to ask about the process for marketing to potential
participants in small programs, specifically Direct Install.
IF STAFF WORKS WITH SMALL CUSTOMERS
MP1. How does <PA> market the Direct Install program? Please describe the process, starting with
customer or account lists.
MP1a. [PROBE] Do you primarily market the program by account? What about by customer (if multiple
accounts)? Or by individual location? By energy usage? By lists labeling customers either small or
large? By geography/location? By industry segment?
MP1b. [IF NOT MENTIONED] What about customers with multiple accounts? Does that change the
marketing process? In what way? Do you link accounts? If so, how? (By name, by phone number?
etc.) How frequently is this done? (PROBE: always, frequently, sometimes, never)?
MP1c. [IF NOT MENTIONED] What about customers with multiple properties?
marketing process or strategy? In what way(s)?

Does that change the

MP1d. [IF NOT MENTIONED] What about small electric but large gas users? For marketing purposes,
do you treat an [ACCOUNT/CUSTOMER] differently if they are considered a “small” electric user (e.g.
< 300 kW) but categorized as a “large” gas [ACCOUNT/CUSTOMER]?
MP2. How do you define a customer with multiple properties versus a customer that is part of a chain
or franchise? Are they the same in some instances? Different in others?
MP2a. Do you use these definitions to segment/market to customers? In what ways?
MP3. What happens when an [ACCOUNT/CUSTOMER] is eligible for incentives but does not qualify
for the Direct Install program? [PROBE: Contact information given to implementer; connect to a
designated contact? Unsure what happens?] Does this vary? For what reason(s)? (e.g. energy usage;
industry type; geographic location)?]
MP3a. [PROBE] How do you market to customers who do not qualify for the Direct Install program but
are eligible for other energy efficiency incentives?
MP4. [For PAs that use implementation firms] How do your implementation contractor(s) market the
Direct Install program? Are marketing efforts based on account, location, customer, industry segment,
etc.?
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MP5. What type of system does <PA> have in place to track marketing efforts for the Direct Install
program?
MP5a. [IF NOT MENTIONED] Do you use marketing or tracking software? If yes, what type/brand?
MP6. [For PAs that use implementation firms] For the Direct Install program, do your implementation
contractors track how they market the program? If yes, how? [PROBE: software/tracking system used?]
IF STAFF WORKS WITH LARGE CUSTOMERS [PLEASE READ]
For this next section, I would like to ask about the process for marketing to potential participants in large
program.
MP7. How does <PA> market the energy efficiency programs to large customers? Please describe the
process, starting with any customer/account lists.
MP7a. Do you primarily market the energy efficiency programs by the list of managed accounts? Do any
of the following play a major role: energy usage? Customers with multiple accounts? PA lists labeling
customers either small or large? Geography/location? Industry segment? Building type? Other?
MP7b. [IF NOT MENTIONED] What about customers with multiple accounts? Does that change the
marketing process? In what way? Do you link accounts? If so, how? (By name, by phone number?
etc.) How frequently is this done? (PROBE: always, frequently, sometimes, never)?
MP7c. [IF NOT MENTIONED] What about customers with multiple properties?
marketing process or strategy? In what way(s)?

Does that change the

MP7d. Does marketing to large accounts located in Stretch Energy Code communities differ in any way
from marketing to large accounts in other communities?
MP8. [PROBE] How do you define a customer with multiple properties versus a customer that is part of
a chain or franchise? Are they the same in some instances? Different in others?
MP8a. Do you use these definitions to segment customers? In what ways?
MP9. What type of system does your organization have in place to track marketing efforts? Please
describe how the tracking process works. [IF NOT MENTIONED: Do you use marketing or tracking
software? If yes, what type/brand? Do you share tracking system/software with any
implementers/contractors?]
MP10. [For PAs that use implementation firms] In what ways do your implementation contractors
market the energy efficiency programs? Is it based on account, location, customer, industry segment?
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MP11. [For PAs that use implementation firms] In what ways do implementation contractors track how
they market the program? Whom do they market to?
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CT. Criteria used to target large and small customers
[PLEASE READ] Now, I’d like to discuss how customers are targeted for C&I programs
IF RESPONDENT WORKS WITH SMALL CUSTOMERS ASK:
CT1. Please describe the general process by which customers/accounts are identified as “small” for the
Direct Install C&I programs.
CT1a. [PROBE] What role does the PA play in identifying potential energy efficiency customers?
CT1b. [PROBE] Do other 3rd parties play a role? Who? Describe.
CT1c. [PROBE] Does this differ by customer types? How?
CT1d. [PROBE – IF PA5 / PA6 / PA7 ASK] How does the process work for customers who have both
gas and electric utilities? (i.e. large electric and small gas or small electric and large gas?)
CT1e. [PROBE] How does this process differ for single and multi-site firms (i.e. chains and franchises)?
CT2. What criteria are used to determine whether a customer/account is small? Is it based on demand,
consumption, employee size, square footage, or other metric? Does it vary? How so?
CT3.

What are the specific upper and lower bound cut-off values for those criteria?

Lower Bound

Upper Bound

Demand
Consumption
Employee Size
Square footage
Other
CT3a. [IF DEMAND IS A CRITERION, ASK] Some have suggested 75 KW or 300 KW; do these
values represent meaningful cut-off values for small businesses? Are there better ones? If yes, what are
they? Why?
CT3b. [FOR ALL CRITERIA MENTIONED ASK] Do the cut-off values differ by customer type or
some other factor? How?
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CT3c. [IF NECESSARY PROBE] How do these criteria differ by the following?
Industry?
Building type?
Does the number of locations of a firm factor into this classification? Are multi-site firms treated the
same way within the efficiency programs at your organization? Across other PAs?
How do you handle customers with both gas and electric utilities with different PAs for each fuel? With
the same PA for each fuel?
CT4. Do you feel that this approach for identifying small businesses correctly identifies
customers/accounts you consider to be small? Why do you say that?
IF STAFF WORKS WITH LARGE CUSTOMERS ASK
[IF THE PA HAS ACCOUNT REPS ASK]
CT5.

Now, I’d like you to describe the general process by which customers are assigned account reps.

CT5a. [PROBE] What role does the PA play in identifying customers who require account reps?
CT5b. [PROBE] What is your role in this process?
CT5c. [PROBE] Do other 3rd parties play a role? Who? Describe.
CT5d. [PROBE] Do the account representatives play a role in identifying large customers?
CT5e. [PROBE] How does this process differ for single and multi-site firms (i.e. chains and franchises)?
CT5f. [PROBE] How are national accounts identified?
CT5g. [PROBE] How are national accounts treated compared to other large, managed accounts?
[IF THE PA DOES NOT HAVE ACCOUNT REPS ASK]
CT6. Now, I’d like you to describe the general process by which customers/accounts are identified as
“large” for the Large C&I programs?
CT6a. [PROBE] What role does the PA play in identifying customers for large C&I efficiency programs?
CT6b. [PROBE] What is your role in this process?
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CT6c. [PROBE] Do other 3rd parties play a role? Who? Describe.
CT6d. [PROBE] How does this process differ for single and multi-site firms (i.e. chains and franchises)?
CT6e. [PROBE] How are national accounts identified?
CT6f. [PROBE] How are national accounts treated compared to other large, managed accounts?
CT7. What criteria are used to determine whether customers/accounts have account reps (or are large)?
Is it based on demand, consumption, employee size, square footage, or other metric?
CT8.

What are the specific upper and lower bound cut-off values for those criteria?

Lower Bound

Upper Bound

Demand
Consumption
Employee size
Square footage
Other
CT8a. [IF DEMAND IS A CRITERIA, ASK] Some have suggested 300 KW or 750 KW, are
appropriate lower bounds for large customers. Do these values represent meaningful cut-off values for
large businesses? Are there better ones? If yes, what are they? Why?
CT8b. [FOR ALL CRITERIA MENTIONED ASK] Do the cut-off values differ by types of customer?
How?
CT8c. How do these cut-off values differ by the following?
Industry?
Building type?
Does the number of locations of a firm factor into this classification?
Are multi-site firms treated consistently by a single PA? Across PAs? Across fuel types?
[IF PA is PA5 / PA6 / PA7 ASK] How do you handle customers who are both gas and electric? With the
same PA? With different PAs for each fuel?
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CT9. [IF THE PA HAS ACCOUNT REPS ASK] Do you feel that the assignment of an account
representative correctly identifies customers you consider to be large? Why do you say that?
CT9a. [IF THE PA DOES NOT HAVE ACCOUNT REPS ASK] Do you feel that these criteria
correctly identify customers you consider to be large? Why do you say that?
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CS. Customer Segmentation
[PLEASE READ]
Next, I’d like to talk to you about sub-segments of C&I energy efficiency program participants that may
have differing needs, and how well the programs are doing at meeting the range of needs across those
segments.
Small Customers
IF STAFF WORKS WITH SMALL CUSTOMERS ASK:
CS1.

First, does the Direct Install program meet the needs of small businesses? Why do you say that?

CS2. Are there certain segments (or groups) of small businesses whose needs are consistently met by
the program?
CS2a. Which groups of customers? Can you describe them by:
Size?
Industry? (See if they name: Commercial real estate, small hospitals, and small hotels, if not suggest
them.)
Number of locations/ownership structure?
Other?
CS2b. What needs are consistently met by the program?
How do these needs vary by customer type (size, industry, number of locations, other)?
CS3. Are there certain segments (or groups) of small businesses whose needs are not consistently met
by the program?
CS3a. Which groups of customers? Can you describe them by:
Size?
Industry? (See if they name: Commercial real estate, small hospitals, and small hotels, if not suggest
them.)
Number of locations/ownership structure?
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Other?
CS3b. What needs?
How do these needs vary by customer type (size, industry, number of locations, other)?
CS4. For participating small customers/accounts, are there barriers that prevent them from going ahead
with installation of recommended measures or going for deeper energy savings [PROBE: too costly?
Split incentives? Installation too disruptive or takes too much time? Not enough $$ savings to bother?]
CS5. [IF BARRIERS FOUND] Do the barriers differ depending on the industry type, size, ownership
structure, or other factors?
CS6.
Earlier you suggested that small customers/accounts are best defined using [CRITERIA].
Looking at the range of small customers/accounts from smallest to largest, according to [CRITERIA], is
there some size at which you start seeing a greater number of customers/accounts whose needs fall
outside the Direct Install program offerings? (In other words, is there level where you can split small
customers/accounts into smaller-small and larger-small customers/accounts?)
CS6a. How would you define that size break? Why do you say that? What are the
needs of these customers?

underserved

CS6b. Are there noticeable differences in those size breaks by and their needs by:
Industry? (See if they name: Commercial real estate, small hospitals, and small hotels, if not suggest
them.)
Building type?
Number of locations (Chains & Franchises verses single sites)
Other?
Large Customers
IF STAFF WORKS WITH LARGE CUSTOMERS ASK:
CS7. First, how well do the large C&I programs do at meeting the needs of large customers/accounts?
Why do you say that?
CS8. Are there certain segments (or groups) of large customers/accounts whose needs are consistently
met by the program?
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CS8a. Which groups of customers? Can you describe them by:
Size?
Industry? (See if they name: Commercial real estate, small hospitals, and small hotels, if not suggest
them.)
Number of locations/ownership structure?
Other?
CS8b. What needs?
How do these needs vary by customer type (size, industry, number of locations, other)?
CS9. Are there certain segments (or groups) of large customers/accounts whose needs are consistently
not met by the programs?
CS9a. Which groups of customers? Can you describe them by:
Size? (small large vs. large-large)
Industry? (See if they name: Commercial real estate, small hospitals, and small hotels, if not suggest
them.)
Number of locations/ownership structure?
Other?
CS9b. What needs?
How do these vary by customer type (size, industry, number of locations, other?
CS9c. Does having a dedicated account representative impact the likelihood of the large C&I programs
meeting the needs of participants? How?
CS10. For participating large customers, are there barriers that prevent them from going ahead with
installation of recommended measures or going for deeper energy savings [PROBE: too costly? Split
incentives? Installation too disruptive or takes too much time? Not enough $$ savings to bother?]
CS11. [IF BARRIERS FOUND] Do the barriers differ depending on the industry type, size, ownership
structure, or other factors?
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CS12. Earlier you suggested that large customers/accounts are best defined using [CRITERIA].
Looking at the range of large customers/accounts from largest to smallest, according to [CRITERIA], is
there some size at which you start seeing a greater number of large customers/accounts whose needs fall
outside the large C&I program offerings? (In other words, is there level where you can split large
customers into small-large and large-large customers?)
CS12a. How would you define that size break? Why do you say that? What are the underserved needs of
these customers?
CS12b. Are there noticeable differences in those size breaks and their needs by:
Industry?
Building type?
Number of locations (Chains & Franchises verses single sites)?
Whether or not a customer has a dedicated account representative?
Other?
Mid-sized customers
ASK STAFF THAT DEAL WITH EITHER SMALL OR LARGE PROGRAMS
CS13. How would you describe the lower bound of a mid-sized customer/account – A customer that is
too large to be small and too small to be large?
CS14. How would you describe the upper bound of a mid-sized customer/account – A customer that is
too large to be small and too small to be large?
CS15. Can you describe this group of customers/accounts in terms of:
CS15a. The concentration of firms by industry type?
CS15b. The concentration of firms that are single site verses multi-site (ownership structure)?
CS15c. Other important characteristics?
CS16. Do you think the program needs of mid-sized customers/accounts differ from small C&I
customers? Why do you think so?
CS17. Similarly, do you think the program needs of mid-sized customers/accounts differ from large
C&I? Why do you think so?
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CS18. Do the existing C&I programs effectively serve the needs of mid-sized customers/ accounts in
your opinion? Why or why not?
CS19. In what ways could mid-sized customers/ accounts be better served? (By industry, size,
ownership type, method of outreach, type of incentives?)
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MC. Marketing and Customer Acquisition Strategies
Now, I’d like to discuss the marketing process for C&I programs
IF STAFF WORKS WITH SMALL CUSTOMERS ASK:
MC1. Can you please describe the general process for marketing the Direct Install C&I programs?
MC1a. What role does the PA play?
MC1b. [PROBE] What is your role in this process? (Account reps, project expeditors)
MC1c. [PROBE] Under what circumstances and how do other 3rd parties play a role?
Implementation Contractors
Energy Service Providers
Energy Efficiency consultants
Who? Describe.
MC1d. [PROBE – IF PA5 / PA6 / PA7 ASK] How does the process work for customers who have both
gas and electric utilities? (i.e. large electric and small gas or small electric and large gas?)
MC1e. [PROBE] How does this process differ for single and multi-site firms (i.e. chains and franchises)?
IF STAFF WORKS WITH LARGE CUSTOMERS ASK:
MC2. Now, I’d like you to describe the general process for marketing the Large C&I programs.
MC2a. [PROBE] What role does the PA play?
MC2b. [PROBE] What is your role in this process? (Account reps, project expeditors)
MC2c. [PROBE] Under what circumstances and how do other 3rd parties play a role?
Implementation Contractors
Energy Service Providers
Energy Efficiency consultants
Who? Describe.
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MC2d. [PROBE] How does this process differ for single and multi-site firms (i.e. chains and franchises)?
MC2e. [PROBE] How are national accounts identified and treated?
IF STAFF WORKS WITH SMALL CUSTOMERS ASK:
[READ] Next, I’d like you to discuss the specific marketing practices used to handle the diverse needs of
customers within the Direct Install program.
MC3. What happens when a customer’s/account’s needs are not met by program offerings?
MC4. What factors may contribute to a customer’s/account’s needs not being addressed? (i.e. they
become too complicated to serve or are lost in the process).
MC4a. Is this more likely to happen below or above a certain size? What size?
MC5. Define the roles of contractors, the PAs, and other third parties in marketing to customer
/accounts with needs that fall outside the program design.
MC5a. When do energy efficiency consultants or project expeditors get involved?
MC6. Are some of their needs picked up by the program, while others are handled by other programs?
Under what circumstances will this happen? Who gets involved?
MC7. Are there needs that are handled outside of the program? By whom?
MC8. Are small-small customers/account’s handled differently than large-small customers/accounts?
How so? [REMIND RESPONDENT OF DEFINITION OF SMALL-SMALL AND LARGE-SMALL
FROM CUSTOMER SEGMENTATION SECTION, IF NEEDED]
MC9. How do PAs market to customers/accounts who have both electricity and gas – particularly if
they are small electric but large gas users?
MC10. Do you have a prospecting list of customers you target for any of these small C&I programs you
mentioned earlier? (e.g. Direct Install, etc.)
IF STAFF WORKS WITH LARGE CUSTOMERS ASK:
Next, I’d like you to discuss the specific marketing practices used to handle the diverse needs of
customers within the Large C&I programs.
MC11. What happens when a large customer’s/account’s needs are not met by program offerings?
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MC12. What factors may contribute to a customer’s/account’s needs not being addressed? (i.e. they
become too complicated to serve or are lost in the process).
MC12a. Is this more likely to happen if the customer does not have an account

representative?

MC12b. Is this more likely to happen below or above a certain size? What size?
MC13. Define the roles of contractors, the PAs, and other third parties in marketing to customer/accounts
with needs that fall outside the program design.
MC14. Are some of their needs picked up by the program, while others are handled by other programs?
Under what circumstances might this happen? Who gets involved?
MC15. Are there needs that are handled outside of the program? By whom?
MC16. Are small-large customers/accounts handled differently than large-large customers? How so?
MC17. How do they market to customers/accounts who have both gas and electric utilities – particularly
if they are large electric but small gas users?
ASK STAFF THAT DEAL WITH EITHER SMALL OR LARGE PROGRAMS
MC18. Among these programs serving small and large C&I customers/accounts, do any programs or
program activities more effectively serve mid-sized customers/accounts, according to the definition you
gave earlier?
[YES/NO]
MC18a. [IF YES] Which programs?
MC18b. Why do you think that?
MC19. Have any programs conducted target marketing to mid-sized customers/accounts, according to
the definition you gave earlier? [YES/NO]
MC19a. [IF YES] Which program(s)? Please describe the marketing or customer acquisition process
employed by this program. [e.g. marketing channels used, key messages, which customer group type
targeted, and whether includes commercial real estate, hotels and small hospitals]?
MC19b. Which marketing activities targeting mid-sized customers generated the most program
participation?
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MC19c. Why do you think this/these were successful? [Probe: program attractiveness, marketing channel
used, key message(s), event/strategy timing, etc.]
MC19d. Which marketing activities targeting mid-sized customers/accounts generated the least program
participation?
MC19e. Why do you think this/these generated the least? [Probe: program attractiveness, marketing
channel used, key message(s), event/strategy timing, etc.]
MC20. On a scale of 1 to 10, where 1 is low and 10 is high, how successful do you think the existing
programs have been in serving these mid-sized customers/accounts in terms of customer participation?
Why do you think so?
MC21. Are there any specific groups of mid-sized customers/accounts that you think these programs
serve better?
MC21a. [PROBE] Industries (note if following industries mentioned: commercial real estate, small
hospitals and hotels)? Why or why not?
MC21b. [PROBE] Chains and franchises? Why or why not?
MC21c. [PROBE] Other segments? Why or why not?
MC22. Do you think [PA NAME] should add program(s) specifically for mid-sized customers?
[YES/NO]
MC22a. [IF YES] Which type of programs?
MC22b. To increase mid-sized customer participation, what changes or improvements would you
suggest to the existing energy efficiency programs?
MC23. In terms of reaching non-participants, or customers who do not currently engage in the efficiency
programs, how can program support be improved or expanded to capture their needs?
MC24. Are there other program improvements that would help to better serve mid-sized customer needs?
[e.g. staffing levels/type, marketing focus, etc.]
MC25. Any other recommendations you have to more effectively serve mid-sized customers’ program
needs that we haven’t already discussed?
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Closing Comments
CC1. Do you have any other input regarding needs, program participation, or marketing for mid-sized
customers that we haven’t already discussed?
Those are all the questions I wanted to ask. Thank you for your time and participation.
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C.

Implementation Contractor Interview Guide

MA LCIEC –MID-SIZED CUSTOMER NEEDS ASSESSMENT
IN-DEPTH INTERVIEW GUIDE FOR ENERGY EFFICIENCY PROGRAM
FOR IMPLEMENTATION CONTRACTORS
Implementer/Contractor In-Depth Interview Guide
Introduction
PRIMARY PROJECT GOAL:
Determine whether there is a need for targeted energy efficiency programs to meet the needs of mid-sized
C&I customers in Massachusetts.
PRIMARY INTERVIEW OBJECTIVES:
Identify criteria used to target businesses for the direct install (small business) and large C&I programs.
Explore differing customer needs within the distribution of small and large customers relative to program
offerings
Identify approaches used to market to customers’ differing needs.
LEAD-IN:
Hello, my name is [NAME]. I work for DNV KEMA, an energy consulting firm. We have been hired by
the Massachusetts electric and gas utilities’ Energy Efficiency Program Administrators to conduct
research on energy efficiency programs serving commercial and industrial customers.
Today, we would like to talk with you about your experience implementing programs. This conversation
will cover:
Your responsibilities concerning C&I energy efficiency programs in Massachusetts.
Criteria used to segment Massachusetts C&I customers by size, identifying customers targeted for the
small business (direct install) and large C&I programs.
Understanding the effectiveness of existing energy efficiency programs at meeting the needs of customers
and encouraging them to take action.
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Understanding approaches used to market energy efficiency programs to the diverse needs of C&I firms.
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RB. Roles and Background
I would like to start by asking you a few questions about your position at <COMPANY>. This is
to put the rest of your answers in context.
RB1. What is your job title at <COMPANY>? How long have you been in this role?
RB2. How many years of experience do you have with energy efficiency program
implementation/management?
RB3. What are your primary job responsibilities?
[IF NOT INDICATED IN PRIMARY JOB RESPONSIBILITIES IN RB3 ASK RB4]
RB4. Which commercial and industrial programs do you work on in Massachusetts?
RB4a. [PROBE] Are you specifically involved in the Direct Install and/or large C&I programs?
RB4b. [PROBE] For which PAs do you work most frequently?
RB4c. [PROBE] Which equipment or measure types are you most familiar with?
[IF NOT INDICATED IN PRIMARY JOB RESPONSIBILITIES IN RB3 ASK RB5]
RB5. What types of customers do you work with in Massachusetts?
RB5a. [PROBE] Are you specifically involved in small and/or large C&I commercial accounts?
For which PAs?
RB5b. [PROBE] How frequently do you serve dual fuel (electric and gas) customers? How
about dual fuel customers with different PAs for each fuel?
RB5c. [PROBE] Where in Massachusetts are your customers located? [Try to get metro areas,
north, east, south, west, or counties]
RB5d. [PROBE] Which programs and equipment types are you most familiar with? (Direct
Install, Cool Choice, etc.)
RB5e. [PROBE] Which industries and building types are you most familiar with? [IF NOT
MENTIONED:] Do you work with customers in any of the following industries: commercial real
estate, hotels, and small hospitals?]
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RB5f. [PROBE] How would you characterize the ownership structure of the firms with whom you
are most familiar? Are they single or multi-site facilities, chains/franchises, sole proprietorships,
public or privately held firms?
[IF NOT INDICATED IN PRIMARY JOB RESPONSIBILITIES IN RB3]
RB6. With which types of market actors do you work? [Examples include building owners,
property managers, PA staff (account reps, program managers, energy efficiency consultants),
CEO’s, CFO’s), property/ facilities managers, energy service providers, contractors, architects,
engineers, developers, other trade allies.]
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MP. Marketing Process
IF RESPONDENT(S) WORKS WITH SMALL CUSTOMERS ASK:
[PLEASE READ] For this section, I would like to ask about the process for marketing to potential
participants in small programs, specifically Direct Install.
MP1. How does <implementation contractor> market the Direct Install program? Please
describe the process, starting with any customer or account lists received from the PA.
MP1a. [PROBE] Do you primarily market the program around accounts? Or by individual
location? By customer, with multiple accounts? By PA lists labeling customers either small or
large? By energy usage? By geography/location? By industry segment?
MP1b. [IF NOT MENTIONED] What about customers with multiple accounts? Does that
change the marketing process? In what way? For these customers, do you link accounts for
marketing purposes? If so, how? (By name, by phone number? etc.) How frequently are
customer accounts linked? [PROBE: always, frequently, sometimes, never]?
MP1c. [IF NOT MENTIONED] What about customers with multiple properties?
change the marketing process or strategy? In what way(s)?

Does that

MP1d. What about small electric but large gas users? For marketing purposes, do you treat an
[ACCOUNT/CUSTOMER] differently if they are considered a “small” electric user (e.g. < 300
kW) but categorized as a “large” gas [ACCOUNT/CUSTOMER]?
MP2. [PROBE] How do you define a customer with multiple properties versus a customer that
is part of a chain or franchise? Are they the same in some instances? Different in others?
MP2a. Do you use these definitions to segment/market to customers? In what ways?
MP3. What happens when an [ACCOUNT/CUSTOMER] is eligible for incentives but does not
qualify for the Direct Install program? [PROBE: Contact information given to PA or to a
designated contact? Unsure what happens?] Does this process vary? For what reason(s)?
(e.g. energy usage; industry type; geographic location)?]
MP3a. [PROBE] Does your firm market to customers who do not qualify for the Direct Install
program but are eligible for other energy efficiency incentives? How so?
MP4. What type of system does your organization have in place to track how you market the
Direct Install program?
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MP4a. [IF NOT MENTIONED: Do you use marketing or tracking software? If yes, what
type/brand? Do you share tracking information with the PA?
IF RESPONDENT(S) WORKS WITH LARGE CUSTOMERS:
[PLEASE READ] For this section, I would like to ask about the process for marketing to potential
participants in large programs,
MP5. How does <implementation contractor> market the energy efficiency programs to large
customers? Please describe the process, starting with any customer/account lists received
from the PA.
MP5a. Do you primarily market the energy efficiency programs by PAs list of managed
accounts? Do any of the following play a major role: energy usage? Customers with multiple
accounts? PA lists labeling customers either small or large? Geography/location? Industry
segment? Building type? Other?
MP5b. [IF NOT MENTIONED] What about customers with multiple accounts? Does that
change the marketing process? In what way? Do you link accounts? If so, how? (By name,
by phone number? etc.) How frequently is this done? (PROBE: always, frequently, sometimes,
never)?
MP5c. [IF NOT MENTIONED] What about customers with multiple properties/multiple
businesses? Does that change the marketing process or strategy? In what way(s)?
MP5d. Does marketing to large accounts located in Stretch Energy Code communities differ in
any way from marketing to large accounts in other communities?
MP6. [PROBE] How do you define a customer with multiple properties versus a customer that
is part of a chain or franchise? Are they the same in some instances? Different in others?
MP6a. Do you use these definitions to segment customers? In what ways?
MP7. What type of system does your organization have in place to track marketing efforts to
large customers? Please describe.
MP7a. [IF NOT MENTIONED: Do you use marketing or tracking software? If yes, what
type/brand? Do you share tracking system/software with the PA?]
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CT. Criteria used to target large and small customers
IF CONTRACTOR WORKS WITH SMALL CUSTOMERS ASK:
[PLEASE READ] Now, I’d like to discuss how customers/ accounts are targeted for C&I
programs.
CT1. Please describe the general process by which customers/ accounts are identified as
“small” for the Direct Install C&I programs.
CT1a. [PROBE] What role does the PA play in identifying potential energy efficiency
customers/ accounts?
CT1b. [PROBE] What is your role in this process?
CT1c. [PROBE] Do other 3rd parties play a role? Who? Please describe.
CT1d. [PROBE] How does this differ by PA?
CT1e. [PROBE] How does the process work for customers who have both gas and electric
utilities? (i.e. large electric and small gas or small electric and large gas?)
CT1f. [PROBE] How does the identification process for energy efficiency customers differ for
single versus multi-site firms (i.e. chains and franchises)?
CT2. What criteria are used to determine whether a customer/ accounts is small? Is it based
on demand, consumption, employee size, square footage, or other metric?
CT3.

What are the specific upper and lower bound cut-off values for those criteria?

Lower Bound Upper Bound
Demand
Consumption
Employee Size
Square footage
Other
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CT3a. [IF DEMAND IS A CRITERION, ASK] Some have suggested 75 kW or 300 kW; do
these values represent meaningful cut-off values for small businesses? Are there better ones?
If yes, what is it? Why?
CT3b. [FOR ALL CRITERIA MENTIONED ASK] Do the cut-off values differ by PA? How?
CT3c. [FOR ALL CRITERIA MENTIONED ASK] How do these criteria differ by the following?
Industry? How?
Building type? How?
The number of locations of a firm factor into this classification? Are multi-site firms treated
consistently within a PA? Across PAs?
How do you handle customers/ accounts who receive natural gas and electricity from different
PAs? From the same PA?
CT4. Does the PA designation of small businesses correctly identify customers you consider
to be small? Why do you say that?
IF CONTRACTOR WORKS WITH LARGE CUSTOMERS ASK:
CT5. Now, I’d like you to describe the general process by which customers are identified as
“large” for the large C&I programs.
CT5a. [PROBE] What role does the PA play in identifying potential energy efficiency
customers/ accounts?
CT5b. [PROBE] What is your role in this process?
CT5c. [PROBE] Do other 3rd parties play a role? Who? Describe.
CT5d. [PROBE] Do the account representatives play a role in identifying large customers/
accounts?
CT5e. [PROBE] How does this process differ for PAs that do and do not have account
representatives?
CT5f. [PROBE] How does this process differ for single and multi-site firms (i.e. chains and
franchises)?
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CT6. What criteria are used to determine whether a customer/ accounts is large? Is it based
on demand, consumption, employee size, square footage, or other metric?
CT7.

What are the specific upper and lower bound cut-off values for those criteria?

Lower Bound Upper Bound
Demand
Consumption
Employee size
Square footage
Other
CT7a. [IF DEMAND IS A CRITERIA, ASK] Some have suggested 300 KW or 750 KW, are
appropriate lower bounds for large customers. Do these values represent meaningful cut-off
values for large businesses? Are there better ones? If yes, what are they? Why?
CT7b. [FOR ALL CRITERIA MENTIONED ASK] Do the cut-off values differ for PAs with and
without account representatives? How?
CT7c. [FOR ALL CRITERIA MENTIONED ASK] How do these criteria differ by the following?
Industry? How?
Building type? How?
The number of locations of a firm factor into this classification? Are multi-site firms treated
consistently by a single PA? Across PAs? Across fuel types?
How do you handle dual fuel customers? With the same PA? With different PAs for each fuel?
CT8. Does the PA assignment of account representatives correctly identify customers you
consider/ accounts to be large? Why do you say that?
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CS. Customer Segmentation
[PLEASE READ]
Next, I’d like to talk to you about sub-segments of C&I energy efficiency program participants
that may have differing needs, and how well the programs are doing at meeting the range of
needs across those segments.
Small Customers
IF CONTRACTOR WORKS WITH SMALL CUSTOMERS ASK:
CS1. First, how well does the Direct Install program do at meeting the needs of small
businesses? Why do you say that?
CS2. Are there certain segments (or groups) of small businesses whose needs are not
consistently met by the program?
CS2a. Which groups of customers/ accounts? Can you describe them by:
Size?
Industry? [See if they name: Commercial real estate, small hospitals, and small hotels, if not
suggest them.]
Number of locations/ownership structure?
Other?
CS2b. What needs are consistently met by the program?
How do these needs vary by customer type (size, industry, number of locations, other)?
CS3. Are there certain segments (or groups) of small businesses whose needs are not
consistently met by the program?
CS3a. Which groups of customers/ accounts? Can you describe them by:
Size?
Industry? (See if they name: Commercial real estate, small hospitals, and small hotels, if not
suggest them.)
Number of locations/ownership structure?
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Other?
CS3b. What needs?
How do these needs vary by customer type (size, industry, number of locations, other)?
CS4. For participating small customers/ accounts, are there barriers that prevent them from
going ahead with installation of recommended measures or going for deeper energy savings
[PROBE: Too costly? Split incentives? Installation too disruptive or takes too much time? Not
enough savings to bother?]
CS5. [IF BARRIERS FOUND] Do the barriers differ depending on the industry type, size,
ownership structure, or other factors?
CS6. Earlier you suggested that small customers/ accounts are best defined using
[CRITERIA]. Looking at the range of small customers/ accounts from smallest to largest,
according to [CRITERIA], is there some size that you start seeing a greater number of
customers/ accounts whose needs fall outside the Direct Install program offerings? (In other
words, is there level where you can split small customers/ accounts into smaller-small and
larger small customers/ accounts?)
CS6a. How would you define that size break? Why do you say that? What are the
underserved needs of these customers?
CS6b. Are there noticeable differences in those size breaks and their needs by:
Industry? (See if they name: Commercial real estate, small hospitals, and small hotels, if not
suggest them.)
Building type?
Number of locations (C&F verses single sites)
Other?
Large Customers
IF CONTRACTOR WORKS WITH LARGE CUSTOMERS ASK:
CS7. First, how well do the large C&I programs do at meeting the needs of large businesses?
Why do you say that?
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CS8. Are there certain segments (or groups) of large customers whose needs are consistently
met by the program?
CS8a. Which groups of customers? Can you describe them by:
Size?
Industry? (See if they name: Commercial real estate, small hospitals, and small hotels, if not
suggest them.)
Number of locations/ownership structure?
Other?
CS8b. What needs?
How do these needs vary by customer type (size, industry, number of locations, other)?
CS9. Are there certain segments (or groups) of large customers/ accounts whose needs are
consistently not met by the programs?
CS9a. Which groups of customers/ accounts? Can you describe them by:
Size? (small large vs. large-large)
Industry? [See if they name: Commercial real estate, small hospitals, and small hotels, if not
suggest them.]
Number of locations/ownership structure?
Other?
CS9b. What needs?
How do these vary by customer type (size, industry, number of locations, other)?
CS9c. Does having a dedicated account representative impact the likelihood of the large C&I
programs meeting the needs of participants? How?
CS10. For participating large customers, are there barriers that prevent them from going ahead
with installation of recommended measures or going for deeper energy savings [PROBE – too
costly? Split incentives? Installation too disruptive or takes too much time? Not enough $
savings to bother?]
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CS11. [IF BARRIERS FOUND] Do the barriers differ depending on the industry type, size,
ownership structure, or other factors?
CS12. Earlier you suggested that large customers are best defined using [CRITERIA]. Looking
at the range of large customers from largest to smallest, according to [CRITERIA], is there some
size that you start seeing a greater number of large customers whose needs fall outside the
large C&I program offerings? (In other words, is there level where you can split large customers
into smaller-large and larger-large customers?)
CS12a. How would you define that size break? Why do you say that? What are the
underserved needs of these customers?
CS12b. Are there noticeable differences in those size breaks and their needs by:
Industry?
Building type?
Number of locations (Chains & Franchises verses single sites)?
Whether or not a customer has a dedicated account representative?
Other?
Mid-sized customers
ASK CONTRACTORS THAT DEAL WITH EITHER SMALL OR LARGE PROGRAMS
CS13. How would you describe the lower bound of a mid-sized customer/ account – a customer
that is too large to be small and too small to be large?
CS14. How would you describe the upper bound of a mid-sized customer / account – A
customer that is too large to be small and too small to be large?
CS15. Can you describe this group of customers / accounts in terms of:
CS15a. Industries?
CS15b. Single verses multi-site (ownership structure)?
CS15c. Other important characteristics?
CS16. Do you think the program needs of mid-sized customers differ from small C&I
customers? Why do you think so?
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CS17. Similarly, do you think the program needs of mid-sized customers differ from large C&I?
Why do you think so?
CS18. Do the existing C&I programs effectively serve the needs of mid-sized customers in
your opinion? Why or why not?
CS19. In what ways could mid-sized customers be better served? (By industry, size,
ownership type, method of outreach, type of incentives?)
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MC. Marketing and Customer Acquisition Strategies
IF CONTRACTOR WORKS WITH SMALL CUSTOMERS ASK:
Next, I’d like you to discuss the specific marketing practices used to handle the diverse needs of
customers within the Direct Install program.
MC1. What happens when a customer’s needs are not met by the Direct Install program
offerings?
MC2. What factors may contribute a customer’s needs not being addressed? (i.e. they
become too complicated to serve or are lost in the process).
MC2a. Is this more likely to happen below or above a certain size? What size?
MC3. Define the roles of contractors, the PAs, and other third parties in marketing to customer
with needs that fall outside the program design.
MC3a. When do energy efficiency consultants or project expeditors get involved?
MC4. Are some of their needs picked up by the program, while others are handled by other
programs? Under what circumstances will this happen? Who gets involved?
MC5. Are there needs that are handled outside of the program? By whom?
MC6. Are smaller-small customers handled differently than larger-small customers? How so?
[REMIND RESPONDENT OF DEFINITION OF SMALLER-SMALL AND LARGER-SMALL
FROM CUSTOMER SEGMENTATION SECTION, IF NEEDED]
MC7. How do the PAs market to customers who have both electricity and gas– particularly if
they are small electric but large gas users?
MC7a. How does your firm market to customers who have both electricity and gas– particularly
if they are small electric but large gas users?
MC8. Do you have a prospecting list of customers you target for any of these small C&I programs you
mentioned earlier? (e.g. Direct Install, etc.)
IF CONTRACTOR WORKS WITH LARGE CUSTOMERS ASK:
Next, I’d like you to discuss the specific marketing practices used to handle the diverse needs of
customers within the Large C&I programs.
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MC9. What happens when a large customer’s / account’s needs are not met by the program
offerings?
MC10. What factors may contribute a customer’s / account’s needs not being addressed? (i.e.
they become too complicated to serve or are lost in the process).
MC10a. Is this more likely to happen if the customer does not have an account
representative?
MC10b. Is this more likely to happen below or above a certain size? What size?
MC11. Define the roles of contractors, the PAs, and other third parties in marketing to
customers / accounts with needs that fall outside the large customer program design.
MC12. Are some of their needs picked up by the program, while others are handled by other
programs? Under what circumstances might this happen? Who gets involved?
MC13. Are there needs that are handled outside of the program? By whom?
MC14. Are smaller-large customers handled differently than larger-large customers? How so?
MC15. How do you market to customers/ accounts who have both gas and electric utilities –
particularly if they are large electric but small gas users?
ASK CONTRACTORS THAT DEAL WITH EITHER SMALL OR LARGE PROGRAMS
MC16. Among these programs serving small and large C&I customers, do any programs or
program activities more effectively serve mid-sized customers / accounts, according to the
definition you gave earlier? [YES/NO]
MC16a. [IF YES] Which programs?
MC16b. Why do you think that?
MC17. Have any programs conducted target marketing to mid-sized customers, according to
the definition you gave earlier?
[YES/NO]
MC17a. [IF YES] Which program(s)? Please describe the marketing or customer acquisition
employed by this program. [e.g. marketing channels used, key messages, which customer
group type targeted, and whether includes commercial real estate, hotels and small hospitals]?
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MC17b. Which marketing activities targeting mid-sized customers / accounts generated the
most program participation?
MC17c. Why do you think this/these were successful? [Probe: program attractiveness,
marketing channel used, key message(s), event/strategy timing, etc.]
MC17d. Which marketing activities targeting mid-sized customers generated the least program
participation?
MC17e. Why do you think this/these were unsuccessful? [Probe: program attractiveness,
marketing channel used, key message(s), event/strategy timing, etc.]
MC18. On a scale of 1 to 10, where 1 is low and 10 is high, how successful do you think the
existing programs have been in serving these mid-sized customers/ accounts in terms of
customer participation? Why do you think so?
MC19. Are there any specific groups of mid-sized customers that you think these programs
serve better than others?
MC19a. [PROBE] Industries (particularly commercial real estate, small hospitals and hotels)?
Why or why not?
MC19b. [PROBE] Chains and franchises? Why or why not?
MC19c. [PROBE] Other segments? Why or why not?
MC20. Do you think Massachusetts PAs should add program(s) specifically for mid-sized
customers? [YES/NO]
MC20a. [IF YES] Which type of programs?
MC20b. To increase mid-sized customer participation, what changes or improvements would
you suggest to the existing energy efficiency programs?
MC21. In terms of reaching non-participants, or customers who do not currently engage in the efficiency
programs, how can program support be improved or expanded to capture their needs?
MC22. Are there other program improvements that would help to better serve mid-sized
customer needs? [e.g. staffing levels/type, marketing focus, etc.]
MC23. Any other recommendations you have to more effectively serve mid-sized customers’
program needs that we haven’t already discussed?
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Closing Comments
CC1. Do you have any other input regarding needs, program participation, or marketing for
mid-sized customers that we haven’t already discussed?
Those are all the questions I wanted to ask. Thank you for your time and participation.
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D.

Derivation of potential savings rate

The mid-size customer needs assessment exploratory data analysis focused on searching for patterns
related to energy efficiency program participant differences in the 2011 Program Administrator tracking
data. The goal of the analysis was to determine whether opportunities for additional, deeper savings exist
among PA customers that have already participated in an energy efficiency program. We also examine
areas of generally low participation by industry.
For this assessment, DNV KEMA restricted its exploration of the data to the following two sets of
categories:
 Industry categories based on definitions in the 2012 Commercial and Industrial Customer
Profile.1 Examples of business types within each industry category, as well as associated North
American Industry Classification System (NAICS) codes are provided in Table D- 1.

Table D- 1 Business Type Categories and Definitions
Business Type
Education

Groups Included

Food Sales
Food Service

Restaurants, Cafes, Lounges

722*

Healthcare

Hospitals, Doctors, Clinics

62*

Lodging

Hotels, Inns

721*

Manufacturing / Industrial
Office

Factories, Utilities, Waste
Management
Offices, Banks, Municipal Buildings

Public Assembly

Recreation, Arts, Religious Worship

11*, 21*, 22*, 23*, 31*, 32*, 33*,
562*
51*, 52*, 54*, 55*, 561*, 813*
(except 8131), 92*
71*, 8131

Retail

Stores, Gas Stations, Salons,
Wholesale
Storage

42*, 44* (except 445*), 45*, 53*,
811*, 812*
49*

Warehouse
Other

Multifamily, Transportation,
Agriculture
* indicates all values included with these first 2 or 3 digits



1

NAICS Codes *

Schools, Colleges, Educational
Services
Food and Beverage Stores

61*
445*

48*, 11*, 21*

Customer size categories based on the formal definitions previously laid out in this memo
o In addition to the seven size categories examined for participation rate differences, we
searched for differences within the mid-size customer group, between participants with
peak demand of 300-500 kW and participants with peak demand of 500-750 kW.

Link to Project 18 Report
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Based on the 2011 PA tracking data, there were a large number of dependent variables possible for the
analysis team to use. To restrict the analysis, we chose fourteen variables that provide evidence of
customer behaviors and needs:
 Participation Rate
o This is the number of participants within a category of interest divided by the population
of that category.


Energy Participation Rate
o This is the sum of annual energy usage for participants within a category divided by the
sum of annual energy usage for the population of that category.



Demand Participation Rate
o This is the sum of peak demand for participants within a category divided by the sum of
peak demand for the population of that category.



Potential Gross Energy Savings Rate
o This variable indicates the potential for energy savings as a percentage of total energy
usage within a category, and is based on the following series of calculations:
 For each participant, an energy savings ratio is calculated:



Participants are grouped by industry category, customer size category, and
average load factor.
 For example, mid-size Education participants with an average load
factor of less than .5 would all be grouped together.



Within each category, the participants are rank ordered by kWh Savings Ratio.
The analysis team then assigned a cutoff for savings ratios in each category, in
order to compare all participants to those participants who were “high savers”.
The savings ratio representing the 87.5th percentile for each category is assigned
as the potential gross energy savings rate.
.

87.5
100

1
2

Where: i= industry category
s= size category
f= average load factor


Percentage of Potential Gross Energy Savings Rate Realized
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o

This variable estimates how close a category is to achieving its energy savings rate
potential as assigned by the analysis team, and is based on the following calculation:
∑

/

.



The analysis team calculated potential energy savings rate and percentage of potential energy
savings rate realized based on measure specific savings for lighting, refrigeration, HVAC, and
motors and drives. The calculations are the same as for the gross rates, but replace Gross kWh
Saved with a measure specific kWh saved for each participant in the initial calculation:



Unrealized Gross Energy Savings – This variables estimates how much additional energy savings
could be achieved if every participant within a particular industry, size and load factor category
achieved the same kWh savings ratio as the participant representing the 87.5th percentile:

.

To compare the effects of participants being part of a particular industry or size group on the described
dependent variables, the analysis team used Excel Pivot Tables to restrict the groups and search for
patterns, comparing the various categories. Within each industry, we also looked for patterns among
different types of measures.
There are two caveats to this exploratory data analysis that one should keep in mind when reading the
results. First, these results are based on cross sectional analysis, so the effects of a customer participating
over multiple years will not be reflected in the analysis. Second, this analysis focused only on electricity
participants, so any discussion of HVAC measures will encompass primarily air conditioning, and not
heating. The focus on electric participants also limited the number of hot water measures.
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E.

Customer Survey

The purpose of this survey is to:
1. Allow the LCIEC team to accurately divide the general population into building and customer
segments.
2. Conduct a screening of the customers to verify that the premise is a commercial facility that has
not been constructed in the last 2 years
3. Gather information on the facility that can be quickly and reliably collected over the phone
4. Recruit customers for the on‐sites assessments
5. Help prepare field staff for an on‐site assessment and reduce the amount of time field staff need
to spend on site
Topics for the MA Project 21 survey include:
1. Screening questions
2. Respondent Characteristics
3. Building Characteristics and Operations
4. Customer Attitudes toward Energy Use
5. Building Equipment


Lighting



Energy Management Systems



Heating and Cooling systems



Hot Water Systems



On‐site Generation



Other Equipment

6. Recruitment for On‐site Assessments
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Introduction
SC1. Hello. This is <INTERVIEWER NAME> calling on behalf of the Massachusetts Electric and Gas Energy
Efficiency Program Administrators. As part of our efforts, we are gathering information on energy use
conditions in the commercial marketplace. This information will be used to better understand the
commercial buildings market and design programs to help achieve our energy savings goals.
Who would be the person that is most knowledgeable about the energy management practices at your
organization’s facility located at <SERVICE ADDRESS> in <SERVICE CITY>, including operations and
maintenance practices?
[IF campus‐type facility…
[IF NEEDED, ask for the building facility or operations manager]
[IF NEEDED:] This is a fact‐finding survey to understand how energy is used in commercial buildings in
Massachusetts. We are not selling anything, and responses will not be connected with your organization
in any way. Your input to the study is very important.
[IF NEEDED]. The contact for this survey is Mr. Lee Maes, at (781) 418‐5713
1.
2.
3.

Person answering phone is best contact
Given contact’s name and transferred to contact
Given contact’s name and phone number

‐97
‐98

Don’t Know
Refused

SC3
SC2
Enter contact name and
phone number; T&T1;
redial and resume from
SC2
T&T
T&T

SC2. Hello. This is <INTERVIEWER NAME> calling on behalf of the Massachusetts Electric and Gas Energy
Efficiency Program Administrators. As part of our efforts, we are gathering information on energy use
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conditions in the commercial marketplace. This information will be used to better understand the
commercial buildings market and design programs to help achieve our energy savings goals. Your input
to the study is very important.
I was told that you were the person that is most knowledgeable about the energy management
practices at your organization’s facility located at <SERVICE ADDRESS> in <SERVICE CITY>, including
operations and maintenance practices. Is this correct? [DO NOT READ]
1.
2.
3.

Person answering phone is best contact
Transferred to better contact
Given better contact’s name and phone number

‐97
‐98

Don’t Know
Refused

SC3
Skip back to SC2
Enter contact name and
phone number, then
resume from SC2
T&T
T&T

SC3. We would like to understand how customers operate and maintain facilities like this one, and what
types of energy using equipment you have. Your input to the study is very important. The survey will
take most people about 30 minutes. Can I take you through this now?
1.
2.

Yes
No, schedule callback

‐97
‐98

Don’t Know
Refused

SC4.

Just to verify, is the part of the building you occupy at <SERVICE ADDRESS> used for business
only or is it also a residence?

SC4
Set up callback time,
confirm contact name
and phone number
T&T
T&T

1.  Business
2.  Both business and residence
3.  Residence only

T&T

‐97.  Don’t know

T&T

‐98.  Refused

T&T
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SC5.

Was this building constructed within the last 2 years?

1.  Yes
2.  No
‐97.  Don’t know

SC6

‐98.  Refused
SC6.

Do you pay a gas bill?

1.  Yes
2.  No

SC7

‐97.  Don’t know

SC7

‐98.  Refused

SC7

Sc6a. Who is your gas provider? [Prompt if needed]
1.  Berkshire Gas
2.  Columbia Gas of Massachusetts
3.  National Grid
4.  NSTAR
5.  New England Gas Company
6.  Unitil
7.  Blackstone Gas
8.  Municipality
77.  Other (Please describe)
‐97.  Don’t know
‐98.  Refused
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SC7. Has your electric or gas provider assigned you an account executive that helps you manage
energy needs?
1.  Electric
2.  Gas
3.  Both
4.  Neither
‐97.  Don’t know
‐98.  Refused
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Respondent Characteristics
RC1.

First, what is your job title? [DON’T READ]

1.  Owner / President / CEO
2.  Vice President
3.  Chief Financial Officer
4.  Manager or Director of Facilities / Maintenance / Buildings & Grounds
5.  Energy Manager or Director
6.  Operations Manager or Director
7.  Facility Engineer
8.  Company Manager
9.  Store Manager
10.  Property Manager
11.  Leasing Agent
12.  Employee
13.  Accountant
14.  [If educational setting] Principal/Superintendent/Dean
15.  Other (Please specify: __________________________)
‐97.  Don’t know
‐98.  Refused
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RC2. How many buildings does your organization occupy?
[NOTE TO PROGRAMMER: If needed, let respondent know that multiple buildings in the same
compound should be considered separate. For example, a high school with a main building, a
separate fine arts building, and a separate gym all on the same campus would count as “3” buildings]
1.  Enter number of buildings occupied by business
‐97.  Don’t know
‐98.  Refused

RC2a. (If RC2 > 1) How many of these buildings are located in Massachusetts?
1.  Enter number of buildings located in Massachusetts
‐97.  Don’t know
‐98.  Refused
RC2b. [IF RC2 = 1 (ONLY 1 BUILDING)] Does your organization have a person whose job responsibilities
are to manage your organization’s energy use?
1.  Yes
RC2d
2.  No

RC2e

‐97.  Don’t know

RC2e

‐98.  Refused

RC2e

RC2c [IF RC2 >1 (MORE THAN 1 BLDG)] Does your organization have a person whose job
responsibilities are to manage the energy use at multiple buildings?
1.  Yes
RC2d
2.  No

RC2e

‐97.  Don’t know

RC2e

‐98.  Refused

RC2e
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RC2d. (If RC2b OR RC2c = 1)

Who is the primary decision maker(s) regarding the purchase of
major energy using equipment at your organization? [DON’T READ]
[Accept multiple responses]

1.  Owner / President / CEO
2.  Vice President
3.  Chief Financial Officer
4.  Manager or Director of
Facilities / Maintenance /
Buildings & Grounds
5.  Energy Manager or
Director
6.  Operations Manager or
Director
7.  Facility Engineer
8.  Company Manager
9.  Store Manager
10.  Property Manager
11.  [If educational setting]
Principal/Superintendent/Dean
12.  Committee
13.  Other (Please specify: _)
14.  No one is responsible for
management of energy use at
other facility
‐97.  Don’t know
‐98.  Refused
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RC2e. [IF RC2 >1 (MORE THAN 1 BLDG)] Do any of your organization’s individual buildings have a
person whose job responsibilities are to manage the energy use at that location?
1.  Yes
RC2f
2.  No

RC2f

‐97.  Don’t know

RC2f

‐98.  Refused

RC2f

RC2f.

Are decisions about energy equipment purchases made on a building by building basis, for
multiple buildings at once, or some combination of the two? What percent of decisions are
made… [READ UNBRACKETED OPTIONS. FILL IN ALL. TOTAL SHOULD = 100%. IF NECESSARY,
RESPONDENT’S BEST GUESS IS FINE]

1.  At the individual building level?
2.  For multiple buildings at once?
3.  At a combination of the individual and centralized buildings?
4.  [OTHER, SPECIFY]
‐97.  [Don’t know]
‐98.  [Refused]
RC2g. Does your organization have a cost threshold above which equipment purchase decisions
have to be approved at a central or corporate level?
1
2
‐97
‐98

DNV KEMA
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RC3. The next few questions are going to focus on the location at <address>. Please answer these
questions as they relate to this location only. Is this location… [READ]
1.  A single, unattached building
3.  Part of a mall or low‐rise complex
4.  Part of a high‐rise office building
5.  Part of a campus of buildings
6.  Other (specify)
‐97.  Don’t know
‐98.  Refused

RC4. How many full‐time equivalent employees work for your organization in this location? [Prompt if
needed]
1

One

2

2 to 5

3

6 to 10

4

11 to 20

5

21 to 50

6

51 to 100

7

101 to 250

8

251 to 500

9

501 to 1000

10

1001 to 3000

11

More than 3000

‐97
‐98

Don’t Know
Refused
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RC5. What are the various fuel types used in the building? [Prompt if needed; accept multiple
responses]
1.  Electricity
2.  Natural Gas
3.  Oil
4.  Bottled Gas or Propane
77.  Other fuel type (Please describe: ____________________)
‐97.  Don’t know
‐98.  Refused
RC5a. (If RC5=2)Do you know approximately how much you spend on natural gas each year at this
building?
1.  Yes (please specify)
2.  No
‐97.  Don’t know
‐98.  Refused
RC5b. Which of the following bins best describes your gas usage on a yearly basis at this building? We
realize this may be your best guess.
1.  0‐5,000 therms
2.  Over 5,000 – 40,000 therms
3.  Over 40,000 – 250,000 therms
4.  Over 250,000 – 1,000,000 therms
5.  Over 1,000,000 therms
‐97.  Don’t know
‐98.  Refused
RC6

Do you own or lease or manage the building at <prompt street address>?

1 Own

RC6a

2 Lease/Rent

RC6b

3 Manage

RC6a

‐97 Don’t Know

RC6a

‐98 Refused

RC6a
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RC6a Is the facility owner‐occupied or leased to a tenant?
1 Owner‐occupied

BC01

2 Leased to a tenant

RC6b

‐97 Don’t Know

BC01

‐98 Refused

BC01

Which of the following best describes the lease agreement?
[READ]
1 Gross Lease

RC6c

2 Net Lease

RC6c

3 Triple Net Lease

RC6c

RC6b

RC6c

77 Other (Please describe)
‐97 Don’t Know

RC6c

‐98 Refused

RC6c

Does your organization pay its own electric bill directly to your utility or are the utilities
provided under your lease arrangement? [Prompt if needed]
1 Owner Pays – part of leasing arrangement

RC6c

2 Tenant pays owner a fee the varies according to the utility bill
3 Tenant pays own electric and gas bills
77 Other arrangement (Please describe)
‐97 Don’t Know
‐98 Refused
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(Ask if RC6=2 or RC6a = 2) How long is the term of the current lease?
[Prompt if needed]

RC7

1 1 year
2 2 years
3 3 years
4 4 years
5 5 years
6 6 years
7 7 years
8 8 years
9 9 years
10 10 years
11 More than 10 years
12 Month to month
‐97 Don’t Know
‐98 Refused
RC7a.

When does the current lease expire? (provide year)
1. Enter year
‐97 Don’t Know
‐98 Refused
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Building Characteristics and Operations
BC01

What is the main business ACTIVITY at this building?
1 Offices (non‐medical)
2 Restaurant/Food Service

BC01a
BC01b

3 Food Store (grocery/liquor/convenience)

BC01c

4 Retail Stores

BC01d

5 Warehouse

BC01e

6 Health Care

BC01f

7 Education

BC01g

8 Lodging (hotel/rooms)
Public Assembly (e.g., church, fitness, theatre, library,
9
museum, convention)

BC01h

10 Industrial (food processing plant, Manufacturing)
Other (Please describe – e.g., multi‐family, transportation,
military, agriculture, mining)
‐97 Don’t Know
‐98 Refused
77

BC01i
BC01j
BC01k
BC02
BC02

Which of the following types of businesses best describes the services
provided within this building? Would you say...[READ]

BC01a
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
77
‐97
‐98

DNV KEMA

Financial /Insurance, Real Estate
Legal
Data Processing/Computer Center
Mixed‐Use/Multi‐tenant
Lab/R&D Facility
Software Development
Office w/ Warehouse
Government Office/Public Services
Public Safety (fire, police, correctional facilities, etc.)
Telecommunications Center (Call Center)
Other (Please describe)
Don’t Know
Refused
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Which of the following types of restaurants or food service best
describes this building? Would you say… [READ]

BC01b
1
2
3
4
5
6
77
‐97
‐98

BCO1b_1.

Fast Food or Self Service
Specialty/Novelty Food Service
Table Service
Bar/Tavern/Nightclub/Pub‐Micro‐Brewery/Other entertainment
Caterer
Other Food Service
Other (Please describe)
Don’t Know
Refused

Is this restaurant/food service part of a chain or franchise

1.  Yes

BC02

2.  No

BC02

‐97.  Don’t know

BC02

‐98.  Refused

BC02

Which of the following types of food stores best describes this
building? Would you say...[READ]

BC01c
1
2
3
4
5
6
77
‐97
‐98

DNV KEMA

Supermarkets
Small Grocery
Specialty/Ethnic Grocery/Deli
Convenience Store
Liquor Store
Retail Bakery
Other (Please describe)
Don’t Know
Refused
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BCO1c_1. Is this food store part of a chain or franchise?
1.  Yes

BC02

2.  No

BC02

‐97.  Don’t know

BC02

‐98.  Refused

BC02

Which of the following types of retail stores best describes this
building? Would you say… [READ]

BC01d
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
77
‐97
‐98

BCO1d_1.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
‐97
‐98

DNV KEMA

Department / Variety Store
Retail Warehouse/Club
Shop in Enclosed Mall
Shop in Strip Mall
Auto/Truck/Motorcycle Sales/Dealership
Heavy Equipment Sales
Stand‐alone store (e.g., Independent hardware or convenience store)
Services (e.g., laundry, hair salon, spa, gas, or repair shop)
Other (please describe)
Don’t Know
Refused
(If BC01d = 8) Which of the following types of businesses best
describes the services provided within this building? Would you
say...[READ]
Laundry
Hair Salon / Barber Shop
Spa (e.g., nail, massage)
Gas Station / Auto ‐Truck Repair/Auto Body Repair
General Repair (Non‐Auto)
Copy Center / Printing
Package Delivery (Fed Ex / UPS / DHL)
Pet Care / Grooming
Car Rental
Car Wash
Equipment Rental
Don’t know
Refused
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BCO1d_2. Is this service store part of a chain or franchise?
1.  Yes

BC02

2.  No

BC02

‐97.  Don’t know

BC02

‐98.  Refused

BC02

BC01e
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
77
‐97
‐98
BC01f
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Which of the following types of warehouses best describes this
building? Would you say… [READ]
Refrigerated Warehouse
Unconditioned Warehouse, High Bay (lighting higher than 13 ft)
Unconditioned Warehouse, Low Bay
Conditioned Warehouse, High Bay (lighting higher than 13 ft)
Conditioned Warehouse, Low Bay
Shipping / Distribution Center
Garage / Parking / Storage for Commercial Fleet
Public Self‐Storage Facility
Other (Please describe)
Don’t Know
Refused
Which of the following types of health care centers best describes this
building? Would you say… [READ]
Hospital
Assisted Living/Nursing Home
Medical/Dental Office
Clinic/Outpatient Care
Medical/Dental Lab
Alcohol/Drug Treatment/Rehabilitation
Doctor's Office
Dentist's Office
Veterinary Hospital/Clinic

77 Other (Please describe)
‐97 Don’t Know
‐98 Refused
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1
2
3
4
77
‐97
‐98

Which of the following types of educational centers best describes this
building? Would you say… [READ]
Daycare or Preschool
Elementary School
Middle / High School/Continuation School
College/Junior College/ University/Technical School
Other (Please describe)
Don’t Know
Refused

1
2
3
4
5
77
‐97
‐98

Which of the following types of lodging best describes this building?
Would you say… [READ]
Hotel
Motel
Resort
Bed & Breakfast
Campground/Trailer Camping/KOA
Other (Please describe)
Don’t Know
Refused

BC01g

BC01h

BCO1h_1. Is this lodging part of a chain or franchise?
1.  Yes
BC02
2.  No

BC02

‐97.  Don’t know

BC02

‐98.  Refused

BC02
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1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
77
‐97
‐98

Which of the following types of public assembly buildings best
describes this building? Would you say… [READ]
Religious Assembly (worship only)
Religious Assembly (mixed use)
Health/Fitness Center/Athletic Center/Gym
Movie Theaters
Theater / Performing Arts Venue
Library / Museum
Conference/Convention Center
Community Center/Activity Center
Country Club
Sports Facility
Other (Please describe)
Don’t Know
Refused

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
77
‐97
‐98

Which of the following types of industrial buildings best describes this
building? Would you say...[READ]
Assembly / Light Manufacturing
Food Processing Plant
Recycling Center
Commercial/Industrial Bakery
Commercial Brewery / Winery
Chemical / Petrochemical Production
Industrial Process
Energy Generation / Distribution
Machine Shop
Pharmaceutical Production/Manufacturing
Mail Sorting
Mining
Other (Please describe)
Don’t Know
Refused

BC01i

BC01j
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BCO1k
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
77
‐97
‐98
BC02

Which of the following types of buildings best describes this building?
Would you say...[READ]
Transportation (includes airports, rails)
Military
Agriculture
Mining
Multi‐family: Townhouse
Multi‐family: Condominium
Multi‐family: Apartment
Other (Please describe)
Don’t Know
Refused

Does your business occupy more than one building at this location?
1 Yes
2 No
‐97 Don’t Know
‐98 Refused

BC02a

(If BC02=1) How many buildings does your business occupy?
1 Enter number of buildings
‐97 Don’t Know
‐98 Refused

BC03
1
2
‐97
‐98
BC03a

Does your organization occupy your entire building?
Yes
No
Don’t Know
Refused

(Skip if BC03=1) What percentage of the building does your
organization occupy at this location? [An estimate is fine]
1 Record %
‐97 Don’t Know
‐98 Refused
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What is the total square footage occupied by <business name> in the
building at this location? [PROMPT IF NEEDED]

BC04

1 Less than 1500 sq ft
2 Between 1500 and 5000 sq ft
3 Over 5000 to 10,000 sq ft
4 Over 10,000 to 25,000 sq ft
5 Over 25,000 to 50,000 sq ft
6 Over 50,000 to 75,000 sq ft
7 Over 75,000 to 100,000 sq ft
8 Over 100,000 sq ft
‐97 Don’t Know
‐98 Refused
BC04a

(IF BCO4=8) Please provide an estimate of the size in sq ft?
1 Record sq ft estimate:
‐97 Don’t Know
‐98 Refused

BC05

In what year was this building built? [Prompt if needed]
1 Between 2009 to Present
2 Between 2006 and 2008
3 Between 2000 and 2005
4 In the 1990's
5 1980's
6 1970's
7 1960's
8 1950's
9 Before 1950
‐97 Don’t Know [continue to BC05a]
‐98 Refused
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How long has your organization been doing business at this
location?

BC05a

1 Record Number of Years
‐97 Don’t Know
‐98 Refused
Have there been any major renovations to the building in the last 5
years?

BC06

1 Yes
2 No
‐97 Don’t Know
‐98 Refused
When do you estimate these renovations were completed …. [READ
RESPONSES.]

BC06a

1 Less than 1 year ago
2

Within 1‐3 years

3 3‐5 years
4 More than 5 years ago
‐97 Don’t Know
‐98 Refused
What was the primary reason for the improvement? [PROMPT IF
NEEDED

BC06b

1 Needed more space
2 Needed to replace old equipment
3 General remodel to improve aesthetics
4 Wanted to improve building efficiency
5 Change in facility use
77 Other (Please describe)
‐97 Don’t Know
‐98 Refused
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BC07

Has the building expanded or decreased in size as a result of these changes?
1 Increase in square footage

BC07a

2 Decrease in square footage

BC07b

3 Unchanged
‐97 Don’t Know

BCO8
BCO8

‐98 Refused

BCO8

How many square feet were added? [An estimate is fine]

BC07a

1 Enter Square feet
‐97 Don’t Know
‐98 Refused
By how many square feet was the building reduced? [An estimate is
fine]

BC07b

1 Enter Square feet
‐97 Don’t Know
‐98 Refused

BCO8. Has your building received an ENERGY STAR certification, LEED certification or other green
certification?
1.  Energy Star
2.  LEED Certification
3.  Other (please specify)
‐97.  Don’t know
‐98.  Refused
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Customer Attitudes toward Energy Use
CA0a. Which of the following systems are major contributors to the building’s energy costs? [READ
OPTIONS, SELECT ALL THAT APPLY]
1. Lighting
2. Air conditioning
3. Space heating
4. Ventilation
5. Hot water
6. Refrigeration
7. Motors and drives
8. Process heat
9. Air compression
-97. Don’t know
-98. Refused
CA0b. Which, if any, of those systems already use energy efficient equipment? [READ OPTIONS IF
NECESSARY, SELECT ALL THAT APPLY]
1. Lighting
2. Air conditioning
3. Space heating
4. Ventilation
5. Hot water
6. Refrigeration
7. Motors and drives
8. Process heat
9. Air compression
-97. Don’t know
-98. Refused
CA1.

Have any of the following systems been modified or improved upon in the last two years
(since 2011)? [Read]

1.  Indoor lighting
2.  Space heating equipment
3.  Air conditioning equipment
4.  Water heating equipment
5.  No purchases

CA2

77.  Other (Please describe)
‐97.  Don’t know

CA2

‐98.  Refused

CA2
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CA1b. (Ask for each response provided in CA1) Why were/was these/this systems purchased?
1.  A new installation (e.g. new installation where equipment did not exist previously)
2.  A replacement due to equipment that wasn’t performing
3.  A replacement due to equipment that had failed or was broken
4.  A replacement to improve equipment efficiency
5.  An additional unit due to an expansion
77.  Other (Please describe)
‐97.  Don’t know
‐98.  Refused
CA1c. Did your organization receive a financial incentive from your gas or electricity provider for the
equipment?
1.  Yes
2.  No
‐97.  Don’t know
‐98.  Refused
CA1d. [If CA1c = no] Why didn’t you receive financial incentives for this equipment? [DO NOT READ,
SELECT ALL THAT APPLY]
1. Not aware of financial incentives
2. Equipment did not qualify
3. The incentives weren’t enough to justify the hassle
4. Other (SPECIFY)
-97. Don’t know
-98. Refused
CA2. Is your organization considering additional opportunities for energy efficiency improvements
that have not yet been implemented at this building?
1.  Yes
2.  No

CA3

‐97.  Don’t know

CA3

‐98.  Refused

CA3
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CA2a. What improvements are you considering? [Prompt if needed; Check all that apply]
1.  Indoor/Outdoor Lighting
2.  Space heating equipment
3.  Air conditioning equipment
4.  Ventilation
5.  Motors
6.  Refrigeration equipment
7.  Water heating equipment
8.  No purchases

CA3

77.  Other (Please describe)
‐97.  Don’t know

CA3

‐98.  Refused

CA3

CA2b. And, overall, what were the most important reasons that you have not taken action on these
improvements? [DO NOT READ. ACCEPT MULTIPLES. ALLOW VERBATIM RECORDING.]
1.  Other priorities for capital spending
2.  Amount of energy cost savings did not justify added investment costs
3.  No funds available for investment
4.  Energy savings were too uncertain
5.  Could not obtain financing for investment
6.  Do not pay the electric or gas bill
7.  Constructability
8.  Technology integration issues (please describe)
9.  Waiting for current equipment to fail
77.  Other (Please describe)
‐97.  Don’t know
‐98.  Refused
CA3. On a scale of 1 to 5 where 1 indicates “Very Unimportant” and 5 indicates “Very Important”, how
important are the following factors when deciding to make energy conservation improvements at this
building: [READ]
[NOTE TO PROGRAMMER: ‐97 = don’t know, ‐98 = refused, ‐99 = not applicable]
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RATING

FACTOR
CA3_1.  Quick return on the investment

1, 2, 3, 4, 5, ‐97, ‐98, ‐99

CA3_2.  Access to low‐interest loans or other financing

1, 2, 3, 4, 5, ‐97, ‐98, ‐99

CA3_3.  Access to rebates on purchases of efficient equipment

1, 2, 3, 4, 5, ‐97, ‐98, ‐99

CA3_4.  Equipment function and reliability

1, 2, 3, 4, 5, ‐97, ‐98, ‐99

CA3_5.  Equipment effects on productivity

1, 2, 3, 4, 5, ‐97, ‐98, ‐99

CA3_6.  Recommendations of third parties such as contractors or engineers

1, 2, 3, 4, 5, ‐97, ‐98, ‐99

CA3_7.  Amount of space taken up by equipment

1, 2, 3, 4, 5, ‐97, ‐98, ‐99

CA3_8.  Marketing or advertising potential

1, 2, 3, 4, 5, ‐97, ‐98, ‐99

CA3_9.  Any other factors? (Please describe__________________)

1, 2, 3, 4, 5, ‐97, ‐98, ‐99

CA3a. (If multiple responses to CA3) Which of those factors previously mentioned is the most
important?
1.  Quick payback on the investment
2.  Access to low‐interest loans or other financing
3.  Access to Rebates on purchases of efficient equipment
4.  Equipment service and reliability
5.  Equipment effects on productivity
6.  Recommendations of third parties such as contractors or engineers
7.  Physical footprint of equipment
8.  Marketing or advertising potential
9.  Other
‐97.  Don’t know
‐98.  Refused
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CA4. If your organization were to invest in measures to save energy at this building, what financial
calculations would it make before proceeding with such a project? [PROMPT IF NEEDED; Accept
multiple responses]
1.  None
2.  Payback
3.  Net present value (NPV)
4.  Rate of return
5.  Life cycle costing
77.  Other (Please describe)
‐97.  Don’t know
‐98.  Refused
CA5aa. [IF RC2 > 1 (ORGANIZATION HAS >1 LOCATION)] The next few questions are going to refer to
your entire organization rather than a specific location.
CA5. What is your threshold in terms of the payback your organization uses before deciding to
proceed with an investment? [PROMPT IF NEEDED]
1.  Less than 1 year
2.  1 to 2 years
3.  3 to 4 years
4.  5 to 6 years
5.  More than 6 years
6.  Organization has no threshold for determining payback
‐97.  Don’t know
‐98.  Refused

CA5a. How often does your organization rely on outside financing to help fund equipment purchase
or retrofit projects? Would you say...
1
2
3
4
5
‐97
‐98

DNV KEMA
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Rarely
Sometimes
Most of the time
Always
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CA5b. What, if any, financial challenges does your organization commonly face when considering
energy efficiency projects? [DO NOT READ. ACCEPT MULTIPLE ANSWERS]
1
2
3
4
5
‐97
‐98

[None]
[Funding]
[Access to capital]
[Cash flow]
[Other, SPECIFY]
Don't know
Refused

CA5c. (Skip if CA5b=1) Which, if any, of the following could your energy providers do to help your
organization overcome those challenges? [READ OPTIONS. ACCEPT ALL THAT APPLY]
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
‐97
‐98

Nothing
Provide rebates or cash incentives
Provide access to financing
Reduce financing interest rates
Provide on bill financing which lets you pay for improvements through the savings you
achieve on your energy bill
Provide technical advice
Provide incentives for projects that cover more than one energy using system
Or something else (SPECIFY)
Don't know
Refused

How important is being environmentally conscious to your organization? Would you say
it is …

CA6
1
2
3
4
‐97
‐98
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Essential to your business
Very important
Somewhat important
Not at all important
Don't know
Refused
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CA6a. Do you communicate being environmentally conscious to your customers?
1.  Yes

CA6b
.

2.  No

CA7

‐97.  Don’t know

CA7

‐98.  Refused

CA7

[IF CA6a=1] How is this information communicated to your current or potential
customers? [PROMPT IF NEEDED]
1
2
77
‐97
‐98

CA7

Organization website
Brochures/Pamphlets/Advertisements
Other (Please describe)
Don't know
Refused

Does your organization have a plan in place designed to reduce its energy consumption ?
1
2
‐97
‐98

Yes
No
Don't know
Refused
Does your organization have a written policy for the selection of energy‐efficient
equipment? ([if needed] EXAMPLES: REQUIREMENT THAT ALL NEW FLUORESCENT
LIGHTING SYSTEMS USE ELECTRONIC BALLASTS, OR THAT ALL NEW MOTORS BE
PREMIUM EFFICIENCY.)

CA8

1
2
‐97
‐98
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No
Don't know
Refused
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CA9
1
2
3
4
5
‐97
‐98
CA 10

Who typically implements energy efficiency upgrades or installations at your
organization? [Prompt if needed; Allow more than one response]
An in‐house staff person
A group of staff
An outside contractor
Other (please specify)
No
Don't know
Refused
Does your organization view energy costs as something that can be controlled?
1.  Yes
2.  No
‐97.  Don’t know
‐98.  Refused

CA11. Are you aware of any programs available from Massachusetts or your energy provider(s) that
help organizations like yours save energy?
1.  Yes
2.  No

CA12

‐97.  Don’t know

CA12

‐98.  Refused

CA12

CA11a. Which of the following programs have you heard of? [READ OPTIONS. SELECT ALL THAT
APPLY.]
1.  Mass Save
2.  Bright Opportunities
3.  Small and Mid‐sized Business Direct Install program
4.  Custom Retrofit program
5.  Anything else (SPECIFY)
‐97.  Don’t know
‐98.  Refused
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CA11b. Which, if any, of those programs has your organization participated in? [READ OPTIONS IF
NECESSARY]
1.  Mass Save
2.  Bright Opportunities
3.  Small and Mid‐sized Business Direct Install program
4.  Custom Retrofit program
5.  Anything else (SPECIFY)
‐97.  Don’t know
‐98.  Refused
CA12. How frequently do you engage your electric or gas providers when making energy related
improvements? [IF NEEDED Examples might include applying for a rebate or requesting technical
assistance. READ OPTIONS. CHOOSE ONE.]
1.  Sometimes
2.  Always
3.  Rarely
4.  Never
‐97.  Don’t know
‐98.  Refused

CA13. (IF RC2a>1; ORG HAS MULTIPLE BUILDINGS IN MA AND CA11=1, 2 or 3) How often do these
conversations focus on individual buildings as opposed to all of your Massachusetts buildings?
Would you say they… [READ OPTIONS, SELECT ONE]
1.  Usually focus on the individual location?
2.  Usually focus on the aggregate?
3.  Or is it evenly divided between the aggregate and individual location?
‐97.  Don’t know
‐98.  Refused
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CA14. Which of the following would be the most effective way for your electricity or gas providers to
encourage your organization to make energy efficiency improvements? [READ OPTIONS,
SELECT ONE]
[NOTE TO PROGRAMMER: IF POSSIBLE, MAKE OPTIONS 3 AND 4 VISIBLE ONLY IF RC2>1]
1.  Assign your organization an account representative?
2.  Rely on contractors or third parties to make the connection?
3.  Discuss your organization’s aggregate energy use with a centralized decision maker?
4.  Reach out to the individual locations?
5.  Or something else (SPECIFY)
‐97.  Don’t know
‐98.  Refused
CA15aa. [IF RC2 > 1 (ORGANIZATION HAS >1 LOCATION)] The rest of this survey are going to refer to
the specific location at <SERVICE ADDRESS>.
CA15. Does your organization or the tenants in the building make an effort to control energy costs
through general operational practices such as adjusting room temperatures when not occupied or
shutting computers and lights off at night.
1.  Yes
2.  No

CA16

‐97.  Don’t know

CA16

‐98.  Refused

CA16

CA15a. Would you say your organization pays…
1.  Substantial attention to these matters
2.  Some attention
3.  Little attention
‐97.  Don’t know
‐98.  Refused
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CA16. Have you previously had an energy audit at this building?
1.  Yes
2.  No

BE_00

‐97.  Don’t know

BE_00

‐98.  Refused

BE_00

CA16a. When did the audit occur… [prompt if needed]
1.  Less than 2 years ago
2.  Between 2 to 5 years
3.  More than 5 years ago
‐97.  Don’t know
‐98.  Refused

CA16b. Was this audit associated with the utility sponsored energy efficiency program?
1.  Yes
2.  No
‐97.  Don’t know
‐98.  Refused

Building Equipment: Lighting
BE_00 Next, I’d like to ask you a series of questions about the lighting, heating and cooling systems in
the building. Are you knowledgeable of these types of systems in the building?
1.  Yes

BE_L1

2.  No

BE_OE1

‐97.  Don’t know

BE_OE1

‐98.  Refused

BE_OE1
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BE_L1. What type of lighting fixture accounts for the majority of your indoor fixtures? [Prompt if
needed]
(Prompt for one response, but allow for multiple responses)
1.  Linear Fluorescents

BE_L1a.

2.  Incandescent lamps

LED1

3.  Compact Fluorescent Lamps (CFLs)

LED1

4.  Halogen lamps (MR‐16)

LED1

5.  High intensity discharge lamps (e.g. metal halide, sodium or mercury vapor lamps)

LED1

6.  Light Emitting Diodes (LEDs)

LED1

77.  Other (Please describe)

LED1

‐97.  Don’t know

LED1

‐98.  Refused

LED1

BE_L1a. Are the linear fluorescent lamps primarily T12, T8 or T5 technology? [If needed; the T12 is
the older technology with the larger diameter tubes, the T‐8 is the skinnier tubes, and the T5 are very
thin and often installed in high bay applications.]
1.  T‐12
2.  T‐8
3.  T‐5
77.  Other (Please describe)
‐97.  Don’t know
‐98.  Refused
LED1. How would you characterize your familiarity with LED lighting products for business use?
Would you say you are [READ OPTIONS BELOW] with LED technology?
1.  very familiar
2.  somewhat familiar
3.  not very familiar
4.  not at all familiar

BE_L2

‐97.  Don’t Know

BE_L2

‐98.  Refused

BE_L2
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LED2. (Skip if BE_L1 = 6) Do you currently have any LEDs installed inside or outside your building?
1.  Yes
2.  No
‐97.  Don’t Know
‐98.  Refused
LED3. Compared to currently available alternative technologies, would you say that LED lighting
equipment for common commercial applications is more energy efficient, less energy efficient, or
roughly equally efficient?
1.  More efficient
2.  Less efficient
3.  Equally efficient
‐97.  Don’t Know
‐98.  Refused
LED4. Compared to currently available alternative technologies, would you say that LEDs have a
longer, a shorter or about an equally long useful life?
1.  Longer useful life
2.  Shorter useful life
3.  Equally long useful life
‐97.  Don’t Know
‐98.  Refused
LED5. Compared to other currently available lighting technologies, would you say that LED lighting
equipment for common commercial applications provides better quality light, worse quality light, or
equal quality light?
1.  Better quality lighting
2.  Worse quality lighting
3.  Equal quality lighting
‐97.  Don’t Know
‐98.  Refused
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LED6. How would you say the costs for LED lighting equipment compare with alternative
technologies? Would you say it is …
1.  Much more expensive
2.  Somewhat more expensive
3.  About the same
4.  Somewhat less expensive
5.  Much less expensive
‐97.  Don’t Know
‐98.  Refused
LED7. (Skip if LED2=No) Which of the following types of LEDs do you have installed? Do you
have...[READ; Multiple responses accepted]
1.  LED bulbs that replace typical screw‐in light bulbs [IF NEEDED: That is: medium
screw‐based bulbs.]
2.  Spotlight LEDs [If needed: These include floodlight or reflector LEDs, such as
BR‐40, R‐30, PAR‐30, and MR‐16 LEDs. These look like regular flood lights and
they’re often used in recessed fixtures or in outdoor security fixtures. including
floodlight or reflector LEDs]
3.  Linear LED light sources that replace linear fluorescent lamps
77.  Other LEDs [SPECIFY:___]
‐97.  Don’t Know
‐98.  Refused
LED8. (Skip if LED2=No) Would it be ok if we contacted you again to discuss the LED installations
more in detail?
1.  Yes

Schedule Time

2.  No
‐97.  Don’t Know
‐98.  Refused
BE_L2. Now in regards to the systems that control lighting systems; are occupancy sensors used to
control indoor lighting in the building?
1.  Yes
2.  No

BE_EMS1

‐97.  Don’t know

BE_EMS1

‐98.  Refused

BE_EMS1
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BE_L2a. What space types have occupancy sensors? [PROMPT IF NEEDED; Accept multiple responses]
1.  Individual office spaces
2.  Lavatories
3.  Kitchens
4.  Conference rooms
5.  Warehouse/storage
6.  Other (specify)
‐97.  Don’t know
‐98.  Refused
BE_L3. Have automated daylighting controls been installed anywhere in the building?
1.  Yes
2.  No
‐97.  Don’t know
‐98.  Refused

Building Equipment: Energy Management System
BE_EMS1. Does the building use an energy management system? This should be a central controlled
system. We are not talking about programmable thermostats in this question.
[If asked for definition of an energy management system: “An energy management system is a
centralized building control system that controls equipment operation based on schedules and desired
temperature set points.”]
1.  Yes
2.  No

BE_HC1

‐97.  Don’t know

BE_ HC1

‐98.  Refused

BE_ HC1
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BE_EMS2. Does the energy management system consist of Direct Digital Control (DDC),
pneumatic controls, or other controls?
1.  DDC
2.  Pneumatic controls
77.  Other controls (please specify)
‐97.  Don’t know
‐98.  Refused
BE_EMS3. What end‐uses or systems are controlled by the energy management system? [PROMPT IF
NEEDED; Accept multiple responses]
1.  Primary heating and cooling
2.  Auxiliary heating and cooling
3.  Ventilation/Fans
4.  Lighting
77.  Other (Please describe)
‐97.  Don’t know
‐98.  Refused

BE_EMS4. When was the system installed? [Prompt if necessary]
1.  Less than 2 years ago
2.  2 to 5 years ago
3.  Over 5 to 10 years ago
4.  Over 10 years ago
5.  When building was constructed
‐97.  Don’t know
‐98.  Refused
BE_EMS5. Is the system used for demand response?
1.  Yes
2.  No

BE_HC1

‐97.  Don’t know

BE_ HC1

‐98.  Refused

BE_ HC1

BE_EM5a. Is the demand response manual, activated by a third party, or based some other
alternative algorithm?
1.  Manual
2.  Activated by third party
3.  Based on some other algorithm (please specify)
‐97.  Don’t know
‐98.  Refused
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Building Equipment: Cooling and Heating Systems
BE_HC1. Now I’d like to ask you some questions about the heating and cooling equipment. What is
the primary cooling equipment used in the building? [PROMPT IF NEEDED]
1.  None
BE_HC3
2.  Central chilled water plant (where a large central cooling system is used to cool
water that is then distributed to multiple locations)
3.  Packaged air conditioners (where the compressor, condenser, and supply air fan
are contained in the same housing and located on the roof or on the ground outside of
your building)
4.  Split‐system heat pumps
[Made up of two components, where the compressor is located outside and the
supply air fan is mounted on the wall or ceiling indoors]
5.  Split‐system air conditioners (made up of two components, where the compressor
and condenser are located outside and the supply air fan is mounted on the wall or
ceiling indoors)
6.  Individual window or wall units (all components located in same housing)
7.  Evaporative (swamp) coolers
77.  Other cooling equipment (Please describe: ____________)
‐97.  Don’t know
‐98.  Refused
BE_HC2. What percentage of the building is cooled by the primary cooling systems? [An estimate is
fine]
1.  Enter percentage
‐97.  Don’t know
‐98.  Refused

BE_HC3. Over the past two years, have any changes to the cooling system been made at this building?
[Prompt if needed]
1.  Yes
2.  No
‐97.  Don’t know

BE_HC4
BE_HC4

‐98.  Refused

BE_HC4
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BE_HC3a. What was the reason for these changes?
1.  Existing system needed repair
2.  Needed to increase system size/capacity
3.  Wanted to upgrade to more energy‐efficient system
4.  Part of larger construction/remodeling project
5.  Reduce cost
77.  Other (Please describe)
‐97.  Don’t know
‐98.  Refused
BE_HC4.What is the primary heating equipment used in the building? [PROMPT IF NEEDED]
1.  None

BE_HC6

2.  Central boiler(s) that produce steam or hot water
3.  Central furnace(s) that heat air directly, without using steam or water
4.  Rooftop or packaged heating units, other than heat pumps
[All components are in a single box that typically sits on the roof or on a pad near
the building]
5.  Split‐system heat pumps
[Made up of two components, where the compressor is located outside and the
supply air fan is mounted on the wall or ceiling indoors]
6.  Portable space heaters, other than heat pumps
7.  District steam or hot water piped in from outside the building
77.  Other heating equipment (Please describe: ____________________)
‐97.  Don’t know
‐98.  Refused
BE_HC5. What percentage of the building is heated by the primary heating system? [An estimate is
fine]
1.  Enter percentage
‐97.  Don’t know
‐98.  Refused
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BE_HC6. Over the past two years, have any changes been made to the heating systems at this
building? [Prompt if needed]
1.  Yes
2.  No
‐97.  Don’t know

BE_HC7
BE_HC7

‐98.  Refused

BE_HC7

BE_HC6a. What was the reason for these changes?
1.  Existing system needed repair
2.  Needed to increase system size/capacity
3.  Wanted to upgrade to more energy‐efficient system
4.  Part of larger construction/remodeling project
5.  Reduce cost
77.  Other (Please describe)
‐97.  Don’t know
‐98.  Refused
BE_HC7. What is the condition of the building’s ventilation system? [PROMPT IF NEEDED]
1.  In good condition
2.  Needs maintenance/repair
3.  Needs replacement
4.  Not Applicable (no system)
‐97.  Don’t know
‐98.  Refused to answer
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Building Equipment: Hot Water Systems
BE_HW1. What is the primary water heating equipment used in this building? [PROMPT IF NEEDED]
1.  None

BE_OG1

2.  Traditional Water Heater (tank)
3.  Tankless water heaters (sometimes called “instant” water heaters )
4.  Central boiler
5.  Heat pump water heater
77.  Other heating equipment (Please describe)
‐97.  Don’t know

BE_OG1

‐98.  Refused

BE_OG1

BG_HW2. How old is the water heating system? [An estimate is fine]
1.  Enter age of system: __________ years
2.  Installed when building was constructed
‐97.  Don’t know
‐98.  Refused
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Building Equipment: On‐site Generation
BE_OG1. Is there on‐site power generation at this building such as co‐generation, self generation
solar/photovoltaic, or emergency generators?
1.  Yes
2.  No

BE_OE1

‐97.  Don’t know

BE_OE1

‐98.  Refused

BE_OE1

BE_OG2. Does this on‐site generation consist of…[READ]:
1.  Co-generation
2.  Self, renewable generation (i.e. Solar cells or Photovoltaics
3.  Emergency generators
77.  Other (Please describe)
‐97.  Don’t know
‐98.  Refused

BE_OG3. What is it used for ‐ Is it a supplemental energy source, for emergency back‐up purposes, or
for both
1.  Supplementary energy source
2.  Emergency back‐up
3.  Both supplementary and back‐up
‐97.  Don’t know
‐98.  Refused
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Building Equipment: Other Equipment
BE_OE1. Are any of the following used at your building? [READ, MULTIPLE OK]
1.  Commercial‐grade electric cooking equipment
2.  Commercial‐grade gas cooking equipment
3.  Refrigeration
4.  Electric pool heaters
5.  Pool
6.  Spa
7.  Vending machines
8.  Industrial motors or pumps
9.  Industrial process equipment
‐97.  Don’t know
‐98.  Refused
BE_OE1a. (If BE_OE1=5) How many pools are at the building?
1.  Enter number of pools
‐97.  Don’t know
‐98.  Refused
BE_OE1b. (If BE_OE1=5) Are any of the pool(s) heated?
1.  Yes
2.  No
‐97.  Don’t know
‐98.  Refused

BE_OE1c. (If BE_OE1=7) What percent of the vending machines are refrigerated? [An estimate is fine]
1.  Yes
2.  No
‐97.  Don’t know
‐98.  Refused
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BE_OE2. Does your building have any other major electricity or natural gas using systems we have not
yet covered?
1.  Yes

BE_OE2a

2.  No

Next section

‐97.  Don’t know

Next section

‐98.  Refused

Next section

BE_OE2a. What are they?
1.  RECORD VERBATIM
‐97.  Don’t know
‐98.  Refused
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Recruitment for On‐site Assessments
The Massachusetts electric and gas utilities want to make an accurate measurement of the types of
equipment currently installed within the buildings in the state of Massachusetts. For this task we are
looking for businesses that are willing to let us tour their facilities. This would involve one of our
energy auditors visiting your facility and recording basic information on the characteristics of your
building, such the major energy‐using equipment in your building and the size and efficiency rating of
your air conditioning and lighting equipment. By participating in this you may also learn what
potential opportunities might exist at your facility to save energy and money. All the information from
this study is confidential. And for your cooperation you will receive a $200 incentive after the onsite is
completed plus a 10% rebate on you next energy efficiency upgrade.
RECR1. Are you interested in participating in this research project?
1

Yes

RECR2

2

No

RECR4

‐97

Refused

RECR4

‐98

Don’t know

RECR4

RECR2. What is the name of the person (facility manager) that our energy auditor should call at this
location to schedule an appointment?
1

Record Name

‐97

Don’t know

‐98

Refused

RECR4

RECR3. May I have the best phone number for our energy auditor to use for scheduling this
appointment?
1

Record phone number

‐97

Don’t know

‐98

Refused

RECR4. On occasion, we find it helpful to call back to clarify our notes. Would it be ok to call you back
should we need further clarification?
1.  Yes
2.  No
‐97.  Don’t know
‐98.  Refused
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T&T. That’s all the questions that we have. On behalf of the Massachusetts electric and gas utilities I’d
like to thank you very much for taking the time to participate in this study.
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F.

Customer Survey Sample Design

This section presents DNV KEMA Energy & Sustainability’s proposed sample design for the
Massachusetts Commercial and Industrial (C&I) Customer General Population Survey.
The survey was designed to collect information for several on-going and planned C&I research efforts.2
Information sought includes, but is not limited to: respondent characteristics, building characteristics and
operations, building equipment, customer attitudes toward energy use, and program engagement of midsized customers.
DNV KEMA designed a stratified random sample of 1,400 C&I customers in Massachusetts. The sample
design considers building type, customer size, program participation, managed accounts 3 and multiple
account status4. Table F- 1 provides a high level summary of the proposed sample design. More detailed
tables and further explanation of the sampling methodology are provided in subsequent sections.

Table F- 1 Sample design by building type
P e rce nt of P opula tion of S a mple d
Industry Ca te gory T ota l kW h Custome rs Custome rs

Education
Foodsales
Foodservice
Healthcare
Lodging
Manuf/Indus
Office
Public Assembly
Retail
Warehouse
Other
Unclassified
Total

7%
4%
6%
6%
2%
10%
22%
2%
17%
0%
3%
21%
100%

3,861
2,716
11,314
5,440
1,106
9,975
29,472
3,856
53,678
216
4,449
67,569
193,652

123
103
110
135
84
136
160
78
163
33
105
170
1,400

R e la tive
P re cision
(E R =.5)

8%
10%
10%
6%
8%
7%
9%
10%
10%
6%
10%
9%
3%

2

Mid-sized Customer Needs Assessment; Existing Building Market Characterization; LED Market Effects Study;
and Commercial Real Estate Market Study.
3
National Grid provided managed accounts by account number. NStar and Unitil provided managed accounts by
customer name. Cape Light provided a list of key large accounts by customer name..
4
We identified all accounts belonging to a customer who had more than five accounts as a multiple account.
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The remainder of this memo discusses the proposed sample design as follows:


First, we discuss the preparation of the customer data to identify the population of C&I
customers;



Next, we discuss details of our sampling approach; and



Finally, we present the sampling plan in a series of tables that identify the target number of
completed surveys, population, and expected precision assuming various approaches for
tabulating results.

Preparation of Customer Data
In 2012, DNV KEMA received customer tracking and billing data for 2011 from the Massachusetts
Program Administrators. Previously, we merged and cleaned this data at the account level for MA C&I
Customer Profile. This data file served as the initial population for the Mid-Sized Customer Needs
Assessment and Existing Building Market Characterization sample design. For this sample, the account
level population was collapsed to create a new dataset of customers.
To perform the collapse, our first step was to eliminate all accounts with less than 100 kWh annualized
energy usage from the population. Second, we collapsed two industry categories used in C&I Customer
Profile, inpatient and outpatient, into a single industry: healthcare. Third, we used phone numbers to
collapse the accounts into customers; for all the accounts missing phone numbers, we performed a second
collapse using the customer name on each account. Next, we created new demand size segments, based
on information provided by the Mid-Sized Customer Needs Assessment research. That research
concluded that customers between 200 and 300 kW are an important segment to investigate for the
following reasons:


200 kW is a cut-point for the G2 and G3 rates, which some PAs use to separate customers by
size;



The PAs report that the demand threshold for the Direct Install program 300 kW varies from year
to year based on changes to temperature sensitive loads, and the PAs do not always re-classify
customers due to these fluctuations. We examined the variance in demand around Direct Install
participants and found it to be roughly 100 kW.

Finally, for multiple account customers, we assigned each customer to a single account for which they
will be surveyed – the account with greatest peak demand. This process resulted in the distribution of
customers displayed in Table F-2, categorized by industry and peak demand category.
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Table F-2 Distribution of Customers by Building Type and Peak Demand Size Category
Industry

Education
Foodsales
Foodservice
Healthcare
Lodging
Manuf/Indus
Office
Public Assembly
Retail
Warehouse
Other
Unclassified
Total

Be low 75 kW

2,969
2,384
10,402
4,856
837
8,818
27,349
4,215
3,537
51,301
65,220
174
182,062

75-200 kW

444
120
757
283
109
595
1,274
121
224
1,759
1,189
21
6,896

200-300 kW

130
33
67
109
68
166
275
36
43
280
396
6
1,609

300-750 kW

217
171
71
107
68
232
349
59
42
273
494
8
2,091

750-1100 kW

39
5
4
23
10
74
89
2
3
30
106
4
389

Above 100 kW

T ota l

62
3
13
62
14
90
136
16
7
35
164
3
605

3,861
2,716
11,314
5,440
1,106
9,975
29,472
4,449
3,856
53,678
67,569
216
193,652

Sample Design
DNV KEMA employed our Model Based Statistical Sampling (MBSS) software to develop a stratified
random sample of the population of C&I customers in which industry and demand category served as the
strata. Our proposed sample design includes twelve industry categories, including other and unclassified,
and six demand categories, for a total of seventy-two primary strata. We used MBSS to estimate the
appropriate sample size for each stratum based on the respective stratum’s expected variance (represented
by the error ratio) and the total stratum kWh.
In instances where a small number of customers had substantially larger consumption than the other
customers in their primary stratum, we drew a census stratum of customers. Our sample includes twentyfive census strata for a total of ninety-seven strata in the sample. For each of the primary strata, we drew a
simple random sample of customers. We will sample every customer in a census stratum with certainty.
In addition to industry and demand, other customer attributes that are of interest to the Mid-Sized
Customer Needs Assessment research included whether a customer was an energy efficiency program
participant, whether they had an account representative assigned to them, and whether they were a
multiple account customer (i.e. a customer with more than five accounts). As these criteria were not
central to Existing Building Market Characterization, we did not optimize the proposed sample by the
additional categories; however, once we determined the proposed sample design, we did estimate the
relative precision for these categories to ensure the results would provide better than 20 percent relative
precision at 90 percent confidence level for the desired reporting categories. We describe the estimated
relative precisions and distribution of sampled customers by stratum in the next section.
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Estimated levels of precision
The tables below indicate the number of customers sampled, as well as relative precisions based on a 90
percent confidence level and two error ratio estimates. We discuss the error ratios below.


Error ratio = 0.5. – We believe that this provides an appropriate indicator of the relative
precision for analysis of binary response or proportional survey questions. For example, if our
survey indicated that out of all education buildings, 20 percent used a building energy
management system and 80 percent did not, this first number provides a good estimate of the
expected relative precision around these percentages. In the tables below, this estimate is
labeled “Error Ratio=0.5”.



Error ratio = 1.0 – This provides a worst case estimate of relative precision for our sample
design.

Table F-3 presents our sample design by stratum. The overall estimated relative precision at 90 percent
confidence for the proposed sample design is 3 percent based on an error ratio of 0.5 and seven percent
based on an error ratio of one. While the expected precisions by strata at the reporting level seen in Table
2 are high, neither Existing Building Market Characterization nor Mid-Sized Customer Needs Assessment
require data to be reported at this level. Rather, we selected sample at this level to ensure the sample was
distributed across all industries and demand size categories. We will report results to a more aggregate
level, as presented in the discussion that follows.
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Table F-3 Sample Design by Stratum
Industry - D e ma nd Ca te gory

Education - Below 75 kW
Education - 75 - 200 kW
Education - 200-300 kW
Education - 300-750 kW
Education - 750- 1100 kW
Education - Above 1100 kW
Foodsales - Below 75 kW
Foodsales - 75 - 200 kW
Foodsales - 200-300 kW
Foodsales - 300-750 kW
Foodsales - 750- 1100 kW
Foodsales - Above 1100 kW
Foodservice - Below 75 kW
Foodservice - 75 - 200 kW
Foodservice - 200-300 kW
Foodservice - 300-750 kW
Foodservice - 750- 1100 kW
Foodservice - Above 1100 kW
Healthcare - Below 75 kW
Healthcare - 75 - 200 kW
Healthcare - 200-300 kW
Healthcare - 300-750 kW
Healthcare - 750- 1100 kW
Healthcare - Above 1100 kW
Lodging - Below 75 kW
Lodging - 75 - 200 kW
Lodging - 200-300 kW
Lodging - 300-750 kW
Lodging - 750- 1100 kW
Lodging - Above 1100 kW
Manuf/Indus - Below 75 kW
Manuf/Indus - 75 - 200 kW
Manuf/Indus - 200-300 kW
Manuf/Indus - 300-750 kW
Manuf/Indus - 750- 1100 kW
Manuf/Indus - Above 1100 kW
Office - Below 75 kW
Office - 75 - 200 kW
Office - 200-300 kW
Office - 300-750 kW
Office - 750- 1100 kW
Office - Above 1100 kW
Public Assembly - Below 75 kW
Public Assembly - 75 - 200 kW
Public Assembly - 200-300 kW
Public Assembly - 300-750 kW
Public Assembly - 750- 1100 kW
Public Assembly - Above 1100 kW
Retail - Below 75 kW
Retail - 75 - 200 kW
Retail - 200-300 kW
Retail - 300-750 kW
Retail - 750- 1100 kW
Retail - Above 1100 kW

DNV KEMA

R e la tive P re cision
Error R a tio = 0.5 E rror R a tio = 1.0

45%
24%
19%
17%
13%
11%
39%
28%
23%
10%
0%
0%
17%
19%
26%
23%
0%
10%
33%
24%
18%
17%
0%
7%
40%
26%
23%
14%
0%
0%
36%
27%
21%
19%
19%
7%
31%
22%
22%
19%
18%
11%
28%
22%
25%
15%
35%
0%
18%
18%
27%
19%
37%
25%

90%
49%
37%
33%
26%
22%
77%
56%
46%
20%
0%
0%
34%
37%
52%
46%
0%
20%
66%
49%
35%
34%
0%
14%
80%
53%
46%
29%
0%
0%
73%
54%
42%
39%
38%
15%
62%
44%
43%
37%
37%
21%
55%
44%
49%
29%
69%
0%
36%
35%
54%
37%
73%
51%

F-5

S a mple d
Custome rs

10
15
20
30
18
30
21
10
10
54
5
3
47
26
10
13
4
10
17
13
20
22
23
40
11
12
12
25
10
14
17
12
17
23
18
49
33
20
20
24
20
43
25
17
9
18
2
7
78
35
11
24
5
10

Custome r
P opula tion

2,969
444
130
217
39
62
2,384
120
33
171
5
3
10,402
757
67
71
4
13
4,856
283
109
107
23
62
837
109
68
68
10
14
8,818
595
166
232
74
90
27,349
1,274
275
349
89
136
3,537
224
43
42
3
7
51,301
1,759
280
273
30
35

Popula tion
kW h

P e rce nta ge of
P opula tion kW h

127,112,100
194,962,943
119,038,869
441,881,045
177,752,913
606,840,243
210,424,614
64,371,590
41,611,476
537,148,601
82,543,615
56,899,156
648,592,554
360,024,537
62,755,305
159,268,455
18,974,958
144,610,362
184,501,093
148,584,476
114,680,904
212,145,477
161,647,237
677,816,810
34,366,309
47,159,054
65,252,323
131,223,033
42,173,367
77,578,184
312,096,091
224,318,323
127,707,237
436,455,857
330,175,208
1,102,976,762
1,086,345,124
661,551,643
315,665,580
783,156,652
485,362,753
1,913,034,203
109,305,733
74,364,244
38,915,185
78,766,998
10,601,688
57,620,266
1,987,397,369
899,259,562
285,263,771
619,278,640
138,161,485
258,298,640

0.5%
0.8%
0.5%
1.8%
0.7%
2.5%
0.9%
0.3%
0.2%
2.2%
0.3%
0.2%
2.7%
1.5%
0.3%
0.7%
0.1%
0.6%
0.8%
0.6%
0.5%
0.9%
0.7%
2.8%
0.1%
0.2%
0.3%
0.5%
0.2%
0.3%
1.3%
0.9%
0.5%
1.8%
1.4%
4.6%
4.5%
2.7%
1.3%
3.2%
2.0%
7.9%
0.5%
0.3%
0.2%
0.3%
0.0%
0.2%
8.2%
3.7%
1.2%
2.6%
0.6%
1.1%
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Table F-3 Continued
Industry - D e ma nd Ca te gory

Warehouse - Below 75 kW
Warehouse - 75 - 200 kW
Warehouse - 200-300 kW
Warehouse - 300-750 kW
Warehouse - 750- 1100 kW
Warehouse - Above 1100 kW
Other - Below 75 kW
Other - 75 - 200 kW
Other - 200-300 kW
Other - 300-750 kW
Other - 750- 1100 kW
Other - Above 1100 kW
Unclassified - Below 75 kW
Unclassified - 75 - 200 kW
Unclassified - 200-300 kW
Unclassified - 300-750 kW
Unclassified - 750- 1100 kW
Unclassified - Above 1100 kW
Overall

R e la tive P re cision
E rror R a tio = 0.5 Error R a tio = 1.0

50%
34%
0%
0%
0%
0%
45%
27%
17%
10%
0%
0%
33%
22%
21%
15%
20%
13%
3%

99%
68%
0%
0%
0%
0%
89%
53%
34%
19%
0%
0%
66%
44%
42%
30%
41%
26%
7%

Sa mple d
Custome rs

6
6
6
8
4
3
25
14
16
32
2
16
37
19
20
37
17
40
1,400

Custome r
P opula tion

P opula tion
kW h

P e rce nta ge of
P opula tion kW h

174
10,962,016
21
10,631,657
6
5,341,159
8
18,884,766
4
12,759,883
3
46,110,748
4,215
143,975,575
121
78,827,704
36
56,367,134
59
184,238,878
2
63,484,296
16
159,659,271
65,220
1,118,314,888
1,189
568,201,025
396
407,925,168
494
1,096,827,354
106
503,630,608
164
1,375,844,546
193,652 24,150,007,295

0.1%
0.0%
0.0%
0.1%
0.1%
0.2%
0.6%
0.3%
0.2%
0.8%
0.3%
0.7%
4.6%
2.4%
1.7%
4.5%
2.1%
5.7%
100.0%

After selecting the sample, stratified by industry and demand category, DNV KEMA examined the
relative precisions that random selection would provide if the data were aggregated to different reporting
categories. First, we looked at the distribution of sample and population of customers by industry only.
These data are shown in Table F-4 below, along with the corresponding expected precision for each
segment. For all of the categories of interest, the relative precisions are generally less 10 percent based on
an error ratio of 0.5 and less than 20 percent based on an error ratio of one.

Table F-4 Estimated Precisions by Industry Category
Industry Ca te gory

Education
Foodsales
Foodservice
Healthcare
Lodging
Manuf/Indus
Office
Public Assembly
Retail
Warehouse
Other
Unclassified
Overall

DNV KEMA

R e la tive Pre cision
E rror R a tio = 0.5 E rror R a tio = 1.0

8%
10%
10%
6%
8%
7%
9%
10%
10%
6%
10%
9%
3%

15%
20%
20%
13%
15%
15%
17%
20%
20%
12%
21%
19%
7%

F-6

S a mple d
Custome rs

123
103
110
135
84
136
160
78
163
33
105
170
1,400

Custome r
Popula tion

P opula tion
kW h

P e rce nta ge of
P opula tion kW h

3,861
1,667,588,112
2,716
992,999,051
11,314
1,394,226,171
5,440
1,499,375,998
1,106
397,752,271
9,975
2,533,729,478
29,472
5,245,115,956
3,856
369,574,113
53,678
4,187,659,467
216
104,690,230
4,449
686,552,859
67,569
5,070,743,588
193,652 24,150,007,295

6.9%
4.1%
5.8%
6.2%
1.7%
10.5%
21.7%
1.5%
17.3%
0.4%
2.8%
21.0%
100.0%
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Next, we looked at the distribution of sample and population of customers by demand size only. These
data are shown in Table F-5 below. Again we present the corresponding expected precisions for each
demand size segments. The table shows that the relative precisions are generally less than 10 percent
based on an error ratio of 0.5 and less than 20 percent based on an error ratio of one.

Table F-5 Estimated Precisions by Demand Category
R e la tive P re cision
Error R a tio = 0.5 Error R a tio = 1.0

D e ma nd Ca te gory

Below 75 kW
75 - 200 kW
200-300 kW
300-750 kW
750- 1100 kW
Above 1100 kW
Overall

11%
8%
9%
6%
8%
5%
3%

22%
16%
17%
12%
16%
9%
7%

Sa mple d
Custome rs

327
199
171
310
128
265
1,400

Custome r
P opula tion

Popula tion
kW h

P e rce nta ge of
P opula tion kW h

182,062
5,973,393,466
6,896
3,332,256,759
1,609
1,640,524,110
2,091
4,699,275,757
389
2,027,268,011
605
6,477,289,192
193,652 24,150,007,295

25.0%
14.0%
7.0%
19.0%
8.0%
27.0%
100.0%

Tables F-6, F-7 and F-8 show the distribution of sample and population of customers for participant
verses non-participant, accounts with and without account representatives and multiple account sites
(identified as those sites with more than 5 accounts per customer name. For all reporting categories the
expected precisions are less than 10 percent based on an error ratio of 0.5 and less than 20 percent based
on an error ratio of one.

Table F-6 Estimated Precisions by Participant Category
Pa rticipa nt Ca te gory

Participant
Not Participant
Overall

R e la tive Pre cision
Error R a tio = 0.5 E rror R a tio = 1.0

7%
4%
3%

14%
8%
7%

S a mple d
Custome rs

255
1,145
1,400

Custome r
P opula tion

Popula tion
kW h

P e rce nta ge of
Popula tion kW h

5,140
4,285,222,527
188,512 19,864,784,768
193,652 24,150,007,295

18.0%
82.0%
100.0%

Table F-7 Estimated Precisions by Account Representative Category
Account R e pre se nta tive
Ca te gory

Managed
Not Managed
Overall

R e la tive Pre cision
Error R a tio = 0.5 E rror R a tio = 1.0

9%
4%
3%

19%
8%
7%

S a mple d
Custome rs

143
1,257
1,400

Custome r
P opula tion

Popula tion
kW h

P e rce nta ge of
Popula tion kW h

1,161
2,898,397,796
192,491 21,251,609,499
193,652 24,150,007,295

12.0%
88.0%
100.0%

Table F-8 Estimated Precisions by Multiple Account Category
Multiple Account
Ca te gory

>5 Accounts
<=5 Accounts
Overall

DNV KEMA

R e la tive Pre cision
Error R a tio = 0.5 E rror R a tio = 1.0

9%
4%
3%

18%
7%
7%

F-7

S a mple d
Custome rs

222
1,178
1,400

Custome r
P opula tion

Popula tion
kW h

Pe rce nta ge of
Popula tion kW h

10,854
5,066,437,651
182,798 19,083,569,644
193,652 24,150,007,295

21.0%
79.0%
100.0%
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G.

Project 10 Reanalysis Tables

Table G- 1Economic activity
Primary Economic
Activity
Office
Retail (non-food)
College/university
School
Grocery store
Convenience store
Restaurant
Health care/hospital
Hotel or motel
Warehouse
Community Service/
Church/Temple/Municipa
lity
Industrial
Process/Manufacturing/A
ssembly
Agriculture/Farm
Other (includes: other,
multi family)

DNV KEMA

Large

Lman

Lmul

M

S

Sman

Smul

24%

15%

8%

1%

10%

11%

29%

10%
4%
0%
0%
0%
0%
8%
0%
10%
2%

2%
11%
9%
2%
0%
0%
0%
2%
0%
1%

4%
9%
20%
5%
0%
0%
16%
5%
1%
7%

0%
0%
10%
0%
0%
0%
9%
1%
10%
9%

22%
0%
11%
0%
0%
2%
3%
0%
7%
8%

13%
0%
13%
0%
0%
46%
0%
0%
15%
0%

18%
1%
14%
1%
0%
3%
6%
1%
3%
3%

38%

49%

17%

58%

25%

0%

9%

0%
2%

0%
6%

0%
4%

0%
3%

2%
6%

0%
0%

0%
7%
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Table G- 2 Efficiency related policies
Large

Lman

Lmul

M

S

Sman

Smul

Formal requirements

48%

29%

38%

10%

24%

13%

20%

Informal guidelines

50%

46%

63%

28%

31%

74%

37%

Long term planning
around replacements

72%

82%

82%

72%

53%

87%

51%

Long term plans

86%

77%

79%

80%

77%

100%

91%

Willing to enter long
term agreements

42%

41%

57%

82%

54%

87%

55%

Has a tool for
calculating life cycle
costs

43%

28%

28%

19%

21%

13%

14%

Cost threshold for
corporate approval

70%

74%

84%

59%

46%

74%

50%

Energy use manager

83%

76%

79%

46%

48%

85%

53%
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Table G- 3 Awareness and Sources of information: Primary Info Sources for MASS SAVE
Large

Lman

Lmul

M

S

Sman

Smul

heard of mass save

75%

70%

75%

79%

72%

100%

73%

PA contacts mentioned mass save

88%

63%

70%

65%

64%

87%

68%

source of info about mass save

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

[Sources within your organization]

24%

11%

15%

5%

9%

11%

6%

[Contractors, vendors, or
suppliers]
[Trade organizations and trade
magazines]
[Your electric or gas utility]

17%

29%

23%

49%

43%

40%

33%

0%

0%

0%

0%

0%

0%

0%

33%

26%

51%

33%

15%

36%

25%

[Architecture or engineering
firms]
[Colleagues outside your
organization]
[Trade shows]

8%

3%

8%

1%

6%

0%

1%

0%

0%

0%

1%

0%

0%

5%

0%

0%

0%

0%

3%

0%

0%

[The internet]

0%

0%

0%

0%

6%

0%

3%

[Energy efficiency service
provider]
[Other

1%

8%

6%

0%

0%

0%

5%

0%

0%

0%

1%

0%

0%

5%
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Table G- 4 Primary Sources of information about financing program
Large

Lman Lmul M

S

Sman

Smul

[Sources within their
organization]

12%

18%

25%

2%

12%

0%

3%

[Contractors,
vendors, or suppliers]

14%

12%

6%

26% 26%

0%

21%

[Trade organizations
and trade magazines]

0%

0%

0%

0%

0%

1%

[Electric or gas
utility]

46%

42%

56%

44% 32%

41%

37%

[Architecture or
engineering firms]

0%

2%

2%

0%

3%

0%

0%

[Colleagues outside
your organization]

12%

3%

0%

0%

8%

46%

4%

[Trade shows]

0%

2%

3%

0%

0%

0%

0%

[The Internet]

0%

0%

2%

0%

3%

0%

9%

[Energy efficiency
service provider]

0%

10%

5%

2%

0%

0%

8%

0%

0%

0%

0%

0%

3%

[Other,Specify:MASS 4%
save webinar; Green
Ribbon; from wife;
newspaper]
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Table G- 5 Other Sources of Information
Large Lman

Lmul

M

S

Sman

Smul

6%

17%

10%

16%

8%

100%

35%

57%

14%

21%

0%

81%

0%

34%

7%

31%

7%

0%

0%

0%

24%

0%

14%

31%

68%

11%

0%

0%

Architecture or
engineering firms
Colleagues outside
your organization
Trade shows

6%

8%

2%

0%

0%

0%

0%

0%

12%

19%

0%

0%

0%

1%

The Internet

29%

8%

5%

16%

0%

0%

0%

Energy efficiency
service provider
Any other sources?
Specify:( media)

29%

0%

0%

0%

0%

0%

0%

0%

1%

0%

0%

0%

0%

0%

Sources within your
organization
Contractors, vendors,
or suppliers
Trade organizations
and trade magazines
Electric or gas utility
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Table G- 6 Experience with past projects
Larg
e

Lma
n

Lmu
l

M

S

Sman

Smul

point in project when learned of
incentives e4

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Before beginning the project

75%

68%

93%

76%

78%

100%

88%

After beginning the project but
before making equipment decisions

13%

15%

5%

7%

6%

0%

7%

While in the process of making
equipment decisions

10%

1%

0%

5%

4%

0%

1%

After making equipment decisions
but before completing the project

2%

4%

1%

11%

4%

0%

1%

After the project was complete

0%

2%

0%

0%

6%

0%

1%

received technical assistance

37%

36%

45%

49%

26%

0%

33%

able to choose own engineering firm

88%

86%

51%

80%

67%

0%

69%

effect of technical assistance

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

had no effect

72%

54%

68%

65%

76%

0%

86%

decreased completion time

5%

15%

3%

5%

6%

0%

0%

or increased completion time

23%

21%

29%

30%

18%

0%

14%

received outside financial assistance

25%

5%

13%

22%

16%

26%

21%
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Table G- 7 Satisfaction
satisfaction with

Large Lman Lmul M

S

Sman

Smul

technical assistance

100%

100%

95%

95%

98%

0%

98%

process of implementing
project

72%

85%

94%

79%

85%

87%

87%

project approval process

79%

78%

85%

78%

81%

87%

93%

program paperwork

89%

67%

76%

52%

79%

87%

77%

incentive payment

79%

76%

87%

66%

98%

100%

90%

m&v process

86%

72%

77%

63%

76%

41%

80%

responsiveness of staff

68%

76%

76%

77%

88%

54%

90%
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Table G- 8 Energy saving opportunities
Larg
e

Lma
n

Lmu
l

M

S

Sma
n

Smu
l

aware of opportunities B2

64%

48%

51%

15%

37%

85%

27%

has concrete plans to implement B4

74%

48%

39%

85%

46%

70%

79%

had an audit/walkthrough to identify
opportunities B6

96%

91%

82%

91%

66%

100%

69%

would be interested in a walkthrough B7

100%

12%

60%

84%

42%

0%

62%

frequency of discussing purchase & retrofit
decisions with PA C5

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Never

13%

9%

23%

54%

39%

0%

36%

Rarely

0%

7%

24%

12%

26%

0%

17%

Sometimes

26%

48%

26%

14%

21%

59%

14%

Most of the time

26%

27%

12%

12%

13%

28%

24%

Always

36%

2%

7%

6%

1%

13%

10%

source of equipment purchase info p18

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

[Sources within organization/on own]

48%

52%

48%

22%

36%

11%

25%

[Contractors, vendors, or suppliers]

58%

59%

56%

73%

43%

63%

38%

[Trade organizations and trade magazines]

0%

1%

12%

0%

7%

11%

4%
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[Electric or gas utility]

15%

26%

6%

14%

9%

63%

17%

[Architecture or engineering firms]

17%

22%

19%

17%

12%

12%

31%

[Colleagues outside organization/recomdtns
from others who own eq]

18%

6%

7%

9%

5%

0%

4%

[Trade shows/conferences]

2%

0%

1%

0%

1%

11%

0%

[The internet]

18%

4%

19%

10%

16%

0%

12%

[Energy efficiency service provider]

3%

2%

1%

0%

1%

40%

1%

[Other [Specify: consultant; MIT ware;
premier buying group; state bid list]

8%

0%

4%

5%

0%

0%

5%
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Table G- 9 Barriers
Barrier to participation

Large

Lma
n

Lmu
l

M

S

Sma
n

Smu
l

[Initial cost]

45%

59%

65%

44
%

50
%

23%

63%

[Lifecycle cost/roi/business case]

25%

27%

31%

24
%

18
%

53%

15%

[Maintenance costs]

15%

13%

13%

13
%

8%

0%

10%

[Quality of energy efficient
equipment/features/reliability/safety]

17%

2%

8%

6%

18
%

23%

6%

[Unfamiliar with energy efficient
equipment]

2%

2%

1%

0%

0%

0%

0%

[Unaware of energy efficient options]

1%

0%

0%

0%

0%

0%

1%

[Institutional practices/policies/legal/not
early adopter/other decision makers]

7%

4%

2%

2%

3%

0%

0%

[Unavailable capital]

7%

0%

2%

0%

2%

0%

3%

[Energy efficient version not
available/need immediate replacement]

2%

4%

0%

1%

3%

0%

1%

[Other [Specify: business interruption;
competent contractors; exiting equip;
manuf. Reputation; physical size]

20%

9%

3%

9%

0%

12%

4%

20. none

0%

0%

3%

0%

0%

0%

0%
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